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A series of progressively-arranged pieces for the Piano, 
by the best composers, for the development of 
Rapid Sight Reading 
and Correct Musical Interpretation. 
\!/ 
The work gives embodiment to an entirely new idea. Mr. Landon 
has made a special study of the working of a pupil’s mind in learn¬ 
ing to read at sight, and he here gives the musical profession, the 
results. His series of observations and experiments in this specialty 
cover sixteen years. The introduction gives ideas never before in 
print. The book has over eighty pages, and every piece is the 
choicest and most charming music, the result of many years of 
careful search among the best things of foreign and American com¬ 
positions. After serving their purpose for sight-reading, there has 
been nothing finer, or even equal to it, published for study and 
memorizing. The music is of such a high order that it has great 
value for refinement of taste and for general musical instruction. 
Teachers of experience will be pleased to find in it some of the 
shorter movements from their favorite classics. 
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A SYSTEM OF TEACHING 
HARMONY 
Mazurka a l’Antique. 
DESTINED TO BECOME 
The Standard Text-Book of 
Musical Theory. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. 
of University of Pennsylvania. 
Published by.... 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
SUBSCRIPTION $1.50 PER YEAR. 
Single Copy 15 Cents. 
PUBLISHED BY 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE object which has always been 
kept in view is how to enable the 
pupil to grasp, in the easiest, most 
comprehensible way, the mass of facts, 
rules, etc., which make up the art of 
harmony. We most earnestly invite 
all teachers and students to investigate 
this work. 
For CLASS or SELF-INSTRUCTION 
Price, $1.25. 
Published by ... . 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
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for the pianofort ! 
| A CARXFULLY OAAOXO OOU«S« •» 
The Art of Piano Playing, foi leginntis. 
•» 
CHARLES W. LANDON. 
Price - $1-00. 
ling to Solid Itusie’auship 
idea and a Pleasingly 
^JsTANDARD GRADED 
P anoforllpURSE OF 
Study.. JUDIES 
Hin 
FOR THE ... 
PIANOFORTE. 
Universally Adopted by the Leading Teaches 
and Conservatories of Music. 
• • • • 
COMPILED BY 
MR. W. S. B. MATHEWS, 
The Leading Musical Writer and Educator 
of the Present Time. 
MATHEWS, 
Author of “ How to Understand Music,” 
“A Popular History of Music,” 
“Music: Its Ideals and Methods,” etc., 
price, GlotbsbonnD, $1.50. 
A Piano Method Leadi , 
by an Easily Grade-- - 
Interesting Course of Study 
The book is founded upon ihe beat of the proved idea, 
of the New Teaching, with the Chtld-Mtnd ever .»yew. 
The pieces and exercises are all short, full of t cho c 
e,t musical interest. Every principle °f touch a d 
expressive phrasing is clearly stated tn the ample and 
pungent annotations, and more fully illMtrated m 
best and most pleasing selections of eaey lormative 
music ever before embodied in a method. , . 
Special attention is given to the develop men. of he 
inner feeling for rhythm, and to exact knowle.ige of note 
and rest time-values, and to ultimate skill in mp.’• 
ir.n/,1, rii,,eeRnd exercise prepares foi ..cv.hhIu 
SUSXflNOER MoRRTHDB* 
Author ot 
•• Rubtn.tclo,” * Biofrsphyi 
•• Irish Robots,” otc. 
Attractively Bo,,r 
A, the worth ..d .ffioi«cy of to Eroded Course, »o »ore 
ET 
VERY phase of pifti 
* been touched In 
entertaining and " 
Of ft eurv-V of .. 
one whose experience and 
been exceptional. 1 lit* work 
a veritable inspiration to every 
THE WORK CONSISTS Ot 
iRT I. The Masters and Their Music. 
lRT II. Modern Masters and American Composers 
£ £ 
vr HE First Part contains material for Ten Musical 
V7 Evenings or Classes, consisting of Biograph¬ 
ical and Critical Annotations, carefully selected Musical 
Illustrations, etc., relating to Bach, Handel, Haydn, 
Mozart, Schubert, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Chopin, 
Schumann, and Liszt; calculated to show what kind 
of music they wrote, the relations and differences be¬ 
tween the composers, and to give an idea of the true 
place of each in Musical Art. 
There is also in addition a Second Part, contain¬ 
ing Six Musical Evenings or Programs, prepared with 
equal care upon Brahms. Grieg, Gottschalka.ua. Mason, 
Mac Dowell, Arthur Foote and Mrs. II. H. A. Beach, 
Scharwenka, Jensen and Paderewski, Rubinstein and 
Tschaikowsiqi, and miscellaneous programs of American 
Composers. 
jt ^ j* 
"r ” w'av Tii tL” pinnnforU' or pl« 
reading. Each piece and exercise preparesfor n successful ^ , ,.urliwlt Student ofj 
mastering of the next following number. I here are a m lilted for wr! n| 
Urge number of duett for Teacher and Pupil As early lexuuder McArthur hftft had*' 
impressions are lasting in the child s mini 1 - i‘ ’ x ,-j.and better opportu 
is first given in its easiest form, and the annota ions »e, ^1,,,lu the fortune of any one 
it in its clearest and strongest light. having had acce** to the mosl 
The Pedal is taught on scientific, prat, .' al and a * Hjnoe HI1 t.Kriy age. »tid w»- 
principles, the pnpil being started nghtregaiding i s t*rv t„ Rubinstein the last five 
by novel and pleasing exercises and pieces. lh® {’ > writing the most authentic hi 
is ideal in its contents and manner of presenting them, 
making of earnest music study a P^‘">e 
and pleasure of what, has hitherto bent to 
much of an irksome task. In engraving, Prl,ll'I>K 
and paper, the book is fullv up to the standard of the 
works issued by this Publishing House. 
PUBLISHED BY 
THEODORE PRESSER, 170S Chestnut St.,Philadelphia, Pa. 
u of testimonials from teachers everywhere have been received. 
^■lousands ot tesui „ v cultivation of 
g^gg^Krass------.. 
fen. *1'— "f *• “ ”d ** “ ” Mll,„ Siz, our Usual Liberal Discount is Allowed. 
,0 Grades. 10 Volumes. $100 Each Volume, 
-- —r*to - 
THEODORE PRES5TflTI0fl ; 
BUDlIlBiem UI« —__ -- 1 
„..tlng tl 
published. 
THEO. PRESSER, $*■ _ DSI0 0DT BT 
1708 Chestnut Steel WtAli lU QTn cmt 
phu^IYING IT IN A MUSIC bull. 
iMteSiiyii Bools. 
I n . f\ 1 m Titl'd/) .OHi/zjc flnl\t 
CLARKE'S MUSIC W 
Price 25 Cts., Wet, Postpt 
Our Own Make. In Three Styles Only, 
6 Staves, 24 Paees, 
_ as _ «( 
?ublished by.. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
.. BOOK op •• 
CHILDREN’S SONGS. 
By W. W. GILCHRIST. 
Prise $1.00. 
SOME of the very best of Mr. Gilchrist's melodic 
power seems to go out in his Children’s Songs. He 
discloses in them a sympathy for children, akin to 
the quality of Schumann’s Children’s Scenes. Moods of 
fancy, of tenderness, of humor, and of pure frolic find a 
peculiar expression in these little melodies. 
But those who may think the form of Children’s Songs 
too small for the development of synthetic treatment, 
must be commended to special study of these compositions 
in their structural side. What is, perhaps, their most 
valuable fundamental quality is their subtle completeness 
of form,—a trait which, in its true, unconscious utterance, 
is a sign of the highest mastery. The perfection and re¬ 
finement of harmonic and contrapuntal treatment is an 
element which is almost necessarily involved in the former 
quality. Both of them seem the more remarkable when 
we think of the great simplicity of the tunes, in range, in 
intervals, and in conception. 
Altogether, these songs, charming as is their first im¬ 
pression, are of the kind that gain ever-increased appre¬ 
ciation, giving ever-increased enjoyment as they are more 
widely known and sung. 




A writing tablet containing 100 leavi 
in size, ruled with the staff for writing a 
A practical and useful article for 
student, and especially valuable in the 
writing illustrations, giving some little t' 
cises, etc., etc. . . 
' The Synopsis of Harmony, which is in 
pad, by Dr. Hugh A. Claike, of the Uni _ 
I sylvania, will be found of great servicsJ "V . th_ v0rV latest and 
chart. 5ATGHEU ■ csirrylnfi 
The paper is of good quality, and to h -Uvenlent manner „ 
pads at hand will not only be a great con not necessitate me 
. .. — ■ - matter of economy in the saving of higl1 o,in«raedlng all Others Oil 
tn 12 and U .tav«, .lze 22 x 14. Price 60 cento per qnira scr; t paper. Published by | K >8 superseuil 6 
Be rare yon get those made by A0t. . .. un. 
THEO. PRESSES, 1708 Chestnnt St., Philadelphia. Pa, THEO, FSES3ES, 1708 Chestnut St., Pffof Smooth-Grain Learner, 
_ _ Jce $1.50. 




tt.(Slave Books ore »J4 x 6 Inches. 
S-Ntnve Books are »J4 x 8 inckes. 
Lxbkral Discount to the Poor reel on. 
Theee are unqueetionably the beet Mnelc-Oopylng Book, that areot 
the market at the present time. The paper ha« been made eepedaU] 
tor theee books, and is the beet qnality ledger paper, standing erarare 
three or four times. The booke are taetefnlly bonnd 
O i-V 1 ^ 5 
tbtion n. PHinnDEDPH'R' pb• 
b[EW GAME 1 
.. .  _ 
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BI DWELL POCKET AND EXE 
. .. tor am i v r am ai nr ANn PFRFFC 
ifiTHFR neW STYLE* 
THE ONLY COMPLETE D E E T 1 "Dn » w_„orrvinff 
FOR PIANISTS, VIOLINISTS, 
and all others who require a flexible and well*1 
Endorsed by leading teachers and all 
Produces a freedom and perfection of tech niff51 
attained by keyboard work alone. It preparestr. 
board and does away with a large amount of unnil 
i devel oper isonft 
oi uuie j/iovwvMa . ciuc. Use the 
strength,^flexibility, and freedom of acti ion,1 
a a  un x u« 
The keyboard as a hand l i 
f littl practical val e Exerc 
 l r 
control of each muscle of the hand, and the: 
to the keyboard by leguimate keyboard brad? 
Save your time, money, nerves and leBP^ 
your hands m a commou-'sense manner and' 
alone upon a keyboard for tbi. “a111161' a 
The Hand Exercise/^„i-,:'"rPose- 
carried in the pocket Ttb "^'ghs two on- 
Twenty minutes’ 80 cheap that every- 
better than two hours e <*a-v 1,ef°re , 
great need which can h Xtra .^e.v^x>ari^ ^'or^ ther^black 
utes UrC°mPle;D ''ala,°9ue ^ 
keyboard practice. be«erthan by two ho«* DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION. 
and all who ^quheTs86',*8 dually valuabll THEO PRESSER. PHIL 
id for nnct 8uPple anrl vxT«ii 
For carrying sheet 
music without any 
folding or rolling, 





THEWPEMAL VfEATIl. for Adwoced Hi# 
™ SOVEREIGN WREATH, for -4 «,# 
THe'iDEAL WREATH, for Grammar Schools. 
THE JUVENILE WREATH, for Primary Schools. 
. Each Work Complete in Itself... 
the IMPERIAL W.BE.AT!?l.°CaiS(Snvrations, Vocal 
Is designed fox^ advanced BjtW’contain(, Hymns «4Ch“gii | AddreSS 
Societies, and the Ho“ ^ gecond part contains PWri®?*L^-part Songs 
ssss. r 
THE SOVEREIGN WRLA I n tl rough course of ^ 
M^\ ) tions and answers, Somatic scale, and the b“ection9 consist of ■ B 
(^iDustc SutlMno 
s-r. N interesting and nst™e‘1T t, boundgand folding m 
U sists of a divided ate“ "®f^uaical characters, and 
the middle, a given set of articles may 
a book of directions indicating how the above 
be used. , . simcle mode of ear-training, 
The game is based upon a P train great bene- 
1 and presented in this guise old and. yo^g Booklet als0 con_ 
fit and enjoyment from playing MJic.BuUding Parties 
tains directions for Progressi -oua knowledge of 
Both amusing and entertaining, a p 
muBic is not essential. ifJ mogt helpful; also of 
For little beginnerB m music teaoters wheu used as a 
great assistance to Paren e the names and forms of 
means to impress upon the child 
musical characters. 
pplee, complete, ehatmetens uncut, ^ 
THEO. PRESSER. 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
1Mti<r dCS out, han les and
straps riveted, 
Scr of’ &£ exceUent book for Mgradca^ WF,EATH ^SONG 
. «... fmir vears of Bchool n mjderBtand 
jftret Dance Elbum* 
—©4°*— 
PRICE 75 cents. 
*.0^0- 
STATION A. 
Address THEO. PRESSED, 
| * PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut StrJ’ 
t no teqnire a ,ls all  valuah» 
Send lor one at one* !“PP'e and well-develf 
Sent by maj| »*l ?■*•< be up ,0 date i(1 >ourW*A 
^ ,n8 full directions for 
PiiiiaHe 
made for hardest atrlodc6 Songe, H of 80 pages of dance music of all kinds, 
service. Both oi A ?°Uet“ elter Snlty than the second grade, 
the above can be excellent book ^ juven|LE wBEATH^OF radiniente ire Uothmg' 0 ^ For a collection of very easy mnsm 
srfblack or brown. Price $3.00. L intended for the totfour^yrar.0^ « J^t the ehiid “U^nleV ^hing better can he had. 
complete Catalogue of Rolls and Satchels. ®®”3o^-y^Pa^^^“L°exMcS^J®^^^. Jnd j °printed and hound in onr usual fine and substantial 
—UH  T   P F SSI , they ^ 
. , I A., PA two-part >o”^ti’onM the written for tw» book’ Pn°6 
- - of6the songs, both words an n> • _nCccPP 
c TEACHERS WANTED j Add/”8 THEODORE^PRESS^^ pA 
Teachers’ Bureau, St. Louis, Mo ^ 9.9.d Year. 
Published t>y 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St.,Philadelphia 
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Ambrose, R. N. God’s Gift. 2 keys, each 
Mrn. 11. II. A. Op. 41. 
No. 1. Anita. 2 keys, each  
No. 2. Thy Beauty. 2 keys, each. 
No. 3. Forgotten. 2 keys, each. 
Brower. John Ifyatl. Op. 39. 
No. 7. Because It’s You. 2 keys, each 
Coombs, C. Whitney. The Lord is King. 2 keys, each 
Foote, Arthur. 
The Winds are Raging O’er the Upper Ocean. Sacred Song for 
Alto. .® 
Op 40. Persian Song from the RubdiyAt. 
Hadley, UenryU. Op. 12. Album of 12 *>ongs for Medium 
Voice  
IIaim, J. H. Op. 12. Springtime Concert Waltz for Soprano 
Hanscom, E. W. My Secret. Waltz Song, E flat (d-a flat) 
Merman. R«*inhol<l |ia Op. 37. 
No. 1. A Secret, in F minor (U-A flat)  
No. 2. A Little Summer Breeze, in F (c-g). ....'.I!!”.**!".”' 
No. 3. The Boat of My Lover 2 keys, each. 
No. 4. A Question, in A (d sharp to f sharp).. ...*. 
No. 6. In the Gaid n, in F(f-g).. 
No. 6. Roundelay, in E fl »t (e flat to g) 
Op. 39. No. 1 Ci>do. 2 keys, each.. 
No 2. Chain and Lute. 2 keys, each .. 
No. 3. Young Friedel, in A (b-g sharp).* .*.*”!.!' * * ” ’ 
Lang. Haricaret R. Op. 27. 
The King is Dead. D (a-d-e)... 
Op. 28. No. I AS *ng for Candlemas. A flatVe-’n’.V*. 
No. 2. Arcadte. G (d-e) ._ ' . 




















Merman, Reinhold L. Op. 38. 
No. 1. There’s a Bower of Roses. Mez.-Sop. and Cont 7* 
No. 2. An Autumn Song. Sop. and Cent... 
HarNton. Ueo. W. 
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MASON & HAMLIN WAREROOMS 
BOSTON. NEW YORK. CHICAGO. 
Philadelphia Representative, 
CHARLES H. FISCHER, m0 Chestnut Street. 
Limited apace in uingazinea and journals gives 
little opportunity to list all publications of im- 
portance. 
We therefore use our space in general an¬ 
nouncements of our facilities for handling business 
and solicit the music buying public to trade with 
us and to send to us for catalogues and such 
information as is desired iu connection with the 
music business. 
We carry a large and varied stock of 
the best American and foreign 
music. 
We give special attention to teachers' 
trade. 
We claim to be able to give teachers 
much assistance in making selec¬ 
tions suitable to their wants. 
We publish a choice series of edu¬ 
cational works. 
We publish a good grade of choir 
music and secular music for 
mixed, male, and female voices. 
We publish a good class of piano 
music and songs. 
We are sole agents in the United 
States for Caleb Simper's com¬ 
positions—Anthems, Te Deurns, etc. 
These are universally popular. 
We are western agents for Novello, 
Ewer & Co.’s publications. 
We make a specialty of the Schirmer, 
Schmidt, and other editions of the 
better class. 
Summy’8 “Bulletin of Music” will be sent 
regularly to all applicants. 
Promptness and accuracy in filling orders are 
prominent features of our business. 
NOTE—These new styles represent y 
menting and scientific research, and we ! 
then, the most critical examination hy ** 
connoisseurs. y cxPerts and 
Mason & Hamlin Compaq 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., 
220 WflBflSH flVE., CHICAGO. 
«.T„E PUBLISHER OP THE ETUDE CAN SUPPLY ANVTH.NO IN 
* monthly Publication for the and 
Stud«nts ot ^lusio. 
Subscription Rates, *1.50 per ^ 
Two Subscriptions or two JB \30 pach. 
Three Subscriptions or thiee ye .... 15 cents. 
Single Copy,. .... 48 cents. 
Foreign Postage,. 
fiBNEWAU-No receipt U for ^ pHnted the date 
r„rXrh yo«r subscription is paid up. which serve. .. . 
receipt for your subscription. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
,7o8 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa 
Entered at Philadelphia P. O. as Second^lass Matter. 
Copyriohted 1898, Theodore Prkssrb. 
U» A - 
It is well not to make exPla“"d g, real knowl- 
comprehensive, lest one J V The boundary 
edge and enter the realm of c J ^ The teacher 
line is by no means well and eas y is care. 
whose knowledge is exact, so.** g° ’ appropriate 
M to let each forward the 
explanation, and no more, is a far sa g 
encyclopaedic phenomenon who is more than y 
talk when he ought to teach. 
**»* * 
“The Old Fogy Eedivivus” is the title of a senes 
Of articles for which The Etude has arranged with one 
°oE £ most brilliant writers and critics in the country. 
We call special attention to them in the belief that « 
readers will find great pleasure in theEeen, tren ha£ 
criticism on modern music and ideas which The u 
Fogy” will deal out with unsparing hand’ °CC“ra 
tempered with a genial humor or varied by an atra 
hilarious” sarcasm and cynicism that may scarify th 
thickened epidermis of self-content, but at the same 
Cleave no scar. Manayunk is still within 
the musical life, and from his hermitage near the Wim 
hickon “The Old Fogy ” still turns his keen eye on the 
people and the art of this modern day. 
* * - 
* * * 
IT is considered worthy of note hy a contemporary that 
rich men pose as patrons of sport of all kinds, ya 
and the turf especially,-endow colleges, hospitals' 
ries found art galleries and museums, hut that scarcely 
one wealthy man at the present time is a patron of musi 
institutions or musical art in the same sense' «^>f the 
obiects just cited. A few have an interest that may be 
called at least semi-speculative, hut our plea is for pure 
unadulterated patronage. If only some Croesus should 
make up his mind to take up music as his special hob y, 
instead of the more usual and less elevating pastimes^ 
Andrew Carnegie and Sir Thomas Elder, who made a 
arge bequest to the University of Adelaide, Australia, 
for the extension of the School of Music, are examples. 
A writer in a newspaper replies to a correspondent 
“ " barf'» There is lb. rub-tb. oreur- 
ETO1... Hbe olb., jm-Vj, *££ JJJ 
number of pap.™ » »™»* ^ 
may not he new to all; it is unlikely that*£ 
teal Discovery is not the prerogative of any one man. 
If in addition to lacking novelty of idea there is nothing 
original in the presentation of the idea, how can thearti- 
de he helpful? suggestions that 
Let the teacher be awake to these sugg 
Then when one has proven the value of the principle 
will the teacher be justified in placing it before h’8^ 
lows not in flowery rhetoric or poetic imagery b 
plain direct statement, so simple and transparent that 
Se in-dwelling idea may be clearly seen and under- 
St°Learn to watch for the occurring of useful thoughts 
and capture them when they do occur. It is not 
every-day occurrence. 
the inner and spiritual content of the piece. He does 
not play notes and keys, e p ays , „ , ,, like that. 
uL it is onlv a favored few who play 
More might do so if they would cultivate the art,o com- 
5* personal »-»- <* * “ 
have its content standout as a bun | rally 
»,b,e *" f a of lb. 
SiMSL-’Jr---.- 
™ o Lrelf iband.-. «.«»- ““"“l 111, colllreteB, .»1 » " ''’“’’ ' l ". 
“playing.” 
***** 
Old Commodore Vanderbilt once said to a speculator 
who found himself on the wrong side of the market, 
“Sonny don’t you never sell what you ham t got 
To the teacher this may point a moral not to sell to 
people time and instruction which has only a supposi- 
titions value. The real article is the vital point in a 
teacher’s work, and the teacher should strive to do his 
whole duty. 
** * 
A quaint old Arab maxim came under our notice 
recently. It runs : “ Never tell all you may know, for 
be who tells everything he knows often tells more than 
There is more in the common designation regarding 
the execution of music on instruments than appears a 
first thought. We use the word “Play.” Wh«t you 
stop to think of the difference between work and play 
you may reach the idea of what a really good Inform 
ance is or should be. When the rendition of a piece 
conveys the impression of hard work for the performer 
there is little or no pleasure or musical effect for the lis 
toner ; but when it is apparently no effort, or perhaps a 
pleasure for the performer, then the interest of the 
tener rises to its greatest height. A piece is not leamed 
until it goes like play instead of work. As in comm 
life we must work in order to have time for P1^’ and 
enjoy our opportunities for recreation, so we must wor 
on a piece that it may come to the point of being nothing 
but play for us to perform it. 
For the most intense effects in a performance there is 
a step beyond the foregoing. Instead of the learner 
“ getting the piece ” the Piece Must Get the learner. He 
must become so possessed of the piece that its content 
and musical thought completely enthralls him, so that 
Pupils, and sometimes teachers, speak of some grand 
Caseicpi.ce being >»l*Y. »<». 
fee anything-” ThU .1,1. ot bremlre. " “ ' 
ceedingly distasteful to any musician But it may 
he the place of the teacher to enlarge the P«Pd’8;°-b"r 
lary ; yet, if his art is sacred to him he would rather 
teach his pupil words for a discriminating approval than 
to hear them go through the world designating the grand- 
est^creatfons of man hy such brainless adject,ves as are 
^iteachTetson both teacher and pupil should pay the 
clotLt attention to the mental ideal-that is, to learn 
what is a better phrasing and expression for a given pas- 
rge just exactly how a given touch effect is best pro¬ 
duced or how to make a better tone-color ; how to get a 
more perfect scale, and what a more perfect scale really 
is This perfected mental ideal means both what and 
bow with the best manner and means of Prod“cl“g 1. ’ 
and this mental ideal or image is of more worth than m 
technical skill, for it is only possible to improve this skill 
in proportion to the perfection of the ideal mrthi, bram 
To organize, focus, and condense is the watchword of 
modern pedagogics, then follows the presentat.on of the 
subject in a lncid form. 
***** 
A New York newspaper is authority for the state¬ 
ment that Banquet, a race-horse, who was a star figure 
on the American turf and won nearly *200 000 for his 
owner, is now a cab-horse in London. Once petted, 
praised, and looked after with jealous solicitude, later 
the slave of a public Jehu. How often thrs case has 
been paralleled in the music professmn ! One day an 
artist is the idol of the public, the next he is lost sight 
of to reappear in later years in some humble capacity 
in’a school of music as a private teacher, or in connec¬ 
tion with some second- or third-rate opera company. 
There are so many illustrations of the improvident 
nature of musicians that we scarcely need to recall them. 
It is pitiful to read, as we frequently do, that a certain 
great singer or instrumental virtuoso, in old age, is in 
want an artist who, in the palmy days of success, was 
perhaps lavish and prodigal with earnings easily gained. 
A musician is no more exempt from the obligation to 
nrrwide for old age than is any other man, and the pro- 
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The Berlin correspondent of the “Musical Courier” 
calls attention to the fact that our modern composers are 
coming hack to the old forms and forsaking the formless¬ 
ness of pure program music. A new symphony by Berger 
is almost conventional in form. Weingiirtner has just 
completed a symphony, and Humperdinck and Richard 
Strauss are both engaged in writing symphonies. 
There is comfort to the aspiring youth in composition, 
who has seen writers come into prominence who disre¬ 
garded the rules and principles of the schools, and who 
seemed about to relegate the masters and their composi¬ 
tions to old-fogyism. The day of the clear, consistent 
forms of the classical period has not passed. There is life 
in the dry bones yet, and mayhap the animating influence 
and high pressure of modern times is to be the restora¬ 
tive cordial that shall give to us, re-created and revivified, 
the pure symmetrical beauty of the classical period. 
On another page of this issue will be found the views 
of several teachers on the question of retaining and se¬ 
curing pupils. Since a teacher’s livelihood depends upon 
his work, it is undoubtedly to his advantage to place his 
affairs on a business basis, and carry out in his relations 
with the public the rules that maintain in the commer¬ 
cial world. Competition is the tremendous factor in 
modern life. It is keen and merciless. It is based on 
the principle of “the survival of the fittest.” The 
teacher as well as the merchant must meet the demand 
for the best at the least expense to the patron. The 
dealer advertises his wares in such a way as experience 
has taught him to be the most serviceable. The teacher 
must use different means to bring his work before the 
public, yet it should be determined by the same idea as 
that of the merchant,—to gain the confidence of the com¬ 
munity in which he lives, and to give them the best ser- 
vice for the least expense. 
* # 
* * 
We have before called the attention of teachers to the 
fact that they may add a very helpful factor to their 
work if they can get the mother of a pupil actively in¬ 
terested in her child’s work. There are certain details, 
such as regularity of practice, faithfulness of applica- 
cation, and development of interest, which the mother 
can greatly enhance in results if she will busy herself. 
If, in addition to this, the mother is able to play and 
will play with her girl or boy—in duet work, for example 
the teacher has one of the most powerful aids to his 
work thatcan be secured. In the sketch of Rubinstein, 
which appears in this number, remark is made in regard 
to the influence which his mother exerted on his musical 
development. We wish to urge teachers to make a spe¬ 
cial point to find in the family of every one of his pupils 
some one to assist in this home oversight. 
THE etude 
JOHN COMFORT FILLMORE. 
***** 
The proprietor of a Boston place of amusement was 
fined fifty dollars for allowing a band concert on a Sunday 
evening. The testimony of experts was adduced to 
show that the music was not “sacred.” It would be in¬ 
teresting to know the principles by which the quality of 
“sacred music” was determined. One witness said 
sacred ” music is “religious,” which is a mere shuffling 
of terms. The implication is that the term “sacred ” 
as applied to music, is a matter of association, perhaps 
of words, as choruses or arias from oratorios or overtures 
to a sacred cantata ; of custom, as a postlude in march 
form or a pontifical march, an organ voluntary, a Bach 
fugue ; of movement or rhythm, as the slow movements 
of symphonies or other large forms. 
Thns the question hinges on convention and individual 
opinion, which can be influenced by many causes. One 
person, who looks upon the opera with ill-concealed 
horror, would call a selection from an opera unfit for 
playing on the Sabbath, and yet the piece itself may be 
a prayer-there are many examples in operatic music-or 
a devotional chorus. 
It seems to us that there is an opportunity for teachers 
throughout the country to do some missionary work in 
helping the public to a clearer and more consistent view 
as to the province and character of sacred music. 
To a large part of the musical public of the United 
States, and particularly in educational circles through¬ 
out the country, the news of the death of Professor John 
Comfort Fillmore, at New London, Conn., August 15, 
1898, will come as a shock, and will leave a sense of loss 
almost personal, even in many who had never met this 
active musical educator. 
Professor Fillmore was born at New London, Conn., 
in 1843, and was, therefore, at the time of his death, 
about fifty-five years of age. His early years were 
spent at Oberlin, Ohio, where he received a sound 
literary education and began the study of music. So 
well were the foundations laid in Oberlin that about 
1886 he spent a year at Leipsic, a longer stay being pre¬ 
vented by lack of means. Returning to Oberlin, he 
served one year (during Professor Rice’s absence in 
Europe) as director of the conservatory. Then for ten 
years he was professor of music in Ripon College, Wis¬ 
consin, and again for seven years occupied a similar 
position in Milwaukee College. Later he established 
his own music school there, which he maintained about 
ten years, removing thence to Pomona College, Cali¬ 
fornia. 
Finding himself somewhat tired with last year’s 
work, Professor Fillmore accepted the invitation of the 
musical bureau of the Omaha Exposition to assist in a 
conference upon Indian music, which took place the 
last days of June and the first of July. Very interesting 
exhibitions were made of Indian singing, and the musi¬ 
cal standpoint of the Indians was carefully analyzed by 
the various speakers. From Omaha, Professor Fillmore 
came to Chicago, where he spent two busy and interest¬ 
ing days, being the guest of several friends here, and 
participating in various musical entertainments of an 
informal but unusual kind. He complained of having 
been overcome by the intense heat at Omaha, and said 
that the few days there had thrown him back to the con¬ 
dition he was when he left Milwaukee for California. 
Little was thought of this by his friends in Chicago the 
natural expectation being that further rest would restore 
his usual health. Accordingly, he visited his son, Mr. 
Thomas H. Fillmore, who succeeded to his father’s work 
in Milwaukee, attended the banquet of the alumni of 
his former school, and then left suddenly for the East 
without returning to Chicago. In a short note he stated 
that he found himself too tired to come back as agreed 
and hoped to rest at New London. The brief tele- 
graphic notice of his death gives no particulars. 
Professor Fillmore was a strong and an upright man 
touchT I b rath6r 8 mUSiCal di8positi(m. natural 
touch had been spoiled for him by indiscreet German 
teachers, and he declared that what his AmlT 
“•a - ao for h,mo, . .“itrs 
Leipsic completed. Nevertheless he did that venerable 
school the j ustice to say that this was mainly in conse 
““ ‘'a k'«» 
- • p..yer, H™si”^"TSof7boZ “ 
methods of piano teaching gave way soon after hforetom 
to America, and during a period of return 
gradually came around to accept the^iT Dr In 
XXT ^ 3lWayS — a —* advocate of 
pia^m^L^r^ WS 
work of similar scope. The studies*"011 Weitzmann’s 
upon Professor Fillmore’s teachi™ g lnflnence 
>«. .».oB "r:,b 
L7.Xt»r“p"*ot S 
■-— 
Hugo Riemann in regard toZZ™ °f D°Ctor 
“ New Lessons in Harmony ” were made Wn’ ^ Ws 
apply them to elementary instruction eff°rtt° 
His entrance into the investigation of Indian music 
came quite by accident. Miss Alice Fletcher had de¬ 
voted several years’ philanthropic work to a study of the 
Omaha Indians. The musical passion of the Indians 
attracted her attention, and she noticed that music occu¬ 
pied a place of peculiar sanctity in their cult. Miss 
Fletcher happened to notice some writing of Mr. Fill¬ 
more’s upon harmony. Its directness and common sense 
appealed to her, and she sent him several melodies that 
she had noted to harmonize. He was delighted with 
the task, and complied with her request so cleverly that 
the Indians liked the melodies better in their har¬ 
monized state than in their original form. This led to 
his being sent to the Omaha tribe with proper creden¬ 
tials, and the pipe ceremonies were performed in his 
presence for the first time before any white man. He 
took down a large number of Omaha melodies, and later 
many of other tribes. Later, when the phonograph 
came into use, a large number of records were procured 
and submitted to Professor Fillmore for reduction to 
musical notation, and very valuable results were ob¬ 
tained. 
In the course of this work he contributed two very 
important ideas to the existing stock concerning the 
nature and ideals of semi-barliarous music. The first 
was his discovery that the primitive man makes melody 
along the track of the major or minor triad ; and when 
he forsakes one triad he goes to another. In other 
words, that harmony is the lwisis of barbarous melody 
just as truly as it is that of the civilized man. This 
idea seems to be confirmed by a large number of tran¬ 
scriptions of Indian melodies, and was heartily supported 
by the delight the Indians had in the harmonized ver¬ 
sions of their melodies as played or sung for them by 
Professor FUlmore, La Fleche, and others. The other 
idea was the curious pleasure they have in complexities 
of rhythm. Rhythms of five and seven occur, and 
melodies in rhythm of two and four are accompanied by 
drum beats in triplet forms—the Brahms trick over 
again, in this primitive dress. 
During the Columbian Exposition he was an active 
member of the musical section of the Ethnological Con¬ 
gress, and added not a little to its interest. It is a great 
pity that he could not have continued in this work, for 
through his sincerity, simplicity, and careful study for 
about fourteen years, he had become more and more 
expert in tracing Indian melody, and in drawing the 
difficult line between what the Indian was trying to 
sing and his involuntary abberrations from the pitch 
intended. 
Probably Professor Fillmore will be most missed as a 
writer. His pen was singularly clear and practical. He 
had a hard head,” and plenty of plain, good sense. 
Accordingly he had acquired, especially in The Etude, 
a very firm foot-hold with teachers ; and this clientele 
would have been larger if his work had been more 
commonplace in its underlying ideas. Unfortunately, 
too many teachers, when it is a question of work of this 
kind, ask themselves : “What is the good ? Will one 
play any better, live more virtuously, or understand art 
any better for reading all this about the * underscale ’ 
or Indian harmony?” No one being at hand to give 
the correct answer,—which is that everything helps to 
round out human intelligence and insight, and that in 
proportion as one’s sympathies are widened, intelligence 
broadened, and facility of taking ideas increased, by 
so much is life enriched, usefulness promoted, and long 
^ife made more probable,—the average teacher gave it 
This sketch would be incomplete did I fail to place on 
record my own personal sense of loss. I have known 
rofessor Fillmore for somewhere about twenty-eight 
years. During all this time we had a certain intimacy 
and great friendliness and, in general, sympathy. We 
e ped each other, I think, and I never knew a truer 
nen or a more truthful man. While he was somewhat 
rnsque in manner and at times boyish in expression, 
ro essor Fillmore had a warm heart and a sincere love 
art and of knowledge. Upon these points our sym- 
pa ly was based, and along these lines his usefulness 
,Y- rofessor Fillmore leaves two sons and a widow. 




[ Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this 
department. Please write them on one side of the paper only, 
and not with other things on the same sheet. In Every 
Case the Writer’s Full Address must be Given, 
or the questions will receive no attention. In no case mil the 
writer's name be printed to the questions in The Etude. 
Questions that have no general interest will not receive atten¬ 
tion.] 
B. W.—1. In the term “ theory”, as applied to music, is usually in¬ 
cluded subjects such as acoustics,—so far as it applies to music,—a 
consideration of the various instruments and their uses in music, 
notation, rhythm, form, musical forms, and, in addition, by some 
writers, harmony, counterpoint, canon and fugue, etc. There are 
writers who apply the term loosely to harmony alone. Dr. Clarke’s 
book, “Theory Explained to Piano Students,” is a handy work on 
the subject. 
2. The minor scales are not usually given to pupils until the latter 
are familiar with the major scales and their construction. You will 
find an article on the subject of minor scales by Mr. Carl Faelten, of 
Boston, Mass., in this issue of The Etude. 
3. If you give up piano practice and devote your time to the reed- 
organ you will surely find that you have lost in “ piano-touch.” If 
you meant the organ work to be in addition to piano practice, there 
need be no hesitancy on the score of possible detriment to your play¬ 
ing powers. 
M. H. P.—It is the hardest kind of up-hill work for one past thirty 
to gain any considerable amount of technic. You will find some 
very valuable ideas and suggestions in the “ Letters to Teachers,” 
by W. S. B. Mathews, in The Etude for August. 
C. W. H.—The difference between a sonata and sonatina is, first 
of all, one of proportion, sonatina meaning a little sonata. Both 
have the same number of movements—three,—although many sonatas 
have four. Both are constructed on the plan of two themes in con¬ 
trasting keys, as tonic and dominant in major keys, tonic and relative 
major in minor keys; but in the sonatina there is but little elabora¬ 
tion and everything is done on a much smaller scale. It may be 
added, however, that among the early classical writers the form of 
a sonatina varied considerably, just as in the case of the sonata. 
1. E. B.—1. In playing hymn-tunes on the pipe-organ it is just as 
well to play the bass on the manuals, unless the pedals are coupled to 
the note you would play. In this event use the next note higher 
than the bass note, which belongs to the chord. You will find by 
this plan that you will play only part of the bass notes on the manu¬ 
als. You give the sound of the manual note if you have the pedals 
coupled to the manual, and play the bass on the pedals just as it is 
written, instead of occasionally transposing a note an octave lower. 
“ Organ Accompaniment,” by J. F. Bridge, 81.00 postpaid, will aid 
you very much in the question of hymn-tune playing as well as on 
other points connected with an organist’s work. 
2. There is no more tendency for singers to flat in one key than in 
another, per se; flatting depends on atmospheric conditions,-tem¬ 
perature of a room, and physical condition of the singers. A piece 
in which one or several of the parts lie in a difficult register, or at 
the junction of two registers, will be hard to sing without flatting. 
M. S.—1. Tonic minor is a term used to distinguish a minor key 
of the same name as a certain major; for example, C minor is the 
tonic minor of C major. 
2. If the figure 3 is written over a quarter and an eighth note it 
indicates that the two are to be played as if three-eighths or a triplet. 
3. By the expression “ common chord in four-note form ” is meant 
a triad with one note doubled; for example, triad, or common chord 
of C, is C E G. For four parts we would write it in order upward, 
from bass to soprano, C E G C. 
1. M.—The figure 7 over a group of notes indicates an irregular 
group. In most cases it is equal in value to a quarter note or two- 
eighths, and is divided four and three or three and four, as the case 
may be; for example, if the regular groups had been four thirty- 
seconds to an eighth, in a septolet the 4 would generally come first; 
if the regular group had been three thirty-seconds, the 3 would 
likely come first. 
In the new edition of “ Touch and Technic,” by Dr. Mason, volume 
I, page 5, you will find this paragraph: 
“ The name ‘ Touch and Technic’ has been selected as an appro¬ 
priate designation for a system of training which aims at developing, 
synthetically as well as analytically, all the various forms of finger 
facility commonly embraced under the term ‘ technic.’ ” 
0. M. O.—You will find an answer to your question about the 
Virgil System in the article, “ Mechanical Aids to Piano Playing,” 
by Mr. Perlee Y. Jervis, in this issue of The Etude, and in Mr. 
Fillmore’s “ Letters to a Young Music Teacher ” in the same number. 
C. C.—1. “Gewandhaus” is pronounced as if spelled Ga-vahnd- 
house. Zeffiroso, Zef-fe-ro-zo. 
2. It is not possible to give rules for the accentuation of proper 
names in English or any other language. There is, theoretically, 
no accent in French. The final e in Chaminade is not sounded as a 
separate syllable. 
3. Double flats and double sharps are necessary it a composer 
wishes to write a chord correctly; for example, a major chord on D 
sharp consists of that note as a tonic, then F double sharp, A sharp . 
G natural is not correct, although the same key is used for both 
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notes. A minor chord on G flat will be written with that note, B 
double flat, and D flat; A natural is not correct. 
4. Memorization of a piece includes all that is necessary in playing 
the piece—notes, phrasing, variety of touch, etc. In order to be of 
the greatest value, it should be thorough. 
5. F. A.—A sharp should not be added to a note already sharped, 
according to the signature, as in the example you give—the dominant 
chord in E minor; the sharp before the F is superfluous. Sometimes 
this is done by way of caution by composers, since players can not 
always be depended upon to keep the signature in mind. 
E. E. J.—There is no reason why a pupil in the third and fourth 
grades should not be allowed to use the pedal, provided that she has 
been taught how to use it. No one should use the pedal, no matter 
in what grade, if she does not understand the proper way to use it. 
The pedal markings are so clear in the best editions that there need 
be no hesitancy in following them in the main. 
M. P.—If you can get your pupils to meet at your house once or 
twice a month and study history of music and the biographies of the 
famous musicians, you will do them a great service, stimulate their 
interest in the art, and, in all probability, add to the number of your 
pupils. Anything that increases knowledge stimulates interest. 
O. F.—If you can compose melodies that are pleasing, and have 
aspirations toward composition, there is only one way, and that is to 
begin the study of harmony under a competent teacher, later going 
on to composition. The study of harmony alone is scarcely suffi¬ 
cient, since some knowledge of form is necessary even in a piece of 
so simple construction as a waltz, march, or other dance form. Ii 
you can not find a competent teacher near your home, you can make 
arrangements for a course of instruction by mail. The advertising 
pages of The Etude will give you names and addresses of several 
teachers. 
FRIVOLOUS PUPILS. 
EDITH LYNWOOD WINN. 
I believe that it is possible to make a frivolous girl 
work if she has some musical ability. Many a girl 
recognizes that accomplishments count for something in 
polished society. The girl who can not sing well, play 
well, or dance well, is not in demand. At first, she will 
work to outshine others. In not a few cases I have found 
that a frivolous girl will, as she advances, study because 
she really loves her work. A poor girl will work hard 
because she knows that she has her own living to make ; 
a wealthy girl knows that in “ her set ” people do not 
concertize much, and teaching is out of the question. I 
have, however, known many such girls to work because 
of the personality of their teachers. Some teachers 
carry their pupils in their hearts. 
I believe that some of the most talented pupils I have 
ever known have been averse to work. A talented 
pupil has a strongly nervous organization, and, too often, 
works spasmodically. A bright, attractive, musical 
girl is so often petted, praised, and spoiled by her friends 
that she fails to realize that one can not depend for suc¬ 
cess in life on talent alone. 
It is a misfortune that girls enter society too young in 
America. I admire the ease of young girls in society 
here, but my pupils are beginning to listen when I teU 
them how carefully German, Russian, and English girls 
are reared, and how they are made to study music thor¬ 
oughly. 
Of two pupils, one talented hut frivolous, the other 
inteHigent, having stability and good sense, I would 
take the latter. In a pupil who is preparing to teach I 
do not care for fire and temperament as much as for real, 
earnest, intelligent conception, combined with a power 
to word hard. 
Nothing shows itself so strongly in the lessons of the 
pupil as character. It is not so much what we teach as 
how we teach that tells in a pupil’s life. No pupil can 
be four years with a teacher without embodying the very 
ideas of that teacher. And music draws pupil and 
teacher together as nothing else, and the character of the 
one stamps itself upon the other with a force seen in no 
other profession. 
—Opportunity is as important as ability to any man’s 
success in life ; for unless a man has an opportunity to 
show his ability, his ability can never appear to advan¬ 
tage . But opportunities are always showing themselves, 
while men with ability are not always ready to avail 
themselves of the opportunities that open before them. 
When, therefore, you find a man who thinks that all he 
lacks of success is a good opportunity to display his 
ability, you generally find a man who has let slip a 
great many good opportunities, and who is likely to let 
another slip while he is complaining of a lack of such 
openings for good work on his part. 
SCHERZ0S0. 
Miss Allegro.—11 He said I was a harp of a thousand 
strings.” 
Miss Dolce.—“And what did you say ?” 
Miss Allegro.—“I called him a lyre.” 
—“ Well, how did that sonata go that you have been 
practicing aU winter ?’ ’ asked Mr. Dobbs, as his daugh¬ 
ter came home from her musical club looking weary and 
disgusted. 
“Oh, they talked so much about the origin and the for¬ 
mation of the sonata,” said his daughter, “that there 
wasn’t any time left to play.” 
Wife.—“My dear, our reception is frightfully duH. 
No one says a word.” 
Husband.—“ That’s all right. Get some one to render 
a musical selection, and it wiU start up a conversation 
immediately.” 
—During a social call a lady remarked to her hostess : 
“ I hear your little son is going to be a musician. What 
professor have you got for him?” “ We haven’t got any 
teacher as yet,” was the answer. “ For the present we 
are just letting his hair grow.” 
—A good story is told about a recent Mottl rehearsal 
in London, when the distinguished Carlsruhe conduc¬ 
tor, whose politeness is proverbial, astounded an unfort¬ 
unate performer by shouting at him “Ass.” It appeared, 
however, that Herr Mottl merely wanted him to play A- 
flat—in German As (pronounced “Ahs,” soft s). 
She.—“ Oh, what a lovely monkey that organ-grinder 
has ! I wish I had one like that. ’ ’ 
He.—“ Say that you will accept me, dearest, and the 
monkey is yours.” 
—‘ ‘I’ve only played that piece over once before in my 
life,” said the smart young lady at the piano, after ex¬ 
ecuting an interminable sonata. “ So I should imagine, ” 
said a quiet old lady in the corner—and the impromptu- 
ist retired from the instrument. 
—She was a bright little girl and was not at all back¬ 
ward for her years, but one day, on her return from 
school, she surprised her mother by remarking : 
“ The music teacher must be a fool or else he thinks 
we are.” 
“ Why, what can cause you to say that? ” queried the 
mother. 
“ Well, to-day he stopped us in the midst of our sing¬ 
ing and asked how many potatoes there were in a 
bushel.” 
The mother was naturally as much surprised as the 
child and determined to investigate; so she sought the 
master of the school, who could shed no light upon it, 
and together they interviewed the singing teacher. He 
was thoughtful for a few moments, and then a smile 
broke over his face, which resulted in general laughter 
when he explained that he had stopped the music to 
ask : 
“ How many beats to the measure ? ” 
And the story is vouched for as an actual occurrence. 
—The following remarks recently appeared in an 
English journal of some importance : “ Mme.-made 
her first appearance in-, and met with most appreci¬ 
ative demonstrations. Her superb vocal organ was cast 
upon the audience with marvelous effect. She is an 
artist to boot. She may paradoxically (sic) be described 
as a bass-contralto, but she has not less the power to 
soar far into the reaches of the soprano register.” 
—At a soiree musicals a lady who is in the habit ot 
singing off the key addressed Massenet, the composer : 
“Dear Maestro, I have been requested to sing the 
grand aria from the 1 Cid. ’ You have no idea how fright¬ 
ened I am ! ” 
“ Not so much as I am,” replied the composer, with a 
sickly smile. 
Singerley (to friend recently married).—“Why, old 
man, you look sad and dejected. Have you met with a 
disappointment in your matrimonial venture ? ” 
Wederley.—“Alas ! yes. My wife can not sing.” 
Singerley.—Ca n’t sing ! Why, man, that ought to 
cause you to rejoice. I think you are to be congratu¬ 
lated.” 
Wederley.—“But the trouble is that she thinks she 
can.” 
Jones.—“Call him a musician! Why, he doesn’t 
know the difference between a nocturne and a sym¬ 
phony.” 
Brown.—“Yon don’t mean it?” Then they hurry 
to get away from one another. Each is terribly afraid 
that the other will ask, “By the way, what is the 
difference ? ” 
—“ It must be dreadful when a professional knows 
that she has lost her voice.” 
“ But it is still more dreadful when she is not aware of 
the fact.” 
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On the Necessity of a Theoretic Education. 
E. R. KKOKGKE. 
By far the great majority of pianoforte students do 
not deem an education in harmony, composition, etc., 
essential to their work. They consider it necessary to 
gain only a brilliant technic and a certain amount of 
style, and thus make a profound impression upon their 
friends as pianoforte players. This is a serious mistake. 
Every musical student should take as complete a theo¬ 
retic course as possible. The interpretation of a work 
does not mean simply getting the notes correctly at a 
required tempo. It means an artistic handling of it as a 
whole, the details to be so managed as to stand in 
proper proportions to each other. The knowledge of 
these features—harmonically, eontrapuntally, and form 
ally—can only come from a thorough theoretic educa¬ 
tion. When this is not the property of the performer, 
he acts largely upon impulse, and often brings out into 
prominence parts which, from the nature of their con¬ 
struction, should be subordinated, and causes others of 
great musical importance to appear insignificant. The 
correct handling of sequences ; the management of ac¬ 
cents, especially of dissonances and syncopations; the 
contrast of phrases ; the accurate attention to rhythms ; 
the due proportion of polyphonic passages; the proper 
development of climaxes,—to say nothing of dynamics, 
phrasing, pedaling, etc.,—all must be within the certain 
grasp of the pianist who has lofty aspirations. And 
then comes, beyond all these, the individuality of inter¬ 
pretation. This is the feature which really distinguishes 
one great artist from another. A masterly technic, 
thorough theoretic education, and intimate acquaintance 
with the resources of the instrument are presumed to 
be in the equipment of every artist. It is in the higher 
realms that comparisons are made. Has he a poetical 
nature ? Does he play with real expression ? Is he 
possessed of an artistic temperament? Does he interpret 
Beethoven, Schumann, or Chopin in a subjective or 
objective manner? These are some of the questions 
asked in regard to an artist’s playing. His complete 
technical and theoretic knowledge of the work in hand 
are taken for granted. It should be the object of every 
earnest student to rise above mere dilettantism, and to 
play even the simplest compositions in a truly musical 
manner. In order to do this, he should recollect that 
the study of harmony, counterpoint, form, acoustics, 
and even instrumentation should be in his curriculum.' 
By including these branches in his musical education, 
he can ere long “stand on his own feet” and have an 
interpretation of his own, instead of being a copyist of 
his instructor’s renditions. 
Fkstina Lente. 
LOUIS C. ELSON. 
The vacation season is done and the routine of musical 
work recommenced. Do not rush at the task too vehe¬ 
mently. The American music student has a habit of 
endeavoring to carry things by assault, which is not 
always productive of the best results. An earnest re¬ 
sol ve to do serious work will result in much more than will 
a determination to do it rapidly. Steadiness in practice 
and intelligence in laying out the plans will always win 
the race against frenzy. 
Schumann, when he took up piano study, found that 
his fourth finger was improving too slowly. He sought 
to hasten its development by attaching weights to it, and 
lamed his hand forever. 
There is a lesson in this for all students. The processes 
of education can not be forced. There is no royal road 
to technical perfection. It has been my experience with 
many pupils that when they reach some new phase in 
their student-career—as, for example, entering a conser¬ 
vatory, going to a new city to study, or beginning with 
a new teacher—they are full of an unbalanced zeal. 
Trap de zele is a quality that requires a strong dash 
of cold water. The new student rushes at piano, har¬ 
mony, history, theory, solfeggio, sight-reading, and 
everything else at one fell swoop. The consequence is 
that nothing is well done, and the unfortunate enthusi¬ 
ast is swamped by the studies in a very short space of 
time, either neglecting them or breaking down under 
them. 
Make your plans at the beginning of the season, and 
ponder well on just how much you.can carry through 
thoroughly. Good judgment in this month will mean 
half the battle later on. 
Intensity of Concenteation. 
PEELEE V. JEBVIS. 
Rapidity in memorizing depends upon the intensity 
of the first mental impression. It is said of Houdin, 
the great conjuror, that he had, by systematic training, 
developed the faculties of quick perception and inten¬ 
sity of concentration to such a remarkable degree that 
he could walk rapidly by a shop window and afterward 
enumerate nearly all the articles displayed therein. 
Just so one may train these faculties so that it is possi¬ 
ble to memorize a measure or even an entire phrase of a 
musical composition at a glance. 
This is only possible when the mind is entirely with¬ 
drawn from every other subject and concentrated with 
the utmost intensity upon the passage to be memorized. 
Daily practice in such concentration ought to be a part 
of the study of every piano student. 
“ My New Teacher is Just Splendid.” 
CHAS. W. LANDON. 
He certainly ought to be better than the old one, or 
why should you have made a change? But wait awhile 
before you are certain. If your former teacher has the 
reputation of being, and really is, a good teacher, you 
will soon find that your new teacher is only presenting 
old truths in a new form, which at first sight seem 
to be entirely new. You will discover that you are 
getting at some old thing from a new standpoint, not 
getting an entirely new idea. When you come to hear 
the pupils of your new teacher play, you may find 
that they do little, if any, better than those of your old 
teacher. Doubtless the style will be different, but that 
is no certain sign that it is a better style. The pieces 
will be new to you, but they may be no better than 
those played by the pupils of your old teacher. Do n’t 
forget your old teacher too soon, and don’t think too 
little of him, for you will have to take all or the most of 
it back after you have grown to an enlarged experience. 
Do you think it would be fair play to discount the 
patient work be did with you the past years ? Then too 
do you know that after some patient and thorough 
teacher has laid a substantial foundation of technic and 
musicianship, it is very easy for a new teacher to add a 
few lessons in phrasing and expression, and to give a super¬ 
ficial although wonderfully pleasing and taking finish 
to your playing? Did you ever think that when you 
cry down past teaching that you have paid for you are 
belittling yourself and your acquirements, and showing 
that you were foolish in parting with your money with- 
out getting an equivalent? This thought covers one of 
the most bitter experiences in a teacher’s life, the result 
of an attitude on the part of a pupil utterly and com¬ 
pletely wrong, and a base injustice to the honest and 
patient hard-working teacher, who really deserves heart¬ 
felt gratitude instead of aspersion. 
Idealism and Realism. 
GAEL W. GE1M. 
It is natural that the votaries of music are full of 
ideals, but it will not do for a music teacher to be so 
idealistic as to become unpractical. Indeed, his use¬ 
fulness and value actually depend upon how much of 
a realist he is. An idealist forms picturesque fancies 
and is given to all kinds of romantic expectations. He 
is like a jubilant youth with innumerable hopes. 
Therefore, it is mostly the young and inexperienced 
teacher who knows much and well how everything 
ought to be, but little of human nature and daily life. 
Yet he has great schemes to make all people equally 
musical within the shortest time, just as if they could be 
turned out by machines. He forgets that musical growth 
depends not merely upon methods, but upon inborn abil¬ 
ities, upon taste for higher culture, upon the will-power 
of the student himself to develop his gifts, upon the 
pupil’s parents and his surroundings, upon so many 
things not at all connected with methods. The realist 
aims to keep close to nature and real life. He tries to 
make the most of things as he finds them. Experience 
has taught him that many notions, very fine in theory, 
are perfectly valueless in practice. The realist is like an 
old man stripped of many expectations, looking down 
upon numerous invisible graves of sunken joys. The 
idealist becomes intoxicated on prospects, the realist 
has been sobered up on disappointments. Teachers, let 
us live for our noble ideals, and never lose faith in them, 
but let us not become visionary on that account; rather, 
on the contrary, let us be wide awake, and teach our¬ 
selves to take the world as it is, and shape our methods 
accordingly. Then, and only then, can we accomplish 
something. 
A Time foe Eveeything. 
S. N. PENFIKLD. 
As wrote the wise man, “A time to weep and a time 
to laugh, a time to mourn and a time to dance,” so 
music—grave, gay, lively, severe—is all right at the ap¬ 
propriate time, but all wrong when inappropriate. 
Every student of the piano practices to fit himself to 
play for the delectation of others. A small proportion 
really accomplish this result. Of the great remainder, 
most study in a listless way and drop out after a few 
weeks. Many others are so afflicted with stage fright 
that playing for hearers is painful; therefore they shirk 
it altogether. 
Still others persist, and learn to play a number of tunes 
acceptably, yet make the common mistake of mixing 
things up, and upon a grave occasion play gay music, or 
into a lively company inject a severe composition. 
Evidently, such things were done in Solomon’s time, 
calling forthfrom him the caution which we havequoted 
above. If the scholar-players do not know enough to 
discriminate as to fitness, their teachers should caution 
them and keep an oversight on performances. 
There are certainly a large number of good, effective 
pieces which may suit any average occasion and give 
positive pleasure-tunes with a clear and well-defined 
melody, sufficiently embellished, but not covered up by 
ornamental settings. Now, suppose the case of a 
player who has at command a fugue from the “ Well- 
Tempered Clavichord,” the Chopin “ Nocturne in G- 
minor,” the Haydn “Gypsy Rondo,” and the Intermezzo 
of Cavalleria Rusticana,” each having a positive indi¬ 
viduality and requiring an audience en rapport: then 
suppose the player to exchange the piece suited to the 
audience and occasion. The result could be compared 
only to the mixing of the babies in the “ Pinafore ” 
Every player should have at command a variety of 
andcertmnT ^ 0D'y ^ 18 SniW the occufon, 
ter to an “ areSerVe P"**8 °f ®»*ed charac¬ ter for an audience somewhat sympathetic. 
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stars are being constantly added to the firmament, and 
that many publishers are adding to the list of musical 
works at a rate never before equaled. Many are good, 
many are poor; one can neither review them all nor 
remember what has been reviewed. What a help is the 
private catalogue, kept so that it will show the name, 
opus, key, grade, publisher, and price of the composition ! 
A common memorandum book may be ruled so that it 
will show at a glance all these, together with a column 
for “remarks,” showing its aptness for parlor or concert 
use, or its worth as a teaching piece. A help like this 
soon becomes invaluable and a necessity. Keeping as 
it does the teacher more in touch with the compositions 
of to-day, it serves him in good stead, and unwittingly 
becomes a milestone that marks his own progress. 
Tone. 
MADAME A. PUPIN. 
What is the supreme good to be aimed at in the 
practice of technical studies ? One may aim at accuracy, 
velocity, brilliancy, force, etc.; but of what value are 
these if there is not a good tone ? 
You may hear people singing scales and arpeggios, 
and you may often be able to remark that there is pitch 
but no tone. You may hear students practicing their 
piano technics, but not one of them aiming for a 
beautiful tone. One has an incisive touch which gives 
a cold, sharp tone—a tone to make a musician shudder ; 
another thumps and gets a wooden tone ; another has a 
non-legato touch, and the result resembles a banjo, which 
has about as much tone as a piano eighty or a hundred 
years old ; while still another has a weak, listless touch, 
resulting in a lifeless tone. 
In all practice of finger exercises the ultimate aim is 
the production of a good tone. So soon as the hand¬ 
shaping exercises and finger movements have been 
learned (on a table, perhaps), and the pupil transfers his 
gymuastic exercises to the piano keyboard, the teacher 
should call his attention to the quality of tone produced 
by the fall of the finger on the key, and should insist on 
his cultivating his ear at the same time that he is aiming 
at finger dexterity. 
At first, the aim should be to make all tones of the 
same quality, whether produced by a strong or a weak 
finger. When this by no means easy task has been 
accomplished, it will not be so very difficult to learn to 
shade the tones from pianissimo to fortissimo. 
A good touch means a beautiful tone. A pearly scale 
meaus a sequence of tones of lovely quality and equality. 
The study of tone-quality will make ugly finger exercises 
fascinating. 
Emotion and Rhythm. 
No doubt teachers have observed the difficulty that 
students find in playing with rhythmic accuracy and 
due regard for the form of a melody and its accompani¬ 
ment, and at the same time make it emotional enough 
to be interesting, or, in other words, to play with intel¬ 
lectual accuracy without being painfully mechanical. 
We frequently meet people who can sing and play with 
a good deal of emotion and make a melody sound inter¬ 
esting, yet the rhythm is so distorted that accompani¬ 
ment of any character is a practical impossibility. Why 
is it that the emotional sense is stronger than the me¬ 
chanical, that the mind is allowed to run in its forced or 
unnatural channel, and the emotion dominates until it 
becomes all emotion and no sense. Now, the way out of 
it is to practice sedulously with mathematical precision 
until the very habit itself will control or keep within 
proper bounds the sentiment. Let any one who has 
habitually practiced without regard to this important 
feature of rhythm take some very familiar melody or 
exercise and set the metronome going, and see how 
easily the metronome gets away from him. When one 
tries to sing or play a familiar composition in the time 
indicated by the metronome and fails, it is proof positive 
that this necessary mechanical faculty of precision is 
feeble from disuse and needs to be cultivated. When 
the two elements which are coequal in importance in 
any composition are well cultivated, then the performer 
cau adapt himself to the accompaniment of an orchestra 
aud conductor, or a piano, and the full object of the 
complete performance is always the result.—“ Leader.” 
Siloti will be with us again this coming season. 
The Filipinos are said to have a very pronounced 
musical talent. 
The Worcester, Mass., musical festival will be held 
September 27 th to 30th. 
Me. Haeeison Wild, of Chicago, takes Mr. Wil¬ 
liam Tomlin’s place as director of the Apollo Club. 
Admieal Ceeveea sings and plays the guitar. He 
has composed a number of pieces for the instrument. 
Gilbert and Sullivan, so London papers say, have 
been reconciled, and are to collaborate in a new opera. 
Mme. Scalchi will tour the United States, beginning 
in October. She will be assisted by a number of other 
singers. 
The traveling virtuoso goes everywhere. Ysaye and 
Jean Gerardy gave concerts in Manitoba during the 
summer. 
The Peabody Conservatory of Music, Baltimore, Md., 
is to get a new pipe organ, to be placed in the Conserva¬ 
tory hall. 
The new violin school which Ovide Musin has estab¬ 
lished in New York, will open September 1st, in Stein¬ 
way Hall. 
The superintendent of a Pennsylvania Institution for 
the Blind has added a course in piano-tuning to the 
musical department. 
A contea-bass guitar with eighteen strings, and a 
compass of five octaves is one of the late novelties in 
musical instruments. 
A one-act operetta, written and sung by negroes, is 
one of the latest novelties. The libretto is by Paul 
Laurence Dunbar, the poet. 
A YOUNG American, now living in Berlin, Wilhelm 
Berger, carried off a prize of $500 for the best choral 
setting of Goethe’s poem “ My Goddess.” 
Max Weinzieel, a Viennese composer, died, aged 
fifty seven. He composed a number of operettas and a 
great number of choruses for male voices. 
Clementine de Veee has organized an opera com¬ 
pany to give performances in English and Italian. Her 
husband, Romualdo Sapio, will be director. 
Emil Sauer has signed a contract to give forty con¬ 
certs in the United States, half to be with orchestra. 
The first will be in New York, January 10th. 
Paderewski, on the authority of a trade journal, is 
announced to have arranged for a series of concerts and 
recitals in the United States next season. 
Barcelona, Spain, with 500,000 inhabitants, has 
eleven theaters and half a dozen music halls, all of which 
were crowded nightly in spite of the late war. 
English newspapers, among other things, are calling 
attention to the inroads that American piano manufac¬ 
turers may possibly make upon the German and English 
trade. 
At the funeral of Gladstone, in Westminster Abbey, 
a burial chant was rendered by a trombone quartet, two 
altos, one tenor, and one bass. The effect was pro¬ 
foundly impressive. 
Blanche Maechesi, daughter of the celebrated Paris 
singing teacher, will give a series of concerts in this 
country, beginning in January. She resides in London 
and is said to be duplicating her mother’s success in 
Paris. 
A repoet was circulated by an English newspaper 
that Paderewski had lost the use of two of his fingers 
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and would be unable to play again. The Erard piano 
firm deny the truth of the rumor. 
Sims Reeves, the once famous English tenor, is in 
need. A considerable subscription was taken up for 
him. When will musical artists learn to lay away 
safely for the proverbial rainy day ? 
An Eisteddfod will be held in Salt Lake City in 
October. Dr. Joseph Parry, of Wales, will be adjudi¬ 
cator. The concert by the combined chorus and singing 
societies will be conducted by Dr. Parry. 
An English scientific expedition to the island of 
Borneo will take along a phonograph for the purpose of 
collecting the music of the tribes visited. What will 
the latter think of the “ talking machine ” ? 
The new extension of the Guildhall School of Music, 
London, which contains a theater, was formally opened 
last month. The city of London has given nearly a 
million dollars to this institution in eighteen years. 
A London musician has revived the flute quartet. It 
comprises an F-flute, the usual concert or orchestral 
flute, a tenor flute (a tone lower), and a bass-flute (a 
minor third lower). In the Middle Ages flute sets were 
popular, eight different sizes being used. 
The Maine musical festival will be held in Bangor, 
October 6th to 8th ; in Portland, October 10th to 12th. 
Mr. William R. Chapman will be director ; Mme. Gadski, 
Ffrangqon, Davies, and Hans Kronold are among the 
soloists. The chorus will number about 1000 voices. 
In addition to foreign artists already announced, it is 
reported that Sieveking, Rosenthal, and Aus der Ohe will 
play here this season ; several violinists, and Nikisch, 
with the Philharmonic Orchestra of Berlin, are also 
among the announced musical attractions for the season. 
An English physician, who has investigated the use 
of music as a therapeutic agent in hospitals, describes 
the effect of music on the human system as a kind of 
delicate massage. Herbert Spencer says that it pro¬ 
duced on his nervous system the effect of massage on 
the physical system. 
The newly-elected leader of the Metropolitan Opera 
House Orchestra, New York, is Herr Schalk, from the 
Bohemian Opera House in Prague. He is also a new 
man, with a reputation to establish, as proven by 
the salary, which is said to be $5000, as against $20,000 
to the late Anton Seidl. 
A Chicago trade paper says that there are indications 
for a boom in reed-organs, and that the demand is for 
good organs with variety in stops. A good reed-organ, 
voiced less harshly than is now usually the case, and 
with opportunities for effective contrast in tone-quality, 
will be a distinct gain to the musician. 
Reinhoi.d L. Hermann is to succeed Carl Zerrahn 
as conductor of the Handel and Haydn Society, Boston. 
The new conductor is German by birth, but resided in 
New York for some years. Later he returned to Berlin 
to teach in a conservatory. He has some reputation as 
a composer and director of German singing societies. 
The convention of the Illinois Music Teachers’ As¬ 
sociation was not so successful in Chicago as in Smaller 
cities. This has been the experience of other State 
associations. Local pride is often an important factor in 
bringing about success, aud this is usually lacking in the 
very large cities, so far as regards the work of music 
teachers’ associations. 
Here are some of the prices paid to professional 
musicians for their services at private musicales : Pade¬ 
rewski received $2500 in London, and Melba, at thesame 
function, received $1500 for three songs. Nordica re¬ 
ceived $600, Sembrich $1250, and Calve $1000 for sing¬ 
ing at fashionable musicales in New York. Jean de 
Reszke will not appear at these social functions, 
although his brother Edouard has done so. Josef Hof¬ 




To L. L.—First, you ask a remedy for “unclean” 
playing. This adjective is a good metaphor. When 
we must dine from an ill-washed plate, drink from a 
sticky cup, or present ourselves to the public gaze in de¬ 
filed garments, we are affected with disgust, shame, and 
anger; so, also, is it when we are compelled either to 
receive or to impart slovenly or ill-made music. You 
say that for eight years you have studied the piano and 
that you have received assignments beyond your execu¬ 
tive powers, and that in consequence you have galloped 
and scrambled over the difficulties without really subju¬ 
gating them. 
Your case is, alas ! by no means uncommon. The 
artistic malady, the symptoms of which you describe 
with a clear diagnosis, is peculiarly common with those 
students who have attained their art-knowledge amid 
the uncritical environment of small towns, where a 
student of high art has few models and little competi¬ 
tion. 
It is very common for teachers to overestimate the 
ability of their pupils and underestimate the difficulties 
of the music. I doubt if any one of us, even the most 
ambitious and fastidious, has escaped falling into this 
error at some time ; hut the teacher is not one-third part 
so much to blame as the pupil, because students con¬ 
stantly clamor for music hard enough to interest them. 
This simply indicates their low ideal of art, and their 
crude notion of what constitutes finish. 
Now, the cure that you ask for is to be found in tech¬ 
nic—fundamental technic—and in nothing else. The ac¬ 
quirement of skill with the fingers, wrist, and arm is a 
matter of minute gymnastics developed to an exquisite 
perfection by myriads of repeated acts, every one per¬ 
formed under the full light of attentive thought. The 
reason you now find your beautiful rose of “art happi¬ 
ness ” shedding all its petals and scattering them on the 
wind, is that you have housed the treacherous little 
canker worm called “ hurry ” in the heart of its bud. 
I said something like this last month with a similar 
metaphor, but it is a maxim which can not be too often 
repeated, “Do not hurry in art.” Beethoven said : “ A 
musician should write with his heart’s blood.” Now, I 
will make a corollary to this—every pianist should 
extract some of his good, scarlet,' arterial blood and 
write with it on a piece of parchment a motto, and tack 
the parchment on the front of his piano, and the motto 
should be this : “ Inattention is the unpardonable sin in 
art. ’ ’ 
Along with the cankerworm of hurry is always curled 
up its little brother, named Laziness. Now, I know you 
are surprised, shocked, and perhaps angry, when I tell 
you that you are doubtless lazy ; by the traits of your 
practice which you describe, it is clear that you need a 
higher mental tension. But you say : “Lazy ! Why, I 
have worked several hours a day for eight years. Is that 
lazy ? ” Yes, to scramble over the keyboard and to skim 
over hundreds of pages of music, represents less real 
exertion than to perfect a single sonata ; and an hour a 
day bestowed with the mind really focused upon every 
act of the finger, and constantly impressing upon the 
nerves a correct ideal of the required motion, is better 
than four hours of back-wearying and brain-benumbing 
exertion before a piano where a vague and violent activ¬ 
ity is constantly developed. 
Yes, such practice is positively bad. Let me use an 
illustration : One of the most marvelous mechanic arts 
developed in modern times is the grinding of lenses for 
telescopes. It takes exquisite material and exquisite 
skill to make a perfect lens. The glass must be abso¬ 
lutely without a film or speck, and the curves imparted 
to the surface must be geometric perfection. As the size 
of the lens increases, the difficulty of producing aug¬ 
ments rapidly and the commercial value of the finished 
product is correspondingly increased. Now, what would 
you think of a lens-maker who would shovel in tons of 
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low-grade sand into his glass furnace and expect to draw 
out a substance fit to be used in the objective of a great 
telescope ? Learn, then, to practice under a microscope. 
Piano-playing is an art more delicate than watch¬ 
making. 
As for Schmidt’s 1 ‘ Studies, ’ ’ they are good, as, indeed, 
are a dozen other collections. It does not matter so much 
what books you study, as the way in which you study 
them. All the modern publications cover the ground 
with pretty general completeness, though each great 
master’s system shows a bias or predilection for some spe¬ 
cial side of the beauty to be developed from the piano. 
Thus, one lays special stress on fluent, even finger-action, 
from which passage-work as steady and incessant as a 
city hydrant may be derived; another harps upon 
melody, with its two sides of shading and phrasing ; and, 
again, another turns all the attention toward the heroic 
and massive style, consisting mainly of chords. 
When all is said and done, however, three-fourths of 
a pianist’s labor must be expended in obtaining inde¬ 
pendence, speed, and strength of the fingers. For any 
one with a lame technic to thrust his fingers into the 
delicate lacework of Chopin’s “Berceuse,” as you have 
done, is artistic sacrilege. Drop it until you have made 
your fingers as light and agile as humming-birds’ wings. 
As you are only seventeen, and show the right spirit of 
humbleness, self-criticism, and diligence, you may be of 
good cheer. Your future will repair the defects of the 
past. 
To F. C. W.—You ask me if the habit of detecting 
resemblances in pieces of music shows “ ear and talent.” 
I will give you a “ yes ” to each of these questions. That 
there are resemblances by the thousand between pieces 
of standard music and among the works of the most 
powerful and original geniuses, can not be questioned for 
a moment. How could it be otherwise ? The piano con¬ 
tains but eighty-eight sounds, and the orchestra, as to 
compass, still fewer. Many of the possible combinations 
of these sounds would be wholly inadmissible for pur¬ 
poses of either harmony or melody. Yet we can recog¬ 
nize the style of a hundred masters with ease and cer¬ 
tainty. Just compare Bach’s B-flat fugue of the Well- 
tempered Clavichord with Beethoven’s sonata in B-flat, 
Op. 22; match the famous Largo in G, from Handel, with 
the Nocturne in G of Chopin ; set Mendelssohn’s “Spring 
Song” in A-major against Liszt’s transcription of the 
Spinning Song from the “Flying Dutchman,” also in A- 
major; or Mendelssohn’s “On Wings of Music,” A-flat, 
against Liszt’s “Love Dream,” No. 3, A-flat; compare 
Mozart’s overture to the “Magic Flute,” E-flat, with 
Weber’s “ Euryanthe,” E-flat; or Mozart’s overture to the 
“ Marriage of Figaro,” D,with Weber’s overture to “ Obe- 
ron, ” D ; or Gottschalk’s ‘1 Last Hope, ’ ’ B-major, with the 
Liszt-Wagner “ Tannhauser ” march ; or Schumann’s 
“Warum ?” D-flat,with Chopin’s “Berceuse, ” D-flat; and 
so on through scores of other instances equally striking, 
and this resemblance in difference will appear to you at 
every turn. I have often speculated upon this subject 
as to what really constitutes originality in music, but it 
baffles my analysis as much as perfumes do. I can tell 
instantly lilac from violet, hyacinth from tuberose, 
heliotrope from clover; yet they would all be classified 
as heavy and sweet perfumes, allied to honey in their 
sense-impressions. I can tell lemon from orange, nut¬ 
meg from clove, cinnamon from mace, yet they w°ould all 
be classified as pungent perfumes, allied to pepper in their 
sense-impressions. Dr. Holmes, in one of his charming 
“ Breakfast Table ” talks, descants upon the power of 
association to awaken memory which is lodged in odors 
and a similar power is certainly connected with tones' 
I recommend earnestly, therefore, the cultivating and 
refining of those mental perceptions which are analogues 
of the gustatory and olfactory senses on the material 
plane. 
There are not wanting philosophers who hold that this 
mysterious, vague feeling of recognition points to pre- 
existence ; but, dearly as I love my Wordsworth, whose 
“Ode on the Intimations of Immortality” beautifully 
exploits the Platonic doctrine of preexistence, and as 
fashionable as is theosophy in these days, I am always 
distrustful of explanations which merely build a two- 
story conjecture to replace a cottage of doubt. 
Now, to come to your second point: The teacher who 
could play a Beethoven piece three-quarters of an hour 
long, but floundered painfully on a common two-step, 
was not in a position either very peculiar or lamentable. 
You say you also can play your deep music better than 
shallow music ; this is simply because you have, by 
practice, made mind and fingers familiar with the tone- 
formulas used in the classical music, but have not done 
the same for the so-called popular music. There are 
thousands of players in theater orchestras who will 
glide over page after page of unfamiliar music at lull 
tempo, and as easily as a bicycler wiU spin along his 
particular dry strip of street, but they probably would 
come to grief at the first page of a symphony of Brahms 
or Beethoven. Beading fluently at sight is largely a 
natural gift, associated with quickness of eye and mind, 
and the habit of singing the total idea without dwelling 
upon details. In Cincinnati I once sat by Mr. Albino 
Gorno, of the College of Music, while he played for me 
a fine sonata, entitled “Didone Abbandonato, ” by 
dementi. It was quite brilliant and difficult, and, as 
he played it clearly and swiftly, I was amazed when he 
told me he had not practiced it, but was playing prima 
vista. I asked how could this be, and he answered : 
“When I was a boy, my father brought over from the 
music store a pile of new pieces every day, and for an 
hour or more I had to go through them the best I could.” 
Thus he had acquired the orchestral musician’s talent, 
though in a region higher and more difficult. It is well 
to cultivate the habit of reading at sight because of its 
convenience, but the lack of it does not disprove the 
possession of talent. 
To J. L.—You ask if a little pupil, ten years of age, 
and of studious, steady disposition should be required 
to practice three hours a day. If you can jump over 
three “ifs,” I will say “yes.” 
If No. 1.—If the child is not of a sensitive, nervous 
constitution, but large, sturdy, and strong. 
If No. 2.—If other studies are not so numerous and 
difficult as to represent more than half the child’s daily 
studying power. Three hours a day of real practice 
will consume fully half of the energy which a child can 
safely develop a day. 
If No. 3.—If it is intended to develop the child into 
a professional musician. The great Spanisli-American 
pianiste, Madame Carreno, at ten years of age, did a 
regular daily stint of four hours. But unless the three 
foregoing “ifs’’can each be balanced with a “yes,’’two 
hours a day would be wiser and would be sufficient. 
Quality of practice is the first consideration, quantitv. 
second. 
Second, you ask if a nervous, mischievous child of 
eight years should practice three hours a day on her first 
term. Most emphatically, No ! The attempt to enforce 
such an amount of severe mechanical drudgery on an 
excitable child of eight years should put you in the 
clutches of the S. P. C. A. Do not permit more than an 
hour or an hour and a half at the outside. 
CAPACITY FOR TEACHING. 
Thb greatest practical adepts in any art, says Mac¬ 
kenzie, are not, by any means, always the best teachers 
of it not merely from lack of the necessary patience, 
but from want of the power of imparting knowledge. 
e hone, whrch, although it can not cut, can sharpen 
the razor; the finger-post that shows the way which 
rtself can never go, are emblems of the teacher. It is 
only by a fortunate coincidence that the capacity for 
teaching whrch is an art sui generis, and practical excel¬ 
lence of execution are found in the same individual. 
There seems to be a real incompatibility between prac¬ 
tical superiority and theoretical knowledge, or the power 
of communicating it. This arises from the radical differ- 
ence between the synthetic or constructive and the 
analytical or critical type of mind. Thus, learned 
foundT^?'6’ aS a TOle’ ineleSant Pro- 
Poetsa^T g’StS are DOt Seld°m different doctors, 
the Pel!’,,!7 fn° “eaaS’ the best of verse, whilst 
Church's°to° °fte“ °f tte Rosinante breed- 
Is it necessary for a pupil studying the “ Standard 
Grades” (by Mr. Mathews), haviug gone thoroughly 
from the beginning up to the seventh grade, to take 
any outside studies, such as Cramer’s, etc., in addition to 
those in the “Grades”? She is now studying GradeVII, 
Mathews’ “Phrasing Book II,” Mason’s “Touch and 
Technic ” Volume IV, with review work.—H. B. 
I do not think it is well to increase the proportion of 
etude work beyond that in the “Standard Grades” 
until the pupil gets along to the eighth grade or so ; 
but I would give quite a little brilliant music, which 
will take the place of additional studies and be better 
for the pupil. My idea was that the selections in the 
“Standard Grades” amount to a fair minimum of that 
kind of work. I would have no objection to a few more 
of the Loeschliorn, Opus 06, Book I, in Grade V, and to 
more of Jensen, Opus 32, in Grade VI. I doubt 
whether it is profitable for the average student to go 
through Cramer, or any considerable selection of his 
studies. When the pupil reaches the time for Chopin, 
it will be necessary to do many more than are in the 
“Grades.” If you askmewhatlmeanbybrilliantmusic, 
I will say that such pieces as Raff’s “ La Fileuse,” the 
Moszkowski “Waltz in A-flat,” and other brilliant 
finger-pieces do a great deal of good in the fourth grade 
and fifth. Later, I use several of the Liszt-Schubert 
songs, in the fifth and sixth grades. Also such pieces 
as one of the “Liebestriiume ” of Liszt, the transcrip¬ 
tion of the Weber “Slumber Song,” etc. Raff’s 
“Juliet Waltz” (Gounod) is valuable in the sixth 
grade, or near the close of the fifth. The Chopin 
“Waltzes” in E-flat, Opus 18, and in A-flat, Opus 42, 
are valuable any time after the beginning of the fifth 
grade. Also the “ Impromptu ” in A flat, Opus 29, in 
the sixth grade. You will find that these pieces, if well 
learned, will bring up the quality of the playing. 
Meanwhile, you are doing wisely in using the “ Phras¬ 
ing Book II,” because that collection of poetic pieces 
should be known to every young player, and the com¬ 
bination in my work is favorable to technical and 
artistic improvement, and if not brought together, as 
here, many of them will be missed. 
I hope you are not forgetting Dr. Mason’s advice not 
to omit the two-finger exercise under any circumstances. 
Be sure that the technics cover something from at least 
two of the volumes in every day’s practice. 
I am in receipt of the following from a Kansas corre¬ 
spondent concerning the place of Carl Maria von Weber 
in art, and incidentally my own place in pedagogics. 
Mr. Geo. S. Bueford, dealer in musical instruments at 
Nickerson, Kansas, settles the matter in the following 
terms: 
Referring to article in July Etude, saying that the 
works and' abilities of Carl Maria von Weber were not 
of much intrinsic value, from either an esthetic or tech¬ 
nical point of view, wish to say that I am surprised to 
fiud a man of Mr. Mathews’ supposed abilities to make 
such absurd statements, unless it is made from merce¬ 
nary motives, so as not to influence the ready sale of 
Mr. Mathews’ book. 
There is much more in the same vein, the whole 
amounting to the assertion that Weber’s works belong 
very high in art, and his operas will be played long after 
I am dead. 
It is no doubt surprising to the writer of the above to 
know that the opinion I gave of Weber’s work and place 
in art is one which every serious student forms as soon 
as he knows the works and entire history of the distin¬ 
guished romanticist. Weber was a very highly gifted 
man, who made a great advance in art, but everything 
he suggested has since been done so much better that 
very little of his music is any longer used. Even his 
operas, “ Der Freischiltz,” “Oberon,”and “Euryan¬ 
the,” are very seldom played, even in Germany, and 
practically never anywhere else. They have gone out 
within the present generation, through the greater 
power and impressiveness of later writers. The last time 
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I heard “Der Freischiitz” was in 1884, at the Grand 
Opera in Paris, and a very thin performance it was. 
If we had a stock opera in every small city in this 
country, the works of Weber would be played occasion¬ 
ally, since for small resources they come in very well. 
As for his pianoforte works, I was quite serious in what 
I said. They are of little importance artistically or 
technically. They were much used in Germany for 
study up to within comparatively a recent time, and in 
old-fogy centers, like Leipsic, they are still studied 
more than their importance deserves. The sonatas can 
be played by a great artist with moderate success, espe¬ 
cially the “ Sonata in A-flat,” but it is very difficult to 
interest an audience in them. The “Polonaise in E- 
flat,” the “ Polacca in E major,” and the “ Rondo” qre 
also out of date. The “ Invitation to the Waltz” is 
still an agreeable orchestral number, and valuable in 
the fifth grade for instruction and pleasure. It would 
have been quite proper to have included something of 
Weberamong the romantic writers in the supplementary 
part of my “The Masters and their Music,” if I had 
happened to think of it ; but to have done so would 
only have been a concession to lingering prejudices, 
such as those of the writer above, and not because art 
required it. 
Had I been composing a strictly historical work, it 
would have been well to have included this writer, so 
important from a historical standpoint (not so much for 
what he did, as for what he suggested) ; but what I had 
in mind was an introduction to piano music from the 
standpoint of its intrinsic power and expressiveness. 
In this connection I would caution the writer above 
and the readers of the present article against taking too 
seriously the statements of the leading German histo¬ 
rians of music, such as Naumann. Weber was a great 
man in his time, and his influence lasted nearly a half 
century after be died. For this reason he is an impor¬ 
tant figure in history, and each writer tries to do him 
justice ; generally, however, with the result that by the 
time he has finished studying up about him he has lost 
his interest. I remember that Professor Fillmore had 
this experience when writing his “ History of Pianoforte 
Music.” Educated at Leipsic, he had a great idea of 
Weber as a pianoforte writer, an idea encouraged by the 
Weber biography and the works themselves ; he ended 
by agreeing with me, that too much had been made of 
him. The trouble is that when once a man is accepted 
as a master, succeeding writers follow each other in 
praising him without taking the trouble to sift the works 
for themselves and weighing the critical result. And 
speaking of mercenary motives (I like Bueford’s deli¬ 
cacy) there is always more immediate money in going 
with the current than in going against it. Here, in this 
very case, anybody can see that I have lost the sale of 
several copies by failing to praise Weber. But it is 
always a pleasure to have one’s shortcomings noticed so 
gently and delicately. 
When a pupil requires more than a year to complete 
any one grade of your “Standard Course of Studies” 
does that indicate that the grade is too difficult for her? 
I have two pupils, both bright and intelligent. One 
enjoys the intellectual in music ; she plays Bach well 
and Schumann poorly. The other is emotional, and 
plays Schumann well and dislikes Bach. Am I right in 
choosing for each girl the music she likes best and try¬ 
ing gradually to cultivate her taste for the others? 
Will you tell me the exact way in which the following 
are played, which note of the treble, and vice versa ? The 
examples consist of the chords of C, as follows : (a) 
waved line in front of right-hand part of chord, single 
tone in bass ; (b) full chord in bass, single note in treble, 
waved line along bass chord ; (c) single notes in both 
hands, but grace note arpeggio before right-band note. 
Same (d) reversed, the grace note arpeggio before bass 
note. E. R. K. 
I would not say that it necessarily indicated the 
studies to be too difficult for the pupil taking a year to 
go through them. It would depend upon the amount 
of practice, age of pupil, and the teacher. If I had a 
pupil taking a year to go through a grade, I should con¬ 
sider it advisable to try something easier, or else to get 
an accelerando upon the pupil. As to your two pupils 
in Bach and Schumann, you ought to select for the first 
something of Schumann which is at the same time intel¬ 
lectual and emotional. The probability is that her 
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playing is dry and unemotional, and that even her Bach 
is not well done. And for the one who does not like 
Bach, try to find something really musical, such as the 
Loure in G-major, the Gavotte in E-major (Tours), 
the Passepied in E minor, the Minuet in D-major 
(Peters’ “ Bach-Album ”). If, when she can play these 
well, she does not like them, it is not a case of liking 
Bach, but of liking music. To enjoy a fugue is more 
advanced, and the “Inventions” present too little 
emotionality for the beginning of a pupil of this class. 
The chords with waved lines are played exactly alike : 
with rolling effect from the lowest tone of the bass to 
the top. According to Mr. Godowsky this rolling takes 
place in advance of the proper time of the note, so that 
the top note, being the melody, comes upon the count. 
Authorities differ, however. The grace-note arpeggio is 
probably intended to take place upon the beat, retarding 
the note at the top of the roll. It depends very much 
who the writer is, and how much he knows. If a first- 
class writer, the above was probably his intention ; if a 
careless writer of no standing, nobody knows exactly 
what he did mean. Probably a plain arpeggio is the 
idea, culminating upon the melody note at the beat. 
Is a child of nine years old enough to begin the study 
of harmony and the composition of music ? If so, w hat 
text-book or primary work shall I use?—S. E. C. 
She is not too young, but sbe ought to be put into a 
class under a good practical teacher. Perhaps you can 
teach her chords by rote, giving her exercises to play 
and write in all positions. Then several chords in 
succession ; then an harmonic phrase. Now begin with 
melody and teach the germs of form, then have her 
compose melodies. I do not know whether there is a good 
handbook for this kind of work. “Theory Explained ” 
by Dr. Hugh A. Clarke covers much of the ground you 
mention. 
Does the minor scale have a major sixth and seventh 
in ascending and a minor sixth in descending?—K. T. 
The rule of the minor scale is given in Dr. Mason’s 
scale book. The true minor is the harmonic minor, 
with a minor sixth both ascending and descending. 
The ascending major sixth is a license, in order to 
avoid the augmented second in ascending, but when 
there are harmonic relations the harmonic form must 
be adhered to. At the end of the Chopin “ Ballade in 
G-minor ” there are very fast ascending minor scales in 
tenths with major sixths, but this is because there is no 
harmonic relation, the scale being so fast that harmony 
is not felt, and so the major sixth is taken for euphony 
and smoothness. Octave runs do not always take the 
fourth finger on the black keys. It depends, but the 
fourth finger is generally better on the black keys, I 
believe. You will find an article on Minor Scales by 
Mr. Carl Faelten in this number of The Etude. 
SUMMER STUDY. 
-—This question is now being asked in various parts of 
the country, namely, “ Are summer terms at conserva¬ 
tories of benefit to pupils?” They certainly are, at least 
to the great majority of pupils. Why should they not 
be ? Is not the summer as good a time as any other in 
which to study, if one be ambitious and truly desires to 
learn? There is no time like the present in which to 
improve one’s knowledge of music or any other of the 
arts. There is one thing about this season of the year 
that particularly commends itself to the economical 
student, namely, cheaper prices. And this is a very im¬ 
portant consideration, be it understood, for every one 
who studies music is not, by any means, overburdened 
with a surplus of dollars and cents. At this season of 
the year, also, there are many young men and women 
who have no special employment to fill in their time, 
and the study of music would be a genuine blessing. 
By all means we recommend that all the conservatories 
in the country devote at least one summer month to any 
extra session, if no more, and the result will be encour¬ 
aging to many and many an ambitious student. We 
should not be at all surprised if every conservatory of 
prominence eventually opened its doors for special ses¬ 
sions throughout the entire summer.—“ Metronome 
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MUSICAL TASTE. 
HY ALEXANDER MCARTHUR. 
The formation of a correct and refined musical taste 
is one of the least thought of, yet one of the most 
important duties a teacher has to discharge toward those 
who have consigned themselves to, or been placed under, 
his care. Unfortunately, the majority of those who pro¬ 
fess to love music will always prefer Sousa to Bach, just 
as the majority of readers will continue to prefer penny- 
dreadfuls to Shakspere or Goethe. Yet, given a teacher 
conscientious in his work, loyal to his duties, and inter¬ 
ested in his art, long before the pupil has mastered 
‘ Czerny for Beginners,” or de Beriot’s “Violin Exer¬ 
cises,” he will have instilled into his mind a taste for 
the best in musical literature. 
No matter how dazzling may be the perfection of 
technic, the correctness of ear, or the accuracy of scien¬ 
tific knowledge, unless there be a taste for the purest 
and best, for sound romanticism, and for at least the 
ighter classicists, the teacher lias failed as a teacher. 
When you hear a pupil say, “I hate Bach,” “Bee¬ 
thoven is so dull,” or “Chopin is pretty, but I like 
Tweddledee’s last waltz better,” you can gage at once 
the value of the training he receives. 
Oi course, there are musical natures that are hopeless, 
just as there are other phases of the same which are 
wonderful, yet when a teacher finds out he has to do 
with one of the first class and that all his attempts at 
reform are useless, he should refuse at once to have any¬ 
thing further to do with such a pupil. Roses can not be 
made to bloom from weeds, and the base and low will 
flourish in human nature to the end. Weeds must be 
thrown aside ami uprooted, never cultivated. Although 
poor soil can nearly always be improved, unfortunate* 
the soil local teachers must grub and dig in is too often 
of the poorest. When they come to that which is hope- 
lessly and irreparably bad, why, it must be passed by, 
it their own reputations mean anything to them 
For the formation of taste there is no one to equal 
Bach He is the alpha and omega of all that is correct, 
beautiful, and majestic in art, and pupils, no matter how 
young, can not be too quickly introduced to his music 
Bach should be a daily study in the lives of all musicians' 
and they will find that, no matter how dry or uninter¬ 
esting in early years he seems to them, in later years he 
will grow on them until he becomes the joy and delight 
of their whole musical existence. It may be that there 
are musicians who are unable to appreciate Bach,-even 
Shakspere is not admired by all the educated,-but at 
a 1 events a study of Bach invariably fits one the better 
for appreciation and delight in the music of Chopin of 
Schumann, of Mendelssohn, or of any one or all of our 
great composers. 
A young pupil should be taught that there are names in 
art which are sacred,-Bach, Beethoven, Moza.t, Handel, 
I alestr.ua,-and that if he or she can not love the* 
music, it is a defect in their nature which must be cor¬ 
rected ; a disease that should be cured. How frequently 
one hears a pupil speak with a shrug of Mozart, or call 
alestrina an' old fogy,” simply because the pure 
excellence of the one and the rigid beauty of the other 
does not gratify their sensation loving souls ! The pas¬ 
sion that is in Wagner’s “ Tristan and Isolde,”or in the 
sclierzi of Chopin is not to be found in Mozart or in 
alestrina, but only a silly and an ignorant student will 
be blind to the excellence of the latter because of this 
Some people think it requires courage to say they find 
no beauty m Shakspere or in Bach, but it does n’t • it 
only requires audacity. More people profess atheism 
because they think they show daring and distinction 
in so doing, than do so from conviction. It is the same 
with art; among students to-day this evil is on the 
increase, and it can not be too vigorously combated for 
nalTon "g ^ the V6ry Hfe °f °Ur arfc Progr«< as a 
To have great art yon must have great reverence, and 
it is only by learning to know and to appreciate the 
work of the giants that we can have this reverence 
I here are moods of the mind and soul when, even to the 
most gilted, Mozart may seem tiresome and Palestrina 
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dull, but they are moods to be combated, not encour¬ 
aged, for they proceed from brain weariness, never from 
want of taste. Of course, each and ail of us will have 
our preferences, and some will find more satisfaction in 
Chopin than in Bach, hut there is no doubt the better 
we know the older masters, the more we will appreciate 
tlie younger. Chopin always shut himself up with 
Bach to prepare for his own concerts, and 1’ouud his 
greatest inspiration therein. 
When a student finds out that he is lacking in appre¬ 
ciation for one or any of the great masters, he should 
go to the root of the matter and study the reason why. 
He should neither glory in the fact nor think himself an 
exception. To the little soul there is always infinite 
satisfaction in thinking itself an exception, but excep¬ 
tion is not always distinction ; on the contrary, it is 
often the best proof of imbecility. 
Given the case of a young student who honestly finds 
that one or another of the great masters gives him no 
pleasure, he should immediately read over all this 
master’s music he can lay hands on, and, above all, read 
what great artists have written on the subject. The 
most important of all the gifts of youth is emulation, 
and if, perhaps, the young slndent finds Bach beyond 
him, the words of Schumann, of Mendelssohn, of 
Chopin, and of Rubinstein will surely open up to him a 
path to the labyrinth of beauty abiding in the works of 
the greatest of the musical fathers. 
The surest foundatiou of a good musical taste is to he 
had in Bach. It may be somewhat difficult in the 
building, but once built, no effort of tlie enemy can 
crumble or break it away. Bach is undoubtedly 
caviar to the multitude, yet after a little study any 
serious musical student will learn to love him. It may 
be years before a faint reflection of the joy such artists 
as Schumann or Rubinstein knew comes to one ; but a 
reflection of this, no matter how faint, is worth infinite 
work, and there is always solid comfort for the worker 
m the thought that once this love of Bach is formed 
neither time nor custom can rob or stale the infinite 
variety to he found in it. 
Bach fits one for everything-for the form of Pales¬ 
trina, the majesty of Handel, the philosophy of Bee¬ 
thoven, the mysticism of Schumann, the sonlfnlness of 
Chopin, the romanticism of Mendelssohn, and the nolv 
phonic grandeur of Wagner. P y 
A student who is wise or well taught will stndv 
Bach from cover to cover-stndy the church music the 
clavier music, the violin music, and concerted nmsic 
He will write out the Bach fugues in voices, hear h s 
organ music whenever he can, and study dilig ntly tha 
greatest of musical biographies, Spitta’s “ Life of Bach- 
In .doing so he will lay up for himself musical treasure 
beyond comparison, and strengthen in himself a greater 
repugnance for that dreadful cancer of our mol 
musical art, that jingle-jangle set to vulgar rhvthn 1 
:s;«"Sir 
we have ^1“h^8’ " justice, then assuredly those who 
as Just Tell Them That You Saw 
(tor 7 n •!, 1 >v 
WHY? 
BY MBS. HERMAN’ KOTZSCBMAB. 
write such ditties as 
Me,” or “Linger Longer,'Lol,'” ^ 
the penal servitude they deserve. y receive 
to execute with power ease and if if^ mUSt he able 
difficult compositions written’for the piano'* 
great players now before the public is ther^ 1 h® 
required twenty years to arrJaUh’el ^ 
tive exeellennn o r egree ol < 
Fob many years it has been a puzzle I have vainly 
tried to solve, why mothers—with few exceptions-re¬ 
gard the study of music so differently from that of any 
other branch of their sons’ and daughters’ education. 
This age is too practical. Women have grown too sensible 
for the old reply to satisfy, “ We do not expect onr chil¬ 
dren to teach music ; we only want them to play a little 
a few bymn-tnnes and simple pieces.” All that is past, 
and belongs to the early, uncultured days of the Repub¬ 
lic, when women's minds were not expected to rise above 
the working of antimacassars while listening to Mrs 
Heman’s poems. Think of the amazing advance women 
have made in all intellectual pursuits ! It is the rule 
and not the exception, for our daughters and sons to go 
to college; our girls are well posted in current events, 
well read in literature, and, withal, are not far behind 
their brothers iu athletic pursuits ; blit in all this gen¬ 
eral culture bow is the study of the “divine art " re¬ 
garded ? 
Aie the first fresh hours of the morning given to its 
study? Is the time assigned for practice considered as 
obligatory as the hours devoted to school work ? On the 
contrary, the systematic manner iu which tlie practice 
moments are deferred ti|K>n every pretext, made to give 
way to every trivial amusement, not to mention neces¬ 
sary duty, would he ludicrous if it were not so melan- 
choly in its consequences. Does the average mother 
comprehend that daily practice, correct habits of lingers, 
are as essential to even piano playing as correct 
and exact pronunciation of French anil German are to 
even an ordinary speaking familiarity with those lan¬ 
guages ? Mothers exert their authority in send i ng their 
children to school, and feel iu duty bound to see that 
studies are mastered, but practice hours, or rather quar¬ 
ter-hours, are left wholly to the inclination, often the 
caprice, of the children ; no order or system of daily 
work is maintained. 
The injustice done to teachers aud children by perrnit- 
tiDgsuch haphazard habits in the study of music docs 
not affect the parent. When relatives and friends as- 
semble, complacently the young Cecilia is requested to 
pay something.” With burning dusks and dewy 
eyes despite the protest, “I haven’t practiced since my 
ft„nrS0"; Ce<',lm 8°** piano, and a mortifying 
' Vs 11° 0ften Score(i- The mother feels that some 
mrtv !° re’ evi(lent,y does "Ot touch the guilty 
bv she r 6 SBme SCeUe is l'na<:ted man-v When 
Senior WUI’ aDd *he e«rcise of energy beyond 
mist rto “ °" ! * ‘€ach.er’8 P»«. Cecilia sneeeeds in 
not even ; a S^a, repertoire, the thoughtless parent will 
ness for iisT" ' ^ ** kept “ pra<-,k'e and in 
responsibiTit *<1epeDds nPon t,le teacher, an immense 
Why \tw *th‘he m°there 5 ^d again we ask, 
different idea-* parent9 |n general have such radically 
tain for ill 8 concerning music from those they enter- 
S: Ssrr 1,0 arWith *'■<• “£««• 
accomplishment i„ the “P m,'nt 11 is “0t “ 
term • it is , or<1lnary acceptation of the 
Ml, for whatever mak’J jjj l'6 '>Ut B nece8sity for 
exhaustible . e ighter and fnrnishes in- 
for our well-betog 'eV°r f°lltl1 a“d age is an essential 
«f music in exaeUy tIT * rMpect tbe 8tady 
t° reverence all other knZ^ ** ”* 
give it an eqna^lnrplace beside other studies; 
tive excellence indicated? I ca“n notftinkTf'21^ reaIize ^ in mderT ? ” ^ ^ at p,easul 
- of one, nor of milsiC) “ order f* results from the study any of the great departed either 
years seems excessive when considered^ T rT 
srsL'r?- «■ t * 
He 
later period than, I fancy, any pianistTf v ““T t0 8 
was either twenty or twenty-one ,.,v ls> rank. 
him the fourteen years ; but of how manyln the8iVe“ 
he said ? Ten to twelve years is nr v. v,'7 the 8ame 
-W. B, in “Musical Opinion.” 7 Dearer rigbt’ 
i,- ,, ’ ‘ usic, as from fi h results fro  the study of 
- •• - .... 
an absolute essential r,uaSes> diligent application 
trying to get to touchtith^h'1 ^1'°* thie P°int by 
her pupils and l,v . be motl'er of every one of 
idea takas bold of Watchfuln«« to see that the 
cultured class in tb Pen S an^ sPrcad throughout the 
aainviti„gone! h C°mmUnity’ Tbe opportunity is 
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THE MINOR SCALES. 
BY CARL FAELTEN. 
A positive understanding of the construction of 
major and minor scales is one of tbe fundamental con¬ 
ditions of proficiency in music. The uncertainty which 
prevails among students with regard to the formation of 
the scales, especially those in the minor mode, must be 
regarded as a hindrance to any healthy progress. Arti¬ 
cles from various pens have appeared in The Etude 
from time to time on the subject, and the writer of this 
article welcomes the opportunity of adding his mite to 
the discussion. He has had the opportunity of observ¬ 
ing thousands of students, who, after years of study, 
lacked a sufficient knowledge of the minor scales. As a 
large proportion of these students professed, and even 
proved, that they bad made efforts, with or without a 
teacher, to acquire such knowledge, their failure maybe 
traced either to the difficulty of tbe subject, or to the 
method in which the matter was attacked or presented 
to them. 
The subject itself is not without intricacies, but the 
main trouble lies usually with the method of teaching 
and learning. Look, for instance, at the different forms 
of the F-minor scale, as presented below7: 
With which of tbe forms should tbe pupil be familiar ? 
In tbe writer’s opinion, with all of them, because all 
are in actual use. 
Model No. 2 is mostly adhered to in the construction 
of chords or harmonies. No. 5 is used extensively in 
vocal aud instrumental compositions. No. 1 is adhered 
to in staff notation. It is the only one which appears 
without any auxiliary accidentals, and it frequently 
occurs in compositions. No. 3 sounds somewhat un¬ 
familiar in its downward progression, but is freely em¬ 
ployed by classic writers. Nos. 1, 2, and 3 contain the 
same tones in upward and downward progression, and 
present the ground or primary forms. Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 
and 8 differ in their upward and downward progressions, 
and present composite or mixed scales. 
The next question is, In which order should we present 
these scale forms to our pupils ? 
After deliberate consideration the author decided to 
begin with model No. 1. The logical reason for this de¬ 
cision is that staff notation, pure and simple, adheres to 
this form. It has been proposed by some musicians to 
change our system of writing in the minor mode, and 
express, for instance, F minor with the following signa¬ 
ture : 
Should this be adopted by composers and publishers, 
the writer would begin with model No. 2. But it is very 
improbable that this change will ever come or find the 
sanction of conservative musicians. 
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The author, in his Fundamental Training Course, 
adopted the term “pure minor” for Model No. 1, “har¬ 
monic minor” for Model No. 2, and transferred the 
name “melodic minor” from model No. 5 to model No. 
3. The remaining models are not honored by specific 
names, but according to our system, No. 4 could be 
known as “harmonic pure”; No. 5 as “melodic 
pore”; No. 6 “ melodic-harmonic ”; No. 7 “ har¬ 
monic melodic”; No. 8 “ pure-melodic.” 
As it is not our purpose to keep our pupils in ignor¬ 
ance of existing terms, we add after the matter is clearly 
understood that onr “melodic pure” model No. 5 is 
known as the melodic scale. 
Some theorists and musicians recognize only the exist¬ 
ence of models Nos. 2 and 5 ; especially ignoring the 
existence and use of models Nos. 1 and 3. 
An examination of the following examples will remove 
all doubts on this subject: 
MODEL No. 1. 
Schumann.—Op. 68, No. 39, upward progression in first and 
second measures. 
Mozart.—Fantasie C-minor, No. 2, measure 5. 
Chaminade.—La Zingara, measures 9 and 10, etc. 
Godard.—Etudes Rliythmiques, Op. 149, No. 2, measures 9 and 
10, etc. 
Chopin.—Valse A-minor, Op. 34, No. 2, measures 1 to 4, etc. 
Mazurka, Op. 7, No. 3, measures 11 and 12. 
Beethoven.—Violin Souata, Op. 30, No. 1, first movement, 
measures 177 to 179. 
MODEL No. 3. 
Illustrations of model No. 3, especially the downward progression, 
mav be found for iustance in : 
Handel.—Air of Suite in D-minor, end of first part and begin¬ 
ning of second part. 
Bach.—Set of ten easy pieces, edited by Carl P'aelten, published 
by A. P. Schmidt. No. 2. Song, measures 4 and 5 of second part. 
No. 0, 5th measure from the end of the trio. No. 10, 1st measure of 
second part. 
Bach.—2part studies, edited by Carl Faelten. No. 25, Duetto in 
E minor. Partita No. 2, Caprice. 
Beethoven.—Violin Sonata, Op. 30, No. 2, first movement, 
second part, measures 13 to 24. Sonata, Op. 53, first movement, 
measures 23 to 26, right-hand passage. Sonata, Op. 57, third move¬ 
ment, measures 103 to 108, left-hand figures, the same 13 measures 
before coda. Sonata, Op. 90, measures 33 and 34. 32 variations 
in C minor. See end of the 31st variation and the first half of the 
32d variation. 
MODEL No. 8. 
Musical combination of No. 1 ascending and No. 3 descending. 
See, for instance, Bach, Air from Partita No. 6, opening measures. 
In face of these illustrations, to which could he added 
numerous others, the assertion that such scale forms are 
not used becomes untenable. Some teachers may not 
like them, but we can not teach only what we like ; we 
must teach what exists. The teacher of composition 
may, of course, advise his pupil to use these combina¬ 
tions moderately or not at all, if he thinks best, but 
this is an entirely different issue, and has nothing to do 
with primary instruction. 
THE CONSERVATORY THE PUBLIC SCHOOL 
OF MUSIC. 
BY CHARLES H. MORSE. 
Read before tbe National Music Teachers’ Association, June 25, 1898. 
WHENEVER conservatory training is mentioned we 
understand that class instruction is referred to. This is 
a just inference, for the distinguishing feature of con¬ 
servatory work is class teaching. As has often been 
said before, we have, in the conservatory class, the 
practical application of public-school methods to the 
study of music, and the results are just as noteworthy 
as in any other study. We look upon onr public- 
school system, in its perfect application, as the highest 
type of true educational work. So should we regard the 
true conservatory of music in musical study. 
No system of instruction, in any branch, equals that 
of tlie graded class, provided the class be kept small 
enough to give each pupil individual attention, whether 
in Latin, mathematics, or music. In either case, such 
instruction makes better scholars and abler men and 
women. Attention, concentration, accuracy, quick 
action, and command of one’s self are the inevitable 
results of such training. 
Of course, much depends upon the proper grading of 
the students and the size of the class, not less upon the 
ability of the teacher to hold the attention of the class 
and wisely instruct them. A poor teacher can not teach 
a private pupil anything ; much less a class. But if the 
teacher he competent and the pupils bright, how much 
greater the stimulus, to teacher and pupil, of gifted 
classmates ; if the pupils be dull, how much more need 
of such stimulus ! 
Given four private pupils of average musical ability, 
having a lialf-hour lesson twice a week (the teacher, ol 
course, entirely competent), and a class of four pupils 
of similar grade, having two lessons a week, each of an 
hour’s duration, under the same teacher, the class pupils 
will in every way surpass the private (in the same 
length of time), making more rapid progress, becoming 
technically more expert, musically better developed, and 
mentally broader. 
Again, the atmosphere of a school is of the utmost 
benefit, and a necessity to one who would become a 
broad aud well-rounded musician. The whole school is 
a class. What namby-pambys our “private tutor” 
children are, and how thoroughly unfitted for the stein 
realities of business or professional life! In contrast, 
note the quick perception, firm action, the thorough 
mental poise and grip of our public school hoy or girl ; 
of our conservatory and college student, who has already 
measured himself with his peers and is ready for the 
battle of life. 
In a properly equipped conservatory only is there 
continuous and harmonious musical development. No 
private instruction can accomplish the same results. 
If you doubt, look about you, read history, study the 
lives of the tone masters. How did Liszt teach? how 
Mendelssohn? Most of the great masters were educated 
in music schools, many of them taught in the best 
conservatories, and to-day, in tlie famous music schools 
of the world, you will find many of the masters of this 
epoch, inspiring tlio-e who are to come after them and 
finding constant inspiration in their own work. 
In speaking thus emphatically I am not theorizing, 
but giving you tlie results of years of experience and 
close observation ; of my own professional study. 
The artistic need of New York, and of other important 
cities to-day, is a great conservatory of music, in which 
each department of musical work is thoroughly provided 
for ; not a school for piano here, for voice there; an 
operatic school, a violin school ; a college—misnamed ; a 
struggling, undirected conglomeration ; but an art school, 
broadly planned, generously endowed, wisely managed ; 
cheap tuition, the ablest specialists in charge of each 
department, a competent American director, and behind 
it all an enthusiastic and wealthy board of trustees who 
love learning and art. 
Why talk of permanent orchestras and extravagantly 
salaried conductors and prima donnas, when our children 
are crying out for an opportunity to learn how to fill all 
the land with music; and while the undeveloped 
American music only awaits the proper culture to flour¬ 
ish, blossom, aud briujf forth abundant fruitage ! Music 
is a great civilizer. It makes all the world one. Blessed 
are they who unselfishly give it to the people who hunger 
for it. 
The more education, the more music ; the more cult¬ 
ure aud refinement, the less crime. All that opeus the 
beautiful to those of moderate means blesses the whole 
community, when it gives the highest mental and 
artistic culture to lighten tlie burdens of life and uplift 
the soul to a new existence. 
TWELVE BUSINESS MAXIMS. 
The president of the London Chamber of Commerce 
gives twelve maxims, which he has tested throngli years 
of business experience, and which he recommends as 
tending to insure success: 
1. Have a definite aim. 
2. Go straight for it. 
3. Master all details. 
4. A1 ways know more than yon are expected to know. 
5. Remember that difficulties are only made to over¬ 
come. 
6. Treat failures as stepping-stones to further effort. 
7. Never put yonr hand out further than yon can 
draw it back. 
8. At times be hold; always prudent. 
9. The minority often heats the majority iu the end. 
10. Make good use of other men’s brains. 
11. Listen well; answer cautiously; decide promptly. 
12. Preserve, hy all means in your power, “a sound 
mind in a sound body.” 
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The New Teaching Season lesson. A character in one of Shakspere’s plays remarks, never advertise beyond giving a simple statement of 
s sJCdWU. “We are advertised by oar loving friends.” Teachers their business and the location of their rooms. Very 
are also advertised (to their credit or the opposite) by few teachers advertise at all in the columns of daily 
their pupils. Avoid trietion in money matters by ad- papers, although most ot them insert their cards in tj,e 
of leading musical journals. They never offer ‘‘bargain 
ng counter” rates and “special inducements.” 
Thus it follows that a teacher must do his advertising 
through recitals. This form of advertising is doubly 
effective from the fact that not only do the people who 
attend become interested in the teacher and his work 
and herald his praises to their friends, hut the nresl 
JjET me first admit that I have never pursued any )Jotices these recitals in its society or l,„ ;l| ,,,,, 
systematic method to hold present student®, nor, with giving tbe names> and in gomc ,.a_ ,.n|j, jsM / 
malice aforethought, to entrap new ones. Nearly all in(lividual performers and by praising th..i W(,rk , 
my students at this writing have been working with me the teacher, thus advertising his business in , way whi^ 
f*All If? nAf )io ooliiornrl in non .. .. 
Thic Etude is pleased to he able to present to its 
readers the views of some successful teachers anent the 
questions “How to Retain Odd Pupils» and “ How 
to Secure New Ones.” The views advanced embody 
useful ideas. In certain particulars all seem to agree, but 
each writer has some special suggestion to offer which 
has been found valuable. We commend these sugges¬ 
tions to our readers for their consideration and applica¬ 
tion in the season just commencing, and hope they will 
prove tlieir worth and aid to a greater success. 
From J. FRANCIS COOKE. 
Thu best means I know of to secure new pupils is 
legitimate, consistent, and dignified advertising on 
general or specific lines. My ideas upon this subject 
can find no further expression than that given in my 
article upon “The Value and Practice of Advertising 
Among Professional Musicians,” in The Etude for 
July, August, and September, 1898. 
Retaining pupils is a different consideration. There 
is no trick about it, for, like good manners, it is 
merely a matter of common sense. In the first place 
one s personal work must be of such a character as to 
inspire confidence ; then all that is required is to keep 
ie pupil interested and progressing. I would much 
rather keep one industrious pupil than secure three 
new pupils of doubtful characteristics. 
To reiterate the opinion of masters of pedagogy, a 
knowledge ot psychology is indispensable to those who 
teach. They must acquire it either from books or by 
contact with people. Find out therefrom, by deductive 
methods, what the human mind requires to satisfy and 
interest it; then make a musical application to the 
pupil in question. This practice I find very profitable, 
and use it constantly. ’ 
n'e 1(’ap'IS’ rC"taI is the ,110st popular, and nrobably 
the best, method of sustaining pupils' interest. The 
confidence they gain thereby increases their confidence 
in you. , alter a sufficient examination, you are eon- 
work d f ,PUPil lm “0t the Hl,ilit-V to ,]o creditable 
work, do not hesitate for a moment to dismiss him from 
your classes. The sacrifice you make is the premium on 
the policy you take to insure yourself against the risk 
of having your work maligned or questioned or placed 
in the wrong light before the public. 
When a new pupil comes to me I find out just what 
nation 11 r vhe deSireS t0 PUrSne‘ After au exa“”- 
nat ou I inform him whether I feel that his natural gifts 
noteao °th fU\t0 f“"°WhiSambiti0,1> and- if so, make a 
note of the fact. From time to time I call this to his 
mind and render an estimate of his rate of progress I 
s^:zbad a dissatisfied pupi! when 1 w 
J1!6 Tt0ra of S‘viDg Pri™s or certificates to youm* 
pup. s does not seem to me to be a good plan. Pupils 
should be tauulit to real;™ *w pns 
mon.a 1, g“ . eallze that thelr musical achieve¬ 
ments have sufficient reward in themselves. 
From T. L. RICKABY. 
It would certainly be truly a valuable formula for us to 
possess it from all the innumerable rules, counsels ^ 
periences, and observations a certain mode of procedure 
could be evolved which would insure to a rnusfc teacher 
the certainty of being able to retain his pupils and to 
secure new ones. Human nature is so varied_a„d cir¬ 
cumstances are equally so-tbat it is reasonably safe to 
say that no such “recipe ” has ever been or ever 
be torthcommg. To generalize somewhat, it may be 
said that, hrst and foremost, a teacher, to be successful 
must, know thoroughly what he is to teach and how to 
cac i . After that there is a great deal. There must 
e industry along lines outside of actual lesson-giving 
Work mus be done to bring the teacher before the peo' 
pie who will benefit him. Concerts, lectures, and recitals 
do this and take the place of the newspaper advertising 
of the business man. Lessons must be given regularly8 
for pupils very much dislike to come for a lesson and 
be put off . Give full lessons ; if a visitor takes up ten 
minutes time, do not make the pupil lose it. if a 
teacher reads letters or a magazine he is not giving the 
it. They also notice when special interest is taken in a 
vance payments. Do n’t pose as a genius—a person 
different clay from the common herd ; be a “ man amo
men ” ; be honest; use judgment and common sense in 
all dealings, and a living at any rate will be assured. 
Few make more than that at music teaching. 
From ELIZABETH WESTGATE. 
Let e first ad it that I have never pursued any 
for a long time, and when any vacancies occur they are 
soon filled with new pupils. Therefore it may he that, 
without a distinct consciousness of it, I am using a 
method, if indirectly, to “hold ” them. 
An enthusiasm for my work, love of music, and an 
inherited impulse toward teaching may have something 
to do with my finding every pupil interesting and every 
lesson unique. Pupils know without fail whether a 
teacher is really glad to see them or is only pretending. 
Every lesson begun and continued in this spirit of 
intense interest may, I suppose, “hold ” a pupil. 
A studio, too, should be pleasant, and as truly artistic 
as the teacher’s natural and acquired taste will admit. 
Warm, honest praise should be given when it is due 
and rebuke for carelessness or insincerity in playing 
should be in the nature of a shock-not so smoothly 
administered that it makes no impression. 
I encourage pupils in all grades to borrow my books 
on musical subjects. 
The value of public recitals can not be questioned, 
and frequent musicales of the advanced and intermedi- 
ate and, annually, of the primary grades are au inoen- 
tive to good work among my pupils. An aspiring pupil 
is always an advancing one. ® 1 A 
I have several pupils who are themselves teachers 
his year we are to try an experiment. In September 
one of these pupil-teachers and her little st. l ’ 
for our regular recitals. y occasionally 
Let us sum up : First, the teacher should be fitter) • 
every way to teach ; every pupil should * “ 
m every possible direction and for every possible re ^ 
to do his best; and advanced students whl T 
ctar8 Sh0Uld be aSSiSted to gain au independent 
From ROBERT BRAINE. 
Looking at the matter from a unrein u • 
point, I think that there is no doubt thatThT StMd‘ 
to hold old pupils and obtain new ones 
trequent pupils’ recitals. Tbe better tbe' 
work displayed at the reel J b StaDdard ^«*°» in September if* „ * 
of new business it will bring in 0f the amount c°o1 day to send notice’ to or » ? ° " ““ '°r ,be fil 
Whether this wholePDpils‘ Always try toJ?’V * * ° 
- •> — ‘wu, 
hlth^T8 r’1 bl'iDg iD’ of c°nrse. 
ether this holesale recital-givin„ is , . 
the pupils, and whether itd g g 18 beneficial to 
the pupil away from more necessary stiff ^ take 
matter; but as a method of inerLl'th’ 1S/aDothe^ 
business there is no method so efficacious ^ 
i ---r* —- •'wuauvqD in 4 
could not be achieved in any other manner. 
That the leading musical colleges and schools all over 
the world regard recital giving as of great importance 
is proved by the fact that they all give weekly or 
monthly recitals at which their pupils pl„v. 
director of a musical institution will testify that these 
recitals are the principal reliance of the college in 
advertising its work and bringing in new Inisim 
Unfortunately for the true cause of music, there is an 
immense class among the public which considers music 
as an accomplishment invented for the p.ir|s.se of 
enabling their sons ami daughters to distinguish 
selves in public. This class always runs 
recital-giving”’ teacher. 
Personally, 1 think this constant wholesale coaching 
of pupils to play in recitals is one of the most pernicious 
practices in American mnslc teaching ; l,,„ ns . means 
of holding old pup,Is and gaining new ones there is 
nothing so effective. 
From WM. HKNBOW. 
rrzrr  *. 5 
JlZtlV0 kCeP the P"pil von 
TdC’ SU, ,‘ 38 w,“ ,C8W'" ,lle 
SS. L hlnpT T ... 
work Op nuti] or tl,ro« pieroo to 
*-4 a"- *»• 
this purpose • anff k , “re verJ serviceable for 
more likely to h.. 6 lU'S 80 niu‘‘l1 leisure, he is 
than in the school ' " l“‘erC8,ed In lhe reading matter 
these pieces b' fit ^ if ,,e a‘ 
terest in them'to lll'ir ^ Ilew,n hnve eno"k'h in- 
When hot wlatW I8 ‘° b°gin in the 
pupils as you can in th *’ arraDge to ,ake as many 
the season in Sent i e ai0rnmS8- At the opening of 
to ^ .*7 to wait for tbe fiiol 
Pupils. Always tea. t . ’ r to ««e personally, ol 
day and hoar for beginning8” °M P“PiI ‘° ®et * fk-finit 
offer redu^filJ^I* b2a^0n‘er “ 
earlier than other™:‘ may altrnct new businei Indeed, by constant recital™"! „ " ,adviSable’ aHhoug, 
work was of indifferent, mediocre quality I ^ ^ ^ tha" °tWiso. 
teachers ot the most limited m,™: , have seen The way to get husine.. • 
large classes, while teachers Ca abllity workup where, is to offer the t ^ mn8,c*tea<‘l>ing, as el 
musical ability and teaching abtlitv SDperiors We‘ Tlle law of sunn]I "'e l0"est fiKurepo- 
ing to death for lack of business L? Starv' thiDgS Up‘ vour best^ i.C"mUd WiH 80011 le' 
gave no recitals and made no eff t ^ heeanse they PnPils you have in(t nti ^ ° keep and to please t 
pupils. Even honest Iork 2l fZ u° ^ ^ y°"r 8<x>da inluauti^? 8re.,>0nnd to ~ » 
often very slow of recognition bees CC(iCut ability are Wllllllg to give lessons i° SUlt tbe cn8t°nier. 
under a bushel. ° ’ use their light is hid °ne of our best t ie honr> or half-hour, or le; 
The recital is really the onlv eff c- the actual fact is th ,V "I”68 baS 0,asses of three, ai 
ha® of advertising huL.ine^SS’ W3y " t6acher leSS°D and ll^ P"Pi‘ g6tS a twenty-njinn 
himself; and even the lattertaenntP!P!lyinginpubli« T'*' 
public prefers to see what kind of p , 6’ 38 the Three th‘ FRANK L‘ EVER‘ 
rZ  
in a clc 
The teacher possessing and using these points will 
have little difficulty in holding and securing pupils. 
At the beginning of the season insert a notice in the 
local newspapers to the effect that you are ready to 
resume teaching. Aside from this, send by mail a writ¬ 
ten note to all your former pupils stating this same 
thing, and ask them to resume their lessons. If you 
hear of any prospective pupils, make it your business to 
call and endeavor to secure them. 
During the season he wide awake and active. Give 
recitals and concerts as often as possible. Organize a 
harmony class among your pupils. Talk to them on 
musical subjects. Take an interest in the daily affairs 
of their lives. Post yourself in all new literature, and 
on the affairs of your country and community, aud do n’t 
be afraid to show yourself informed on such topics. 
Be social and courteous. Dress well. Keep your hair 
trimmed and avoid all mannerisms. In short, be like 
other people, aud do not think that because you are a 
musician you are different from your fellows. This 
idea of beiug a dreamy, loug-haired, peculiar, and 
heavenly-inspired genius is all very poetical and pretty, 
and may do well enough for that person who is content 
to go through life on the ragged edge of poverty ; but if 
you desire to be successful and to make provision for the 
future you will have to he practical and wide awake, 
and if you want anything yon will have to go after it. 
A music teacher pursuing this policy will always have 
pupils, provided, of course, he have the three requisites 
named at the start; and if he has n’t them, he had bet¬ 
ter get them or quit the profession. 
From FANNY GRANT. 
It is—first, last, always—the personal equation that has 
the greatest influence on the success of a teacher. So 
many subtle qualities are embraced in this that it is 
clearly impossible to make out a catalogue of them. 
Most pronounced, however, is executive ability—a 
great gift ; then add to this that strong, dominating 
will of a parent or teacher which must hold child or 
pupil in absolute, unreasoning subjection, simply be¬ 
cause the parent or teacher says so. Never explain or 
give reasons for a statement that one is called upon to 
make ; exact strict obedience, ex officio, or give way to 
some other who has this power. 
If parents remonstrate on this head, give them no 
quarter at all. Even the most objectionable specimens 
of parents will respect this masterful kind of teaching, 
and the most utterly spoiled pupils will soon come to 
submit to it. But do not “ nag.” Be a disciplinarian, 
but not a martinet. 
Such teachers have the best success and retain all 
sorts of pupils, while the easy-going instructor fails in 
the end, no matter how fashion, popularity, and having 
what is vulgarly called a “pull” may gain patronage 
for him in the first place. 
Then, again, have a studio, the very best possible— 
in a studio building, if there is one in your town. 
Never go from house to house to give lessons. Recitals, 
both by the teacher as well as by his pupil, are strong 
factors in success, and should never he ignored. 
From E. M. SEFTON. 
Honest work is the only policy that will tell in 
holding old pupils or in securing new ones. The business 
man who has built up a paying and permanent custom 
is one who has given honest values and who has been 
unselfish in his treatment of his customers. 
It is easy to secure a temporary following ; egotism 
and printer’s ink are all that is necessary ; real worth 
is not essential; the quack seems provokingly successful. 
How often do we see the impostor build up a business 
of large proportions, while the man who has spent years 
and a small fortune in fitting himself for the work, who 
is better qualified and equipped to render competent 
service, seems placed at a disadvantage. Do n’t worry ; 
“by their fruits ye shall know them; ” he will soon 
fold his tent, and a reaction will come that will be to 
your interest. Keep on sowing honest seed, the increase 
will he your best advertisement. 
When a teacher has something for the public, there is 
no reason why he should not tell the public about it in 
a truthful, modest announcement. Avoid bombast, 
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stick to the truth, and wlieu the pupils come as a result 
of such advertisement, give them what you promised in 
the announcement, and a little more. 
Every teacher should have a vacation, part of which 
should be spent in gaining a broader view of his work. 
He should study. A man who is constantly drawing on 
his resources will soon find them low, unless renewed. 
Don’t impoverish your life. Renew yourself by contact 
with the most advanced thought aud with progressive 
men. Impotence follows inaction. Our personal life 
has much to do in holding and in securing new pupils. 
Command the respect and, if possible, the admiration 
of your constituency by a courteous yet dignified 
deportment. A real interest in the pupil’s welfare, 
aside from the monetary considerations, should impress 
itself on your pupils, and will, in a hundred ways, if the 
unselfish interest is really there. Be gentle, considerate, 
patient, and painstaking: these, with frequent con¬ 
ferences with the parents of the pupils, will contribute 
to the building-up of a lasting reputation and a per¬ 
manent patronage. 
HOW TO BUY A PIANO. 
BY CAROLINE MATHER LATHROP. 
If you go to the Essex Institute, in Salem, Mass., you 
will see some of the oldest pianofortes in the country. Or, 
if in Boston, you may see the first Chickering pianoforte, 
made in this country by Jonas Chickering in 1823. It 
now stands in the place of honor in the Chickering ware¬ 
house. 
While these old pianofortes differ essentially from 
those made nowadays, it will be seen, if examined care¬ 
fully, that they are still, in the main points, essentially 
the same. 
The three particulars especially to be considered in 
buying a piano are : 
First. Materials used. 
Second. Tone quality. 
Third. The mechanism. 
These all vary so essentially that what one might 
say is practically illimitable. The second essential is 
so dependent upon the first that I think one might 
almost say it is the governing feature. 
For instance, if the wood used is not “ripe ” enough 
when cut, or “ well-seasoned ” enough, it is apt to pro¬ 
duce what has been called a “green” tone; that is, 
lacking. You see in many of the cheaper makes, also, 
what maybe termed a “clumsy” tone. This is, in 
part, the effect of the mechanism, but also of the wood, 
and I have sometimes wondered if the wood were not 
too resinous. 
Then the quality of the wires has much to do with 
the quality of tone ; either the material is not good or 
the process of manufacture wrong, for they are brittle 
and break. It is undeniable that many firms cheapen 
in some of these points, which seem unessential to one 
who does not know otherwise. 
The mechanism consists largely of the action. What 
is the latter? I will tell yon : “ A combination of con¬ 
flicting circles, or circles moving in different arcs, so har¬ 
monized as to work together without friction, but 
producing the maximum of power with the minimum of 
force.” Just think of the definition and all that it 
means. Simply this: harmony without friction, in 
accordance with law, so that as little strength as pos¬ 
sible may he required to produce the necessary sound. 
This is the part to examine first. Strike different keys. 
Strike them hard. If you find there is little “stick¬ 
ing” or friction of any kind, you may know you have 
a good action. A hard action may he a good one, or vice 
versa. But the best is that one which responds to the 
touch most readily, and of course this varies in pianos of 
the same make. 
I did not say much about materials, because, unless 
one is a connoisseur in such matters, it is not easy to 
judge the true from false, and it is always better to call 
in an expert—one who really knows—in such a case than 
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to buy blindly. For people (the majority) buy pianos 
but once in a lifetime, and most musicians judge for 
themselves. But in a state of indecision it would be 
better to pay the small sum charged in such a case. It 
pays best in the long run. 
As regards the tone, you may begin at the bass and 
strike each key to see if the same characteristics prevail 
throughout. Brilliancy, volume, sweetness, might be 
designated as some. Go the whole length of the key¬ 
board. Of course, it partly depends upon what you 
want the piano for. If for singing, to be used mainly 
in accompanying, I should advise that the sympathetic 
quality be maiuly looked for. 
See if the keys give out the same kind of tone from 
bass to treble. If not, ask the reason why. Sometimes 
a difference is purposely made in the treble, as often 
more brilliancy is required there. Particularly note if 
the bass tones be clear aud distinct. 
In many makes, even good ones, the half steps in the 
bass are so indistinctly indicated that it is hard to dis¬ 
tinguish one from another. 
In summing up, I would say, try to get the piano 
suited to your individual needs, for pianos are legion 
nowadays, and if one looks faithfully, it is surely pos¬ 
sible to find one which approximates one’s own quali¬ 
ties. Of course, the case is to he considered last of all, 
as regards mere looks. But not in regard to the tone. 
It is true, however, of instruments, that where an 
action is comparatively perfect, and there seems no 
especial reason why the tone should not be clear and 
free, it has been heavy and muffled. I have traced 
this, after much effort to find the cause, to a heavy, 
cumbersome case. Even the casters of a piano add 
somewhat to the vibration. 
Many, many times am I sure that the great weight of 
mahogany has destroyed what might have otherwise 
been a good tone. This is not so often the case with 
rosewood—that beautiful product which is used now so 
little for the cases. But I, for one, would prefer to have 
it, and run the risk of checking, to which this wood is 
so liable. A sympathetic tone quality is very apt to 
accompany a rosewood case. This wood adds a soften¬ 
ing effect to the whole. For all-round, everyday wear, 
an ebonized case is a good one. The tone is very apt to 
be good and common-sense. The black is liable to 
come off, in some cases, if the right temperature is not 
maintained. For, after all, pianos are like people, and 
you must take good care of them. For most, an even, 
medium temperature is best. I think the ebony case 
stands with the oak in durability. But here, again, be 
sure that it is not too cumbersome and the wood rightly 
seasoned, or you will have a heavy tone. 
To my mind, in many instances, the numerous coats 
of varnish help to give a brittle tone—hard, without 
real brilliancy. 
Here is an idea for manufacturers, but please give me 
credit for it. It is this : Why should not the beautiful 
carvings on piano-casings he left in the natural state of 
the wood, and simply oiled ? (Of course, the tone would 
have to be considered in regard to this, too.) We pre¬ 
serve other carvings in the natural state of the wood for 
almost centuries. After all, the manufacture of pianos 
is as yet in its infancy—so much yet to learn. 
I hope I have given a few general ideas which may 
help some one who is going to buy: those who may 
not wish the services of an expert, and who do not like 
wholly to depend upon the opinion of a dealer. 
—The universally accepted opinion, that musicians 
and poets are born and not made, may or may not be 
correct, but it is certainly wrong to assume that the 
faithful reading of poetical works will not assist the 
reader to a conception of, and create in him a love for, 
the beautiful. Poetry and music both appeal to our 
hearts, and both are necessary to a high sphere of exist¬ 
ence. The reading of Dante, Shelley, Browning, Whit¬ 
tier, and Longfellow will act like magic in developing a 
refiued taste in the musician, whatever his instrument. 
It will take speedy revenge on frivolity and shallowness; 
and low ideals will “fold their tents and silently steal 
away.”—Geo. W. Lovejoy. 
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READING AT SIGHT vs. ARTISTIC 
PLAYING. 
BY EDWARD BAXTKR PERRY. 
Wk have in our town a number of pianists who 
dash oil at sight most any kind of music. They read 
almost anything. What is the difference between them 
and Paderewski? Is it in interpretation or an exhibition 
of individuality ? What is this distinction ? ” 
I he above question, referred to me for answer, is one 
of a numerous class, the reply to which seems to mu¬ 
sicians so obvious and self-evident that they are inclined 
to regard it as very simple and to forget that to those 
uninitiated into the finer distinctions of our art it may 
present serious complexities. The facts involved are so 
apparent, the differences between the two classes of 
players referred to so antipodal, that we find it difficult 
to believe oue is really earnest in asking in all serious¬ 
ness for an answer. 
In this particular case I might very easily dodge the 
horns ot the dilemma by simply denying the premises, 
by declaring that the assertion on which the question is 
based—namely, that there are in any town several per¬ 
sons who can read practically any piece of music at 
sight—has not in it the elements of possibility ; that is, 
it by reading at sight is meant, as we are justified in 
assuming, to play accurately at first sight all the notes 
of any composition at approximately the correct tempo. 
Of course, any student of music can pick out the 
notes of even the most difficult of compositions, if he 
takes time enough, just as any school boy in the second 
reader can spell out, syllable by syllable, the words of 
any fehaksperean drama, it he has unlimited time and is 
not called upon to regard either the sense or the connec¬ 
tion. But the man does not live who can render in 
proper tempo and continuity, at first sight, even the 
bare notes of the works forming the concert repertoire 
ot an artist like Paderewski. He could not do it him¬ 
self to save his life. 
I ought to be an authority on this point. Being 
unable to read any music at sight myself, I have all my 
life made desperate search for players who could read 
and render at first sight compositions unfamiliar to 
myself, in such manner as to enable me to judge whether 
l desired to memorize them and work them up for con¬ 
cert use. And 1 have signally failed in such search, for * 
the most part, even among the most advanced players 
and professional pianists. When in Berlin, a few months 
ago, I wrote Prof. Franz Kullak, who has a large 
class of advanced pupils, among them a number of con¬ 
cert players, explaining my needs, and asked him to 
seud me from among his own students his best reader, 
who could try over for me a number of compositions I 
had collected with a view to selecting novelties for my 
repertoire. He answered that he would willingly 
assemble all his best pupils and have them play to me 
such pieces as were even approximately in a finished 
condition, so as to enable me to judge of their fitness for 
my purpose ; but that no player, either among his pupils 
or elsewhere, could read at first sight compositions of 
such difficulty, in a manner which would give me any 
adequate idea of their effect when properly rendered for 
concert use. If this is the case in Berlin, the world’s 
center of advanced pianism, it is hard to believe that 
there can be, in the town referred to by our correspond¬ 
ent, readers whose rendering of any standard music at 
first sight could leave a doubt in any mind of the 
chasmal differences between such a performance and 
that of Paderewski. 
We hear, of course, often of people who can read any¬ 
thing at sight, just as we hear of those who can listen 
to a piece of music once at a concert and go home and 
play it correctly by ear. But such phenomena, when 
subjected to critical examination, invariably prove to he 
myths. The wonderful reports originate with persons 
usually family friends, who either do not know what 
difficult music really is, or have not sufficient discrimi¬ 
nation to judge whether it is or is not accurately repro¬ 
duced. 
blind 1 om had probably the greatest gift in this line 
of any person living, and thousands will declare that 
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they have actually heard him repeat exactly, by ear, any 
composition played for him ; but the fact remains that 
it was never really done by him or any one else. It is 
true that he and a few others, by means of a remarkable 
ear and phenomenal imitative faculty, have been able 
to catch, at a first hearing, the striking phrases of 
melody and the more salient features of movement and 
accompaniment in the composition played, and, with 
these as guides, to improvise cleverly something roughly 
resembling, in general outline and character, the piece 
just performed. But that is all. His audiences, assured 
that it was the identical piece, note for note, and unable 
to distinguish accurately between the two, but recog¬ 
nizing a certain general similarity, and perhaps here 
and there, a remembered fragment, have believed and 
applauded. But musicians present have always seen 
through the flimsy pretense and valued it for the little 
it was really worth. I have myself repeatedly wit¬ 
nessed such tests applied to Blind Tom and others, and 
never once was it successful, except as regards the delu¬ 
sion of the audience. In fact, I never knew Blind Tom 
to reproduce any composition played for him, of which 
I myself knew the notes, that he did not miss more of 
them than he hit, and omit more than he remembered. 
But to return to the question before us, which inquires 
what the vital difference is between the average so-called 
good reader and good player, common enough in most 
towns, and the great concert artist, like Paderewski and 
his peers. There is precisely the same difference, in 
kind and in degree, that exists between the man who 
can read a drama so as to be fairly well understood, so 
far as the mere pronunciation of the words is concerned, 
and the actor, like Booth, who can interpret the same 
play in fullest perfection in every detail, with enlight¬ 
ened perception of every literary point and absolute 
control of voice, gesture, and action ; the same differ¬ 
ence that there is between the man who makes a rude, 
though recognizable, outline sketch, in chalk or char¬ 
coal, of some familiar landscape, and the artist who 
makes ot it a finished and beautiful oil-painting ; the 
same as between the man who builds a rough log-cabin 
and the architect who designs a majestic cathedral. 
One gives us the raw material of an idea, a crude 
suggestion of an undeveloped thought, good so far as it 
goes, and having a certain value in its own limited way 
but faulty in every detail, defective, inadequate, unsat¬ 
isfactory. The other, the artist, gives us the complete 
idealized embodiment of the idea, gaining power and 
beauty from his clear, intelligent presentation, from the 
warmth of vitalizing personality which he infuses into 
it and from a thousand little finishing touches -deli- 
cate, yet scarcely definable, details ; trifles in them¬ 
selves, yet all-important taken as a whole. 
Think for example, of the single physical element of 
tone,-the musician’s material, the mechanical basis of 
musical effects. There is as great and as important a 
difference between the pianoforte tone produced brie 
average player, who can dash off most any kind of 
muaic” to the astonishment of his townsfolk^ that 
I aderewski as between the charcoal in the hand of 
a country boy drawing his first cow on the barn door 
and the carefully selected, softly blending tints on the 
pallet of a Correggio ; as great a difference as between 
the unhewn logs of a hunter’s cabin and the finely 
chiseled, highly polished marbles of St Mark’s C ti ? 
dral, at Venice. ark 8 Cathe- 
Even more radical and apparent is the difference in 
technic in the two performers in question. The artist 
can be distinguished from the amateur in a single tr 
a single scale run, in all the most uni . 1 ’ 
superficial details of a great musical work ^InTh 
case they will be uneven, crude, a little crarnp^ 
presenting a more or less ragged and a P ’ d 
*"• ~. ™ -i«»... ,oS;.«'S'1 j**- 
Will, lh. artist th,, mootl 
ished, pearly, and as softly and harmoniously .ra 1 
crescendo and diminuendo as the blended hues of a 
sunset, which run from crimson horizon to the Hi ‘ 
the zenith without a distinguishable dividing line 
Then we have not yet even spoken of interpretation 
that perceiving and bringing to light of .liu! 
... «»-.« 
and emotional import which the artist finds and renders 
apparent to his listeners in every good composition ; so 
that it becomes, under the master’s touch, for that 
moment, not a mere correctly articulated skeleton of 
sounds, but a creature with a living soul, joint child of 
the composer and the interpreter, speaking to our souls 
with the compelling voice of genius. 
To read at sight, and even to play, as many do who 
are called good performers, is merely to give the cold 
notes as they are printed,—as they look on the paper,— 
rather than as they were intended to sound, even assum¬ 
ing that the notes are all accurately given ; much as a 
school-boy reads a poem, with inflections faulty or 
absent, accents often in the wrong place, the sense a 
matter for conjecture, and no comprehension of the real 
poetic spirit of the work. To play in the artistic sense, 
like a Paderewski, is to give to every phrase of music 
its utmost significance, supplemented by the animating 
individuality of the performer and enhanced by every 
accessory of finished technic and beauty and variety of 
tone. Surely there is difference enough. I would not 
disparage the musical work and attainment which serve 
an excellent purpose upon a lower plane. They have 
their uses, and important ones. The work of the pioneer 
must always precede the highest developments of civil¬ 
ization, and in art tbecharconl sketch and the log cabin 
must antedate the painting and the cathedral, ltut we 
can not too highly emphasize the merit and the honor 
due to the world’s few greatest artists, and their infinite 
elevation above the mere amateur or the tingifted day- 
laborer in the vineyard of art. 
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MECHANICAL AIDS TO PIANO STUDY. 
BY I’KBI.KK V. JKKVIS. 
In this age of steam, electricity, and wonderful me¬ 
chanical inventions, the ingenuity of man has also been 
exercised in the endeavor to shorten the hours of Infam¬ 
ous practice hitherto required by the student in over 
coming the technical problems involved iu the study of 
piano-playing. 
There seems to be such a diversity of opinion among 
piano teachers in regard to the utility of mechanical 
devices that a consideration of the value of some of the 
recent inventions, together with the dangers inherent in 
eir use, may not be devoid of interest. Fora number 
of years the writer has employed and thoroughly tested 
some mechanical aids to technical development, and has 
reached the conclusion that they are of inestimable 
in “e “ ;e bands ofacompetent and thoughtful teacher, 
that they shorten the labor of technical study by at 
least one-third. J ' 
aJh.e, 3idS ,tostu<,y liable to the pianist are mass- 
vl’ml -1 echmcon’ table zeroises, the metronome, the Virgil clavier. ’ 
Massage. 
print snTwS*?)le t0 describe the massage exercises in 
They reader WU1 8et clear idea of them. 
t * ,“1“'»* 
able Te. e- are exceedingly valu- 
TL1* 0r„fifteeQ mil'ate8 a hay spent thorough 
intractable h' B accompbsb bonders with the must 
flexS andS;rn,i wil1 rapidly develop suppleness, 
eve ,rwleSnh::;db;ttake“ iu homeopathic doses, how- 
I have3found Z or fifi^11)616 h *> *** 
an hour of keyboard '' " mimites massage equal to 
practice in limbering np the hand. 
. Thk Technicon. 
hy meang8PofCthethmLa^genaPrOPerphySiCal condiUon’ 
employ the technicon for obta™^*’ ^ StndeDt may 
By its aid all the muscles of theT* i mnS°nIar coutro]- 
he rapidly brought under th T' ,* f°rearm niay 
™ng the technicon, in orde °f ** " ^ 
the mind must be thoroughly re8ults qnickl-v 
muscles in use • Vf.r,, ° y concentrated npon the 
Plete muscular control0 '.,""d0761116"18 condnce *0 corn- 
flexibility and strength. " moderately fast- ones to 
During the first few weeks of practice the extensor 
and interosseous muscles should be given more exercise 
than the flexors, as the former get little, if any, devel¬ 
opment in keyboard practice, and absolute control of 
them is essential to beautiful tonal effects. 
Great caution should be observed in technicon prac¬ 
tice. Never overfatigue the muscles, and be extremely 
careful not to increase the weights too rapidly if you 
would avoid a strain which may he difficult to recover 
from. If properly done, a few weeks’ technicon prac¬ 
tice will give more perfect control and render the mus¬ 
cles more quickly responsive to the will than months of 
piano practice. 
Table Exercises. 
Table exercises are so numerous that the limitations 
of this article forbid a detailed description. Suffice it 
to say that every technical problem can be analyzed at 
the table so as to be clearly presented to the pupil, and 
a vast amount of practice at the keyboard saved. 
The Metronome. 
The metronome, when used with good judgment, is 
invaluable to the student; but the habit of practicing 
pieces through for hours at a time, with it ticking away 
relentlessly, can not be too strongly deprecated. I agree 
with Mr. Mathews that there are worse things than not 
keeping exact time, and one of them is the wooden 
styleof playing that invariably follows constant practice 
with the metronome. 
The true function of this instrument is so to develop 
the sense of time and rhythm that the pupil can, when 
occasion requires, play with metronomic steadiness. 
This can be done by means of time-beating exercises, 
and pupils with apparently no time sense can soon be 
trained to great steadiness, and in many cases a sense of 
absolute time developed similar to that of absolute 
pitch. 
The metronome enables one to keep an accurate record 
of his growth in speed from month to month, as well as 
to tabulate his technic, so that at a glance he can tell 
just what he cun do, as well as what he can not. 
The Clavier. 
The Yirgil practice clavier has divided piano teachers 
into two hostile camps. Its opponents can see no good 
in it. Many of its adherents can see no good in any¬ 
thing else. If we can strike a just balance between 
these opposing opinions we shall find that, admitting all 
its disadvantages, there are points of such marked valne 
in favor of the instrument that no piano student who 
desires rapid progress can afford to ignore it.. 
The clavier facilitates the rapid development of a 
quick up-action of the fingers, then equality of up- and 
down-action, and, finally, the reciprocal action of the 
fingers, which is the basis of a perfect legato. By means 
of the double clicks the legato touch can be established 
in a marvelously short time, even in pupils whose bad 
finger habits would discourage the teacher at the piano. 
After the legato is established, the complicated playing 
movements used in scales, arpeggios, and other forms of 
technic can be thoroughly analyzed and rapidly con¬ 
quered, as the attention can be concentrated on the 
movements themselves, without the distraction of tone 
which accompanies piano practice. 
The clavier is a wonderful aid in memorizing; the 
rapidity and thoroughness with which a piece can be 
memorized without tone borders on the marvelous, and 
in the effort so to commit a composition the student 
attains a degree of mental concentration rarely reached 
in piano study. 
In solving rhythmic problems the clavier is very 
helpful, as the absence of tone enables the player to 
devote his entire attention to the rhythm alone. This 
absence of tone necessitates greater concentration on the 
part of the pupil, and as he has to depend on the eye 
and sense of feeling, rather than the ear, great accuracy 
soon follows, and the quality of the practice is improved, 
as there is no inducement to play instead of work. 
These are only a few of the salient features that 
render the clavier invaluable to the student. The ob¬ 
jection most commonly urged against clavier practice is 
that it renders the playing mechanical. If this he 
granted, the same can, with equal justice, he said of the 
piauo. The saving element, in both cases, is the teacher. 
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A mechanical teacher will produce mechanical players, 
whether he use a clavier or the finest piano, and a 
musical teacher will produce musical players, no matter 
what the instrument be. 
In my opinion, a far greater danger in clavier practice 
is to be found in the fact that the instrument is so regu¬ 
lated as to demand a hammer-stroke of the finger in 
producing a click, and this hammer-stroke is in danger 
of becoming unduly developed. I have nothing to say 
against the hammer-stroke in its proper place, though I 
have' very little use for it in my own playing and teach 
ing ; but I can conceive of nothing more dreary, lifeless, 
and wooden than this same stroke, when used exclu¬ 
sively. Hence I require of my pupils the thorough 
daily practice at the piano of the various forms of musi¬ 
cal touches, and I have found nothing in the whole 
range of pedagogics which develops these touches so 
rapidly as 
Mason’s “Touch and Technic.” 
An experience of over ten years has fully convinced 
me of its inestimable value in rendering the touch 
musical and sympathetic and in developing the highest 
qualities of musical, expressive, and artistic playing. 
To sum np, the various mechanical agencies just dis¬ 
cussed are, when used with judgment and in modera¬ 
tion, almost indispensable in developing technic; but 
the moment technic becomes the end, instead of the 
means to the end, one should, in the language of 
Macbeth, “throw it to the dogs.” 
ANOTHER TEACHING “ABILITY.” 
BY WILLIAM BENBOW. 
Adjustability. 
In a recent number of The Etude the present writer 
spoke of ability and amiability as two important factors 
in the work of a teacher of music. A third is adjust¬ 
ability—the ability to fit one’s self to circumstances. 
One of the teacher’s circumstances is his piano, and 
another is the mind of the pupil who comes to him, and 
still another the audience to whom he is playing or 
singing. The pianist must adjust his hands and fingers 
to the shortcomings of his instrument; that is the 
meaning of all practice. The particular way one 
adjusts himself to his piano constitutes his “method.” 
Now, in the nature of the case, if any change is made 
in tlie action or resonance power of the instrument, one 
must change his “ method ” to correspond with the new 
problem. Hence “methods” and technical exercises 
compiled four or five decads ago are only good so far as 
they subserve the demands of our modern piano. 
The modern piano action being so much lighter and 
the resonance power so much greater, two new factors 
come into the problem. The results are that the average 
amount of strength demanded of the finger is not so 
great, because the fortissimo effects can now he given 
better by up-hand and arm touches, owing to the greater 
resonance and responsiveness of the present piano. And 
this increased resonance demands a more nicely adjusted 
and graduated variety of touches, in order to produce 
the subtle differences of effect now possible. It de¬ 
mands, also, a more accurate knowledge and practice of 
pedal effects ; and the teacher must analyze and classify 
these effects, in order to instruct the pupil and in order 
to find the best method of acquiring the mo.st accurate 
use of them in playing. 
Another tendency in teaching methods to which the 
teacher must adjust himself is that of formulating an 
exercise which will serve several technical purposes at 
once. The old-style exercise was devoted to some one 
special object, such as the independence of finger action 
or the strengthening of each individual finger, etc. 
We make more use of “combination” exercises, 
which develop in due proportion power, agility, elas¬ 
ticity, and grace. Naturally, there will always be weak 
spots that need to be “ touched up ” ; but if too much 
color is laid on at those points, the picture is spoiled. 
And this is also in accord with the latest pedagogics, 
which does not begin the child with a b, ab; at, at, 
etc. ; but teaches the child to grasp a whole word plio- 
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netically and synthetically, and afterward to analyze it- 
This inculcates the tone idea that letters are only sym¬ 
bols of sounds. These theories have proven their worth, 
and the music teacher must adjust himself to these 
better and quicker methods. 
If you have been in the habit of beginning your 
pupils with notes, their value, their position, etc., yon 
need conversion,—i. e., yon need to “turn around” and 
readjust yourself to the other end of things—viz., 
sounds, of which notes are only symbols. 
Now, this demand for adjustability is true not only of 
the physical apparatus, but it is also most true of what 
we may call the psychological apparatus,—that is, a 
player plays not so much upon the piano, as he does upon 
the hearer’s consciousness. This opens up the whole 
field of psychological adjustability. The better you know 
a person’s makeup,—intellectual, psychological, and 
spiritual,—the better able you will be to give him just 
what music he needs. It is a misfit to play a program 
of four or five Beethoven sonatas “ at ” a provincial audi¬ 
ence. No doubt it is very modest in the pianist and very 
flattering to the andieuce for him to assume that they can 
appreciate and grasp with oue sweep of their intellect a 
composition that he has been analyzing and studying 
for months and years, but it is a very erroueons assump¬ 
tion. The papers next day may speak of it- as a 
“treat,”—that is, because only two or three experts 
really enjoyed it, while the other people (fad-mongers 
and their social satellites) paid for it, and amused 
themselves trying to guess what part of the bill of fare 
was being served,—whether ballad or salad. And 
after each dish had been served they smacked their lips 
as if they had really tasted it, and applauded. Applaud 
what? Why, the grace and dexterity with which the 
swallow-tailed waiter at the piano served the courses. 
The same principle of adjustability must hold good, 
whether the audience is one person in the parlor or 
several hundred in a church. 
Again, does the public-school teacher suppose that 
the pupil understands a word, simply because he pro¬ 
nounces and accents the syllables of a word right when 
he reads a sentence? And yet we give “ classical ’’things 
for our little ones to play, and imagine that because 
they play them in time, with the right fingers and with 
expression according to the marks, they are, therefore, 
quite intelligent little pianists. 
For example, let us take some quotation from a class¬ 
ical author. Here’s oue from Shakspere : 
“ Frailty, thy name is woman.” 
Now, any ordinary child could read and pronounce 
that correctly, and the grammatical construction is 
not so difficult. Yet a distinguished French scholar 
who translated Shakspere made this sentence read, 
“Mademoiselle Frailty is the name of the lady.” 
Beware, therefore, of accepting good mechanical results 
as evidences of a right understanding. 
We must adjust ourselves to the saner theories, which 
demand that we question and find out what the pupil 
does really know and feel. His mind is our “compass- 
box ” to teach us whether our course is as safe and 
steady as it should he. The world is full of musical 
derelicts, who became such because the pilot in charge 
did not take his soundings and consult the “box ” often 
enough, possibly because he imagined himself so ex¬ 
perienced a seaman that he did not need compass or 
plummet to guide him. The most “ancient mariner” 
afloat would be a fool to trust his own judgment without 
watching the binnacle. 
Another illustration of poor adjustment. There are 
hundreds of organists who seem to feel it their boundeu 
duty to play a march of some kind after service, while 
people are leaving the church. The custom sprang from 
Roman Catholic usage, where it is entirely proper to 
play a Marche Pontificale while the priests and attend¬ 
ants move in procession from the church. But where 
such usage does not obtain, and where people walk 
leisurely out, it is al most exasperating to hear a march 
when you feel like swinging into step with it, and yet 
you dare not. Even on an occasion demanding a march, 
one must be careful of his adjustability, and not do as 
the organist, who, as .the bride and groom marched out, 
played, 
“ Onward, Christian soldiers, 
Marching as to war! ” 
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How d’ye do? lam not dead, neither have I been 
sleeping. Surely, you have not forgotten my grim, 
rather atrabilarious visage, nor yet the sound ofmy sweet, 
prattling voice ? A decade has passed and yet I am not 
happy. Warumt Ah ! children, that is a question not 
to he solved on this side of the eternal ferry. I was 
horn a grumbler, I suppose, and a grumbler I’ll remain, 
for I mean to be the first one to criticize the tone-pro¬ 
duction of Gabriel’s trump, that heavenly trump which 
is to sound in the last morn ! 
But one thing I can, I may tell you : I have kept my 
ears open for the past ten years, and now my editor bids 
me break my silence—I had almost written, “bids me 
bind my hair,” I am such a Haydn lover—and let my 
garrulous tongue freely wag in my senile jaws. Short of 
telling yon my age, which is almost scriptural, I shall 
endeavor to pick as many flaws in music as she is now 
made,—she’s no longer a heavenly maid,—as if I were a 
Nordau, Tolstoi, and Hanslick rolled into one. And that 
reminds me—I’ve been on the Continent, to Germany, to 
Bayreuth, and read Tolstoi's strictures on Wagner with 
keen pleasure. “At last,” I cried to my nephew,—he is 
very fond of the “ Rollo ” books, “ Sandford and Mer¬ 
ton,” and all such healthy literature,—“ at last the 
truth has been uttered about the old hypnotist of Bay¬ 
reuth, and by a great man, himself an artist.” 
Frankly, I consider the entire Wagner movement—as 
short lived as it will be—a dangerous one. Its inroads 
on music of the right sort have been terrible, for as 
long as it kept to the opera house I had nothing to say ; 
I do not care for the opera ; indeed, I consider it a rather 
low and uniutellectual form of art. Where I enter my 
protest is at the invasion of classical forms by this ill- 
restrained, emotional torrent; this breaking down the 
dams of decency ; this “ sensualistic caterwauling” as 
Huxley would say. Do you mean to tell me that the 
symphony has not suffered ? that its pure contours have 
not been smudged and even effaced? Go to, go to ! 
with your idle prating about the “emancipation of art 
from the shackles of formalism. ” Such phrases I’ve 
beard for the past half century in politics, religion, and 
art, and the fellows who make them want my property, 
deride my religion, and wish me to flout the music of 
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. 
First prove to me that you can fill the symphonic 
mold with the same sort of music as did Haydn, Mozart 
and Beethoven, and then I’ll grant you liberty to mock 
at sound, musical forms. What was good enough for 
them is good enough for me. The epic has n’t been 
bettered as a form since Dante and Milton, and Shak- 
spere has not been driven out by Ibsen, neither has 
the form of the sonnet been improved since Wordsworth 
wrote “The World.” Come ! come ! young people, I’ll 
admit the pleasing talents of lots of modern musical 
composers, but to put them in the same category with 
the old fellows—not yet, not yet ! 
The danger of Wagnerism is the transposition of ideas 
purely dramatic to the symphonic domain. I have 
noticed it in Tschaikowsky, in Rubinstein, in Saint- 
Saens, in Berlioz, in Liszt, in all the ultra-moderns. 
They are endeavoring to express in the symphony what 
it can never say. What they want is four orchestras, a 
big circus, lots of red-lights, women in spangles, gods 
in helmets, and a crazy libretto. Menagerie music is it 
not symphonic. A symphony requires, first, symphonic 
ideas for treatment, not wild, insane screechings, not 
lascivious gurglings, not declamatory roarings. Brahms, 
ah, Brahms, that is your only modern who makes digni’ 
fied, noble, elevating, soothing, serene music. I’nT so 
weary after an orchestral concert nowadays 1 I reach 
home quite exhausted, my nerves exacerbated by the 
ceaseless modulation, the morbid tumbling about of the 
themes such themes ! and the noisy, complicated in¬ 
strumentation. Time was when one left a concert after 
a Mozart symphony, refreshed, ennobled, and full of 
calm enjoyment. Now I feel as if I had been put in a 
cask of musky, muddy water and rolled over a preci¬ 
pice. And the worst cask, the most vicious, fishy cask 
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I ever encountered, is called a symphonic poem, 
poem, forsooth !—and is by Richard Strauss. 
Shall I tell you what I think of Richard Strauss and 
his maniacal “Also sprach Zarathustra ” ? No, I 
have n’t the patience to-day; wait till next month. 
Strauss could set the explosion of the 11 Maine ’ ’ to 
music, and then we would be sure to remember it! 
With far more ease I turn to the question ot modern 
piano-playing. You may remember my views on the 
subject. Most modern reputations of keyboard heroes 
are built by the press and the piano manufacturer. In 
the days when I studied at the Leipzig Conservatory 
don’t smile condescendingly, young man, there were 
giants in those days—a pianist had to prove his ability 
by playing Bach fugues, Beethoven sonatas, Clementi 
fugues, and Moscheles concertos. The gimcrack gym¬ 
nastics of Liszt were not tolerated, and it was easier to 
play Schumann than Mendelssohn. And it is easier 
to-day to play Schumann than Mendelssohn; for, with all 
due deference to the talents of the former, he never 
possessed a true piano style. His compositions for the 
instrument are formless, spineless, nervous meanderings, 
with here and there a lovely idea left undeveloped. 
Schumann was the true forerunner to Wagner, who 
never could whistle a tune through with all his smash- 
bang, pretentious orchestration. 
I know I will anger many of the young folks who 
wear Schumann buttons on their coat lapels, but I mean 
to speak what I conceive to be the truth. 
Just play the Opus 12, the fantasy pieces of Schumann, 
and you will manage, even if you haven’t studied 
Bach or Beethoven, to scramble through them. The 
absurd rhythms, the insignificance of the melodic ideas, 
the turbid, restless spirit are easy to grasp because not 
strictly pertaining to music or musicianly qualifications. 
But go you to the Mendelssohn piano music, take up 
even the smaller, easier pieces,—I do not mean the Songs 
Without Words,—and try to read them, try to play them 
with the prescribed daintiness and variety of touch, the 
delicacy of wrist and the fleetness of finger. Yrou will 
stumble from beginning to end, for this music must be 
read with all due attention to structural symmetry • 
this music must be delivered with rhythmic preci¬ 
sion, with a careful blending of color and with great 
care bestowed upon atmospheric effects, i. e., the pedals. 
Here muddiness, boisterousness, feverishness, banging 
are not wanted. The Scherzo a Capnccio, for example 
has to be delivered with a gracious, poetical velocity a 
rich undercurrent of musical meanings not being lost 
sight of. This Mendelssohn piano music is poetic, with 
all the higher attributes of poetry. It is sylph-Iike 
it flutters with exquisite feeling, and it is true piano 
music. It lies well for the keyboard, and that much 
you can’t say for Schumann’s efforts at piano-writing 
Consider, too, the beautiful sense of form in Mendels 
sohn, consider his happy adaptation of the means to the" 
end, his charming reticence, his saying of the rmht 
word,—just so much and no more! There is a ti 
Scherzo of his in E-minor that seldom figures on the 
programmes of pianists. Do you know why ? Because 
it is too difficult to play as it should be played 
The modern method of attack, the so-called orchestral 
attack, has rendered less supple the fingers, and less 
elastic the wrists, of piano-players. The staccato 
touch has gone out of fashion. It is so much easier 
or the pianist to drag his fingers over the keys and 
thresh the octaves and the chord-work with the upper 
arm. AH this leads to a woeful want of tonal varietv 
to an absence of brilliancy and sparkle in the executing 
What the latter-day pianist calls brilliancy is a brut i 
duel between orchestra and piano, shrillness and blatant 
of tone being the result. Even pure finger staccato has 
been superseded by wrist staccato, and while I believe 
in a loose wrist, no wrist can give such a delicate stac 
cato as the finger tips. Ask Dr. William Mason He" 
point. Of Chopin I shall speak later. Your idea of 
Chopin and mine differ. He, too, is brutalized by the 
rude grasp of the modern virtuoso. Of all the new men 
Brahms is the only one who has endeavored to write 
idiomatic piano music, neither too sensational nor yet 
too academic. But all this will keep until another 
month. To day I only aid and abet the thermometer 
by writing in a heated vein. Hark 1 without I hear in 
the dusk of the evening a croak. It is the voice of the 
bullfrog calling to his mate in the mud. I hasten to 
fetch my fishing-rod. Old Fogy. 
Manayunk, Avgust 20, 1898. 
MODERNIZING CLASSICS. 
BY C. FRKD KENYON. 
I am telling you all this with the hone tb«e „ 
turn your attention to Mendelssohn, who 
shamefully neglected by pianists at the end of the § 
tury I admire Schumann, but he seems to me to 
have ed piano mus.c far astray. His style was not 
model one, and clearness of thinking,-a claritv tw 
ever absent in his development section,-is not hi strong 
I had been diligently practicing one of the more 
advanced of Beethoven’s sonatas, quite unconscious of 
the fact that she had slipped silently into the room and 
had been listening intently, when I stopped suddenly. 
A sigh escaped me. I had played a passage over seventy- 
three times, and had not yet succeeded in rendering the 
music as I knew it should be rendered. I was out of 
patience, and it was only natural that I should show my 
ill-temper. However, she began speaking without the 
least apology for her eavesdropping. 
“I’ve been listening to your playing lor ten minutes 
and I noticed you used the pedal very freely. You are 
not told to do that in your Beethoven. ” 
“Oh ! I always use both pedals whenever I think it 
necessary,” I replied. 
“You do?” 
“Yes! always—even in Bach and Handel. I use the 
pedal as freely in Bach as I do in Chopin ! ” 
“That’s madness! If Bach had wished yon to use 
the pedal he would have indicated it in his manuscript; 
but I suppose they bad no pedals in those days 1 Had 
they or not? ” 
“No ! I’m afraid they had n’t.” 
“ Well, how dare you use it as you do? Your playing 
of Bach must sound quite different from what he in¬ 
tended. The pedal makes a marvelous difference. 
Bach would hardly recognize a piece of his own compo- 
sition if he heard you play it.” 
“1 dare “y he would “’t- I piny his music with far 
more effect than he could have possibly done ! ” 
“ les, but your playing would be inaccurate. You 
played1”** **** mUSk'"the meant it to be 
“Accuracy is not everything; besides, what is accu- 
racy ? I bel.eve that if Bach were alive now he would 
til f Ptb fTemly’ a,,d 80 wonId Handel. Well, 
then if they would do so, why should n’t I ? ” 
Apart from the question whether Bach or Handel 
aTe no°rr J T- ^a'8 if 4™ 
before me’nti U “ 0pen ‘° <luestion whether the 
.... 
r ‘for i,mK 
of use • or -it nil ‘l comPosed has gone out 
modern piano.” 8’“ 'different from the 
might just llel] ly tlmSh-T argUmeUl at aIL Von 
modernized because so manyofZ" " TV ^ ^ 
now obsolete. There is iust » , 8 h* nsed are j- «... o, ->■»* - >■ 
in some matters*^ Smilmg ’ sbe IS 80 vei7 conservative 
bave need of 
rented. I am really surprised^, ^ ^ pr*' 
the plays of Shakspere should h ,y°Udo not say that 
same way as they were in the ^ eXactljr the 
hist.” Hooked round bnt ® days of the great drama 
“Musical Standard. : ^ fled from the room. 
gently or rudely Hn,“8S °nt sweetness, however 
°an not be touched so as" not T'"16 ^ Clangiug g0,1g 
There is the same difference in *■jaDgle- 
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NQ 942 PRELUDE. 
Op.28.N9 15. 
CHOPIN. 
For playing- the first part of this beautiful Prelude of Chopin, three thing-s are necessary; First, a soft, melo¬ 
dious touch in the melody, with a perfect leg-ato. Second, a refined, yet singing- touch in the sustained tones of 
the accompaniment, because they connect the harmonies. Third, the pedal must be employed for sustaining- the 
fundamental bass througrh about three beats of the measure, where there is a low bass tone 
In the middle part, beginning- with Period IV, there is a repeated G sharp in the tenor, which must be care¬ 
fully treated. At first it is played softly, preferably with a very slig-ht hand touch. Meantime the chords in 
the bass are voiced in such way as to give somewhat of a melodic effect. The great point,now. is to gradu¬ 
ate the crescendo, from the softest clear tone possible, at beginning-, up to the heaviest fortissimo, at the 
Here very heavy arm touches will be required, and the soprano tones in the chord must be strongiy voic¬ 
ed. After the repetition, there is a gradual letting- down from this climax, and at Period X the original subject 
is resumed and concluded with the utmost delicacy. 
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BOHEME - POLKA. 
Revised & fingered by 
E. A. Berg. 
A. RUBINSTEIN, Op. 82, No. 7. 
Moderato. m.m. J - so 
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N9 2569 Remember Me. 
Gedenke mein. Pensez a moi. 
Melodie. 
Theodor Espen, Op . 7. 
Lento. J-z48 to 56. 
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X<> 2571 The Return of the Heroes. 
Marche Militaire. 
SECONDO. H.Engelmann, Op. 340. 
Intro. March. 
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The Return of the Heroes. 
Marche Militaire. 
PRIMO. 
Intro. March. Jr. Ungelmann, Oj,. 340. 
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(GEORGES van ORMELINGEN.) 
English words by C. CLIFTON BINGHAM. C. CHAMINADE. 
mur-murd vows^to 
fous, surt/tes le 
low, sweet voice to 
gent, auxbecs mie - 
Its red 
I Le y — 
Each dew - pearl to 
Ain - si nue sur ties 
soul a - ; wakes and glows, And ’tis 
ver - sent loubli ties fi'e - vres. Tes douxbai- 
stay‘ were fain, And thy 




more than joy to be; 
sers sont ties oi - senux 
words would ling-’ring be! 
c/ian - ter sur mes 
inxr in Tin_a i When thy soft lips make re . 
Aus - s\ le - gers que des ro - 
When in ten - der shy con 











“She’s the pink o’ country lasses!’ 
Words by 
HUBERT C. TENER. 
Music by 
FIDELIS ZITTERBART 
..J*) jryj j) J) J)\yjr=^ poco poco 
^LP P Ip pEEgEEEp 
meadow grass-es Sun-light glints her gold-en hair. She knows not that I am watch-ing 
side the riv - er, There to pick the gen-tian blue. She knows not that I can hear her 
21 
2561 . 2 
22 To Miss Emma Becker, Atlanta,Ga. 
N9 3487 Mazurka a l’Antique. 
Allegro moderato. Chas.C. Draa 
Copyright 1898 bv Then Presser.5 
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HOW TO UNDERSTAND MUSIC. 
BY THOMAS WHITNEY SURETTE. 
I shall endeavor in this paper to make some sugges¬ 
tions to teachers and amateurs as to what it means to 
understand music, giving some practical directions for 
the interpretation of great compositions and some advice 
also for the guidance of those who desire to get in touch 
with the master minds of music. 
The subject is almost a trite one, for the music shops 
are full of books on the subject, and every teacher 
worthy the name is at least making an effort to give his 
pupils something more than a mere technical education. 
But as is always the case when a new idea springs up, 
many follow blindly because they think they ought to 
follow, and only a few grasp the real essence of the 
thing. One has only to talk with teachers in small places 
to find that their knowledge of how to understand music 
is often contained between the two covers of a pianoforte 
method and a simplified harmony manual. 
Not long ago I was asked by a young man to give him 
advice to help him in broadening his musical knowl¬ 
edge and to lit him for a wider career, which he thought 
himself capable of entering on. He had given piano 
lessons for some years, gone through his harmony, and 
read a few musical books, but he was not satisfied. 
I made out a list of books for him to read. It contained 
Taine’s “ Philosophy of Art ” and several other books of 
a similar nature, and it required considerable explana¬ 
tion on my part to make him see that he must read out¬ 
side as well as inside his subject if he ever expected to 
master it; that music touches life on every side; and that 
if one remains only a musician he confines himself in a 
narrow round, and limits his power of appreciation. 
My experience in speaking from the lecture platform 
leads me to believe that there is a large number of per¬ 
sons who desire to come closer in touch with great 
music, and who can be appealed to successfully from 
this standpoint. In many places I have had classes out 
of the audience who met together and read under my 
direction certain books which bore on the particular 
subject I was to talk about, or perhaps some one played 
over the music I was to analyze and play when the 
lecture night arrived. These classes would include all 
kinds of people, musical and unmusical (so-called), and 
the purpose always was to bring to them this knowledge, 
just as one would knowledge about painting or archi¬ 
tecture, avoiding technical terms as much as possible 
and particularly endeavoring to establish the relation 
between the compositions and the times which produced 
them—showing how, step by step, as men’s ideas 
changed, music changed with them. This takes the 
art out of the mysterious and darkened shrine where it 
has been worshiped so long and lets the common 
light of day shine upon it. All men become its votaries, 
and its influence extends over the whole of life. 
This, then, is what we need : not mere piano-playing 
or singing, with a theoretical knowledge of harmony 
which consists in writing chords which we don’t know 
the sound of until we go to the piano ; not facts about 
the lives of the great composers, but this: a clear un¬ 
derstanding of musical forms, and enough knowledge 
of the conditions of civilization which prevailed at the 
time the different schools of composers arose to enable 
us to see the reasons for their existence and to seize 
upon the salient features of the music they have pro¬ 
duced. 
For although music teaches nothing ; although it is 
inarticulate as to any code of morals or any system of 
philosophy ; although its meaning can not be defined, 
yet it appeals strongly to the understanding, and, in 
common with the other arts, can only be apprehended 
by something within ourselves which is akin to it. 
I shall sketch briefly what I think to be a simple, yet 
sufficiently comprehensive, plan of work which could 
be profitably pursued by music clubs or associations of 
people gathered together for music study. It is a plan 
which I have gradually arrived at after fifteen years’ 
experimenting, and it proves as useful in talking to a 
thousand denizens of the Bowery as it does to an up¬ 
town audience or one in the country. 
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I shall not go into detail, because space does not per¬ 
mit. I can only set forth here some general considera¬ 
tions which will be of assistance to a group of people 
gathered together for music study. 
I should suggest that in case the club or association is 
not led by one teacher continuously,—if it is, in a meas¬ 
ure, going on its own way as best it can,—there should 
always be an assignment of subjects far enough ahead 
to permit of plenty of preparation on the part of each 
leader. 
There are two or three pitfalls to be avoided : first, 
that of trying to cover too much ground. This is the 
bane of music study in America, and destroys all hope 
of anything lasting. I have had programs of women’s 
clubs sent me for advice and suggestion which would 
cause a German to hold up his hands in horror. 
You can’t rush from Haydn to Braliras in six weeks 
without getting a severe case of musical dyspepsia. 
Take time enough. Haydn’s music alone is important 
enough, and beautiful enough, and intricate enough to 
keep a group of people profitably employed through 
several meetings, provided you are intent on finding 
out something about the times he lived in, why music 
took such a sudden leap just then, and what he con¬ 
tributed toward the evolution of that great form, the 
sonata. And if you are not interested to know all 
of these things, why not go back to “ Silvery Waves ” 
and “ Monastery Bells ’ ’ ? 
Another pitfall is the unquenchable desire many 
amateurs have to express j ust how or what the music 
makes them feel. Avoid this if you wish to preserve 
any sign of seriousness in your meetings. It has been 
tried before. Wagner himself made a flat failure of it. 
Any criticism on the music to be performed should be 
confined to the general character of the themes, the 
structure of the compositions, and to any sufficiently 
marked peculiarities of style. 
The object of the meeting being a better under¬ 
standing of the music itself, I should advise beginning 
with a paper on the times in which Haydn lived and 
the particular circumstances which surrounded him. 
After this, some of his themes should be played— 
merely the tunes, to get an idea of his melodic gift, 
to see how his nature is reflected in them. Then a 
paper could be read on the subject of form, with special 
reference to the development of the sonata prior to his 
time ; after which one of his early sonatas should be 
analyzed. This is the most valuable and, at the same 
time, the most difficult part of the program : difficult, 
because it is likely to involve the use of many technical 
terms ; but there is nothing else of such great value for 
increasing our appreciation. 
In another paper it may be possible for me to go 
into detail as to the methods I employ in making this 
analysis, but I will say here that the themes should 
always be played apart from the context: any use of 
characteristic phrases, or “ motifs, ” should be noted ; 
episodes or closing themes should be played separately, 
and every detail gone over with great care. The 
sonata of Haydn in E-flat, common time, should be 
taken at a later meeting, using only the first two 
movements, with possibly a symphony movement, 
arranged for four hands. 
I have taken Haydn’s music for a typical subject 
because he first brought to anything like perfection the 
sonata form, and through his compositions we can get a 
clearer idea of what that form is than is possible from 
any other composer. Haydn’s music is considered old- 
fashioned ; but if you don’t like it, it must be because 
you have lost your taste for simplicity and sweetness 
and sincerity ; for country scenes, the sounds of brooks 
and birds, and children at play. You drink from a clear 
spring when you turn to his music, and I can give you 
no better advice than to play it and learn to understand 
it. You must bear in mind always that music, as well 
as painting, literature, and sculpture, is the voice through 
which all the deep feelings and purposes of life speak ; 
that it is not mere sound ; that the greatest music, such 
as Beethoven’s, reflects most vividly the underlying 
thought of its generation, and any real appreciation of 
such a work as the “Heroic Symphony ” must be 
founded on some knowledge of this, added to a clear idea 
of the structure of the composition itself. 
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I do not wish to belittle the efforts of many people 
who are trying to get at these things in a less thorough 
manner. If you only get together and read the life of a 
great composer and play his music you are gaining some 
acquaintance with great things ; but a more systematic 
and thorough plan of work is within the reach of any 
group of earnest students, and with the aid of books and 
the music itself, which nowadays can be bought 
cheaply, there is no reason why we should not get to the 
heart of the subject and put ourselves in the way of a 
real understanding of great music. 
What does the middle portion of a symphony mean to 
most people? It is one continuous series of confused 
and broken phrases, and the average listener gives a sigh 
of relief when he hears a well-defined tune again ; yet 
some of the greatest moments in the work are there. 
Do n’t dabble. Do what you do seriously and thor¬ 
oughly. Don’t expect to understand Beethoven if you 
don’t know Haydn well; don’t think fora moment 
that Schumann is to be apprehended without some 
knowledge of the romantic poets and of the general 
trend of thought at that time in Germany ; do n’t at¬ 
tempt to play Grieg without learning something about 
Norwegian myths and legends, about Norway itself, and 
the life of the people. All these things are in the music 
and unless you know them you will make only a gro¬ 
tesque failure of your efforts to interpret it. 
(Mr. Surette will answer inquiries on this subject. Address him 
in care of The Etude.) 
PARENTAL INTERFERENCE. 
BY JOSEPHINE MARTIN SANFOED. 
It is to be presumed that the teacher knows more of 
the subject he is engaged to teach than does the parent, 
and having put the child’s musical training into the 
hands of one competent to direct it, it is an injustice to 
the teacher not to uphold his authority. 
This is not always done, and in the selection of music 
—that trying question of questions—the parents in some 
cases insist upon a voice, and that often not a judicious 
one. And even if they do not go so far as to dictate in 
this matter, they often prejudice the children by unfav¬ 
orable comments. 
A child wiH frequently say to me, “ Mamma thinks 
this piece is n’t a bit pretty; ” and his interest in learn¬ 
ing the selection is greatly diminished by the mother’s 
ill-advised criticism. Sometimes a child makes the 
astonishing statement that he has had no time to practice 
his exercises, the piece was so “ hard.” Then he is 
reminded of what must often be repeated : that the exer¬ 
cises and studies are the most important part of the les¬ 
son, and that the fault will be readily condoned when¬ 
ever he has occasion to tell me that he has spent so much 
time on the exercises that there was no time left for the 
piece. This is considered a huge joke. 
The parents’ authority, however, is not always re¬ 
garded when it does not chime with the children’s incli¬ 
nation, and difficulties of such nature arise that pupils 
neglect their lessons, and the parent is powerless to 
enforce obedience. A mother said to me : “ Really, you 
must not blame me if Tommy does not practice. I do 
all I can to make him, but he simply will not do it.” If 
a child has no respect for parental authority, he is not 
likely to submit meekly to that of his teacher. 
But all this is like the minister’s reproof for non- 
attendance at the church service. The people who do not 
need it are the only ones who hear it, and the parents 
who interest themselves in their children’s work suffi¬ 
ciently to read The Etude, and profit by it, are the 
very ones who are ready to “hold up the teachers’ 
hands.” 
—You read a poem, admire the melodic flow of beau¬ 
tiful words, discuss the graceful motion of rhythmic 
thought; you halt to regard a statue, wax eloquent over 
the exquisite contour of a Venus, and marvel that the 
sculptor’s chisel could achieve such result; but when 
you hear a masterpiece of abstract music you are borne 
far away from material thought, feeling something that 
you can not express, a sense of unutterable infinity 
which refuses to define itself. ’ Tin your soul that is moved. 
—Rutla nd Boughton, in “Musical Standard.” 
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THE VALUE AND PRACTICE OF ADVERTISING 
AMONG PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS. 
BY J. FRANCIS COOKE, MUS. B. 
III. 
Circular Advertising. 
In the preparation of the present article I have col¬ 
lected over one hundred and fifty different circulars 
and announcements, some of which 1 have submitted to 
advertising specialists. I shall endeavor to point out 
just what appears to he profitable advertising in this 
line, and, again, how money can be very easily wasted. 
False Economy. 
It goes without saying that while your announcement 
must be neat and artistically plain, the paper and the 
presswork should be the best you can afford. Do n’t give 
your matter to any printer whom you happen to meet. 
Find out which firm has a reputation for doing the best 
work, and let economy be the very last consideration. If 
your announcement is to be short, have it engraved. No 
script types can compare with engraving, although some 
printers may tell you the contrary. Your writing-paper 
and envelopes should be of the same character as your 
circular. Here again economy is expensive. If you 
send out an elegant announcement with cheap stationery) 
the whole effect is lost. 
Harmony of type is as important as harmony of voices. 
Styles change, and type itself is subject to fashion. The 
following arrangement of matter in a circular appeals 
especially to me. It is business-like, artistic, attractive, 
and sensible. I give it in the line of suggestion : 
Model Form. 
The first thing to display upon a circular is the name 
of the advertiser. This must be prominent. Next in 
typographical importance is the line of business. Keep 
the two apart from the body' of the circular, preferably 
upon a different page. 
Next in order comes whatever you care to say of the 
division of the profession in which you are concerned. 
If you are a teacher and make a specialty of “ Dr. 
Mason’s Method,” “The Clavier Method,” or the 
“ Leschetitzky Method,” tell why you use it, but do so 
without condemning all other methods. 
After this, mention any general rule that you observe 
in your business, but under no circumstances should you 
insert in a circular such statements as, “Terms invari¬ 
ably in advance,” “ Lessons missed by absence will be 
at pupils’ loss.” Such regulations should be reserved 
for your business papers, receipts, and statements. 
Terms. 
We now come to the question of terms. These should 
never be left out, for it is often just this particular 
information that a prospective pupil desires. It is well 
to consult an older person in the profession. As to what 
your time is worth is sometimes difficult to decide. In 
the case of performers or singers it is well to state 
“Terms upon application,” since the conditions under 
which they appear are so varied that no regular rate is 
practicable. At the end of an announcement the ad¬ 
vertiser’s address should be prominently displayed. 
Many circulars consist solely of name, profession, 
press notices, and address. This is sometimes very 
effective, yet to my mind the object of the circular is 
better accomplished by some straightforward business 
announcement. 
No. 1. 
The first circular selected for consideration from the 
lot I have collected is that of a vocal teacher and public 
singer. The cover is of heavy green crepe paper, with 
no printing. An inserted folder of high-surface paper 
is connected to the cover by staples. The enameled 
paper is no doubt used to obtain better results in the 
printing of the half-tone portrait on the first page of the 
leaflet. Would it not have been better if the advertiser 
had gone to the slight extra expense of an extra sheet 
for the portrait, printing the reading matter upon some 
paper that corresponded with the cover ? Another weak 
point is the lack of some simple announcement on the 
cover. The singer’s name, for instance, would have 
removed it from the commonplace. 
Iu commencing his announcement, the teacher uses 
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the following antiquated form : “ Mr. - begs leave to 
announce that he has resumed his vocal lessons in his new 
studio,-. The most elegantly appointed and con¬ 
veniently located studio in the city.” The most prom¬ 
inent 1 ine on the page is the fact that Mr. has an 
elegantly appointed studio.” As if a studio was a 
guarantee of his musical ability. He does not foiget 
the terms, for they follow in large type. I wish Mr. 
-success ; his advertising is very nearly worthless. 
No. 2. 
The next circular before me is that of a concert vio¬ 
linist who has played in many large orchestras and has 
splendid testimonials and press notices, combined with a 
marked indifference or ignorance of good advertising. 
His announcement is about a foot in length and six 
inches wide. The arrangement of the matter is miser¬ 
able, and the type combinations far from artistic. The 
last page is blank, showing that the extraordinary size 
is unnecessary, as the matter could have been condensed 
and the important parts made more prominent. 
No. 3. 
Compare this with the announcement of another 
teacher of the same instrument. His four-page circular is 
upon linen paper, note size. On the cover is “ Mr. - 
-, of the-■ (a prominent London musical institu¬ 
tion), late Conductor - Orchestra, pupil of M. - 
-, teacher of violin, violoncello, and ensemble; spe¬ 
cialist iu bowing and tone production.” 
The middle pages are filled with testimonials from 
celebrated English musicians, and the last page gives 
terms and address. This circular will accomplish its 
purpose in every way. It will reach the class for which 
it is intended, whereas the other circular is of little 
. practical value. 
No. 4. 
Let us now examine the circular of a well-known 
’cello teacher. He commits the crime of using a bright- 
yellow card-board to extend his reputation. He also 
confines his references to music publishers and musical 
instrument dealers. This invariably has the opposite 
effect upon the public from that expected. His press 
notices are splendid, and are well arranged. To my 
mind, it is well to avoid using press notices from papers 
of purely local reputation, since it is little more than 
space wasted. Brevity is the soul of advertising. Arrange 
press notices in the order of the prominence of the musi¬ 
cal department of the paper in which the notice occurs. 
Such a paper as the “New York Post” engages a critic 
of national reputation, and, therefore, any musical notice 
appearing in its columns is of great value. 
No. 5. 
Among the many announcements which I have col¬ 
lected I have found two, elegant in their simplicity, 
engraved in the style commonly called “steel engrav¬ 
ing.” Both are naturally small, since the expense of 
such advertising is great. They are similar in size to 
the ordinary wedding invitation, with printed matter on 
the first page only. Anything more would be con¬ 
demned as vulgar extravagance. The engraving should 
be all in script, and by all means uniform. 
No. 6. 
Some one has wasted some money upon the circular I 
now hold. It is printed from an engraved plate upon 
very cheap paper. The style of the engraving reminds 
me of the written testimonials presented by fire-engine 
companies and fraternal organizations to their officers. 
The engraving imitates pen-printing so closely that the 
advertiser would have done much better by going to a 
printer in the first place and having his subject-matter 
set up in plain type. 
No. 7 A. 
A New York organist does something I like to see in 
an announcement. On one of the pages of his circular 
he has a portrait with his name printed below—nothing 
else. The effect of a portrait is lost if it is surrounded 
by printing. The advertising matter of organists is 
usually fine,—a compliment to their intelligence and 
taste. 
No. 7 B. 
Among the advertising matter put out by vocalists I 
have met with nothing that pleased me more than the 
announcement of a young concert soprano of New York. 
A portrait on the first page is set in a frame of artistic 
execution, giving the effect of a dainty miniature. 
Inside I find “Terms and press notices upon applica¬ 
tion,” and the words “Introduced by,” followed by the 
names of several persons of national prominence. It is 
hard to imagine a more effective advertisement for the 
pUrp0Se' No. 8. 
One well-known pianist is noted for good circular 
advertising. Unfortunately, I have only an old announce¬ 
ment for critical purposes. It consists of a cover, a por¬ 
trait, and an eight-page leaflet. I do not exactly like 
its cover. The type is too large. He quite offsets this, 
however, by the arrangement of the material inside, 
and the use of a separate sheet of high-surface paper for 
his portrait. His success attests the fact that advertising 
is profitable. Many a pianist of similar ability will die 
with his light under a bushel for want of printers’ ink 
and a little of the Emersonian style of self-reliance. 
No. 9. 
It is always pennywise to allow a piano-house to bear 
the expense of personal advertising. One splendid cir¬ 
cular before me has this fault. It makes the performer 
an agent for the firm and not an artist. 
No. 10. 
One very singular little circular has amused me very 
much. It will suffice to give the announcement that 
appears on the first page to illustrate : 
DSlr. 
VOCAL TEACHER 
THE ONLY ONE IN AMERICA WHO FOR COM¬ 
PLETE TRAINING OF THE VOICE 
Is Indorsed by. 
That settles it; he is the only one. 
No. 11. 
I wish that all my readers might see the circular of an¬ 
other vocal teacher. He is a pupil of Garcia, and has had 
many successful pupils, but I can not believe that he in¬ 
creased his business by his circular advertising. The cir¬ 
cular in my possession is printed on the first and last pages, 
evidently to spare the extra expense of printing on both 
sides. Any advertising specialist could double the profit 
of such a circular at a very slight increase in expenditure 
by a judicious arrangement of the very good advertising 
material the teacher possesses. 
No. 12. 
The best circular advertising I have seen among 
music schools is done by a Brooklyn music school. 
In many ways it is ideal. It has its faults, of course, 
one being the detail given to business restrictions on 
the last page. 
Distribution of Circulars. 
What should be done with circulars wlieu they are 
published is often a question. Music dealers tell me 
that their customers frequently stop to gather circulars 
from bulletin boards, but this is the smallest field that 
your circulars will have. Dependence should be placed 
upon your acquaintances to distribute your announce¬ 
ments to advantage. The more attractive your circular 
is, the more willing your friends will be to oblige you. 
It a prospective pupil applies to me for information, I 
should feel very much handicapped if I had not a 
suitable announcement to give or send. A great many 
things that would seem rank conceit, if said verbally, 
may be said in print with perfect modesty. 
Thus ends a talk on a topic that has a very strong 
personal bearing upon the work of a professional musi¬ 
cian, upon a matter that may contribute much to his 
success. I hope that some ideas may have been advanced 
that will prove of practical value to my fellow-musicians 
and teachers, and may stimulate them to a study of the 
valne of printers’ ink. 
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PEDALMANIA. 
[Note.—To be read at amateur musical clubs.) 
BY ALFRED H. HAUSRATH. 
Mechanical appliances become attached nuisances 
to musical instruments when too persistently used. 
Pedalmania is an affection of the foot of some piano- 
players (some organ-players are not free from it, either). 
The foot, though in every other respect normal, and full 
of vigor, exhibits a strange weakness and inclination for 
that mechanical device termed by the uninitiated the 
“loud” pedal of the pianoforte. Strange as it may 
seem, this disease confines its attacks entirely to the right 
foot, or, in some rare cases, even to both. 
The pedal is, in fact, as much of a curse to these poor, 
afflicted people as their playing is an annoyance to other 
people. 
Far be from me any desire to discourage the use of 
the pedal. Heaven forbid! No doubt, if this attach¬ 
ment were banished from the modern piano half the 
players would abandon the instrument in disgust for 
who knows what ? The sewing-machine, perhaps. 
Then, it has athletic virtues, also. There can be no 
doubt that a diligent manipulation of the pedal will 
develop certain muscles iu the foot to an astonishing de¬ 
gree ; so that after about two years’ pedaling one should 
be able to stand on the tip of the toe of one foot (the 
“pedaler,” of course), with the other poised above¬ 
board, for quite fifteen or twenty minutes, without fall¬ 
ing over (a trick that one seldom sees performed, except 
in the poultry yard, and eveu then not on the tip of the 
toe). 
No, do n’t do away with the pedal, ye piano-makers ; 
it would ruin your business. But why give yon this 
advice? You are more inclined to add than to subtract 
pedals, and in the piano of the future I can see a whole 
row of pedals arranged in profusion under the instru¬ 
ment. Go on adding, my friends. If you can only get 
enough of them, by-aud-by they will serve as orna¬ 
ments, to be looked upon with awe and avoided as too 
complicated to use. 
To him who suffers from pedalmania the pedal is a 
sort of barnacle that attaches itself to his foot and then 
sticks fast, like a leech. 
An old farmer, who had presented his daughter with 
a piano, noticed that she never played a note unless her 
foot was firmly pressed upon the pedal. He inquired if 
this operation were not necessary to make “the thing” 
(the piano) go ; to sort of turn on the steam, as it were. 
He believed the whole secret of piano-playing lay in 
properly conducting this little mechanical device, and 
if one only knew the knack of working the thing one 
could play. He admitted that he himself had not caught 
the knack and never hoped to ; but “ daughter Mandy, 
if she tried real hard, might fall into the knack of it 
before she knew it, and one day become a * 1 fine player.’ ” 
He thought it was a funny thing how some people could 
“trot ” their fingers over the keys, but still funnier how 
some could n’t. He had heard one of “ them city fellers ” 
play on his piano one time “and the first thing that 
feller did was to go reconnoiterin’ for the pedal with his 
right foot.” He was a veteran in the service, he knew 
it, “ because he could find the thing every time without 
lookin’. He was a bit airy, too, that ’ere feller, often 
bringing his foot ’way back under the stool, then sud¬ 
denly bringing it forward again without lookin’, just to 
show how smart he was. He would fetch the pedal, 
though, every time, like a major. AVait ’til you kin do 
that, Mandy,” he used to say, “ then you kin play.” 
No doubt if the pedal were removed from the piano 
two-thirds of the juvenile players would abandon the 
instrument. AVhat charm would there be left? There 
would be nothing to amuse them, nothing to play with. 
And then that host of people who have the reputed 
fine ear ” would be likely to abandon the field (and 
how could we spare them ?), for they love musical mince¬ 
meat, and what could they do if we took away their 
meat-chopper ? I tremble to think what would be the 
fate of our beloved instrument; it would be simply 
paralyzed without pedals, like a ship without a rudder. 
If I may be allowed, in my own humble little way, to 
suggest something,—an idea which, if I may be pardoned 
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for the conceit, I consider really great,—arrange a pair of 
pedals so contrived that, by the turning of a switch, they 
will become disconnected with the mechanism of the 
piano, and at the same time will shift a spring over the 
pedal-rods to give them the ordinary resistance to the 
pressure of the foot. Let the pedalmaniac work his favor¬ 
ite “ loud pedal ” up and down to his heart’s content, and, 
when the teacher believes he has become really absorbed 
in his work, suddenly reverse the switch and allow the 
pedal-rods to perform the work designed for them. The 
suddenness of this change will not fail to surprise the 
student, and he may reflect and come to the conclusion 
that he has been wasting much unnecessary energy, 
which may also lead to the sensible conclusion on his 
part that the pedal is not a perpetual-motion machine. 
Frequent repetitions of this act by the teacher will be 
more likely to make the student desist from, rather than 
persist in, pedal abuse. If this fail to effect a cure, I 
have another invention of my own to suggest : Fasten 
to the floor, j ust beside the pedals, one on each side, an 
iron slipper that can be regulated to fit any sized shoe. 
Into these the pupil is to place the feet, like into an old- 
fashioned skate, which is then to be buckled and locked 
by the teacher, who holds the key. By the way, this 
would be a great boon to mothers whose children “ won’t 
practice.” The mother could lock the child in these 
stocks, place the key in her pocket, remove all picture- 
books and other wicked things that detract from the 
child’s attention, and then, with the command, “ Now 
practice!” could resume her duties or go shopping, 
while the prisoner, so shackled, could scarcely forget 
what he is at the piano for, and would go to work 
earnestly and accomplish something in the end, if he 
did not die of a broken heart in the meantime. 
Now, it can be readily seen that the pedal is, in 
reality, a godsend. It will undoubtedly suggest many 
other such brilliant ideas in the future. Certainly, the 
one last given, if vigorously applied, would revolutionize 
the whole plan of piano practice. 
TIME BRINGS CHANGES. 
In the “Ars Poetica” Horace mentions how, in the 
lapse of time, words change in meaning, how present 
ideas disappear or become greatly changed. This, of 
course, applies not only to language, but to arts as well. 
In an article in a recent number of the “Musical 
Record,” Mr. John Kautz illustrates this thought in 
its application to music' 
“ What well-defined distinctions in modern interpreta¬ 
tion, as compared with that of a former period ! what a 
vast difference is exhibited by the leading pianists when 
they play works of Bach ! 
“Our older teachers would have turned pale at the 
mere suggestion ol occasionally employing the damper 
pedal in a Bach fugue. Yet no lesser man than Rubin¬ 
stein even advocated its frequent use, in order to do 
justice to the organ character. In those days there 
existed a regular prescribed formula—it exists still with 
gome—which every one was expected rigidly to observe, 
on pain of excommunication. Whether fugues were 
like or unlike in character and sentiment, the rule was 
never broken. How those old gentlemen would have 
shaken their heads could they have heard Paderewski 
giving out a fugue-subject with the soft pedal down! 
However, their days are gone, to return no more. The 
dominating note of to-day, in every art, is Personality. 
It is Subjectivity versus Objectivity, and that this is so 
is a distinct gain to art; Philistinism is relegated to 
the rear. . . .... . , 
“ There are men—and their opinions are entitled to 
respect—-who apparently think that at present there is 
too much attention bestowed upon the mere acquisition 
of finger dexterity ; that what ought only to be a means, 
may easily be made the end. There is considerable 
truth in this. In the great eagerness of students to 
obtain the greatest amount of technic in the shortest 
possible time, technical drill can readily degenerate 
into an incessant, senseless grind that murders all the 
finer susceptibilities. But proficiency sought for in this 
way is dearly purchased. Without the education of 
oue’s musical sense, the material and the esthetic going 
hand in hand, failure is bound to ensue. It is this one¬ 
sided training that produces a type of pianists who can 
unwind you three Beethoven concertos in one evening 
without turning a hair, and can throw in as encores a 
couple of books of Brahm’s “ Paganini Arariations,” and 
still come up smiling. These are the ones that pile 
Pel ion on Ossa, creating climax after climax, ignoring 
the fact that a little will often go a great way. They 
forget that what would usually enhance a rendering 
may, through overdoing, be destructive of all beauty. 
They recall a remark of the witty Autocrat anent a 
trick occasionally indulged in by Emerson, that ot 
crowdings redundant syllable into a line: ‘A hump¬ 
back may add picturesqueness to a procession, but if 
there are too many humpbacks in line we turn away 
from the sight of them.’ ” 
TEACHING THE FIRST PIECE. 
BY H. E. SCHULTZE. 
Read before the Missouri State Music Teachers’ Association. 
Remembering that we have two kinds of music,— 
the music of the body, as a march, quickstep, quadrille, 
waltz, etc., and of the soul,—the question with the 
teacher arises, what to do with the learner who is about 
far enough to venture out on the first piece. After the 
proper finger-exercises and the studies have received 
faithful attention, our recourse should be a small char¬ 
acter sketch ; any one within easy reach would he the very 
best thing to sandwich between studies, which under 
no circumstances ought to be dropped. 
Nothing of that kind, however, should be attempted 
until we are sure that the pupil knows all the rudiments, 
can explain (that is, clearly) everything before him as 
to value of rests and notes ; in short, the character of 
the subject will be next in order ; after that, the subject 
itself. For instance, a lullaby, of which we have so 
many good examples in our musical literature, would, 
to my mind, be easily explained to a child who yet 
loves dolls. My experience has taught me to make sure 
of success by requiring, in the first place, the pupil to 
read aloud in succession the notes, and to denote the 
rests upon the first page without touching a key. By 
repeating again and again, faster and faster, the pupil 
is sure to correct himself without the least attempt iu 
playing, and makes a better beginning in learning the 
piece. I use the same method with the bass. Now, all 
things are known, so far, at least, to the understanding, 
which enables me to judge of the correctness of my cal¬ 
culations. AYith this assurance, I have a right to expect 
a good lesson. Before I close the lesson, I try to picture 
in words a scene in which the lullaby might figure. 
Then get the pupil to point out any difficulty in 
counting, fingering, etc., and to ask questions for in¬ 
formation. Should the pupil already know, I may help 
to recall, but, if possible, not tell again, as that encour¬ 
ages laziness. 
Playing the piece for the pupil is detrimental, as he is 
apt to catch with eyes or ears all he can. The pupil 
must be made to collect all his knowledge to solve the 
example. The effort is what makes him stronger, and 
certainly gives him greater joy and interests him far 
more. 
A great many so-called teachers do not impart what 
will solve most future difficulties, for the main reason 
that they have not made clear what they desired to 
teach ; co-work between teacher and pupil is necessary 
to complete the teaching process. 
The attempt to teach will remain only an attempt, 
unless teacher and pupil cooperate. Socrates, when he 
would teach, always began his work by asking questions 
of his scholars, in order to open their minds and to secure 
their co-work with him in the teaching process. He 
insisted that he who would be a learner must not merely 
be a listener and a reciter, but must also be ‘1 one who 
searches out for himself.” 
Cicero emphasized the same idea in another way, when 
he said, “ Docendo discimus”—by teaching we learn ; 
by giving out, we take in. 
My confrere, do not become disheartened so often. 
Study, and study with pen in hand ; that is the best 
method that I know ; you gain at every step. Be sure 
to review often ; only then will you see progress. Study¬ 
ing is not practicing—only getting ready for the field. 
—Say that only which you know is necessary and 
which can be remembered at the time, and keep silent 
about those things which you know, for the time being, 
are unnecessary.—A. Fiennes. 
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ANTON RUBINSTEIN. 
The birthplace of the great Russian pianist was the 
village of Wechwotynez, in Moldavia, a province now 
belonging to Roumania. There is a disagreement as to 
the date of bis birth, but the local records show the cor¬ 
rect date to be October 16 (Russian), 28 (new calendar), 
1829. His father was a Polish Jew, and his mother was 
also of the same race. 
The members of the Jewish race, living in Russian 
territory, have been subjected to severe persecution and 
oppression at various periods. The anti-Semitic spirit 
was particularly strong at the time of Rubinstein’s 
birth, and his grandfather, the head of the family, 
arranged to have all his kin received into the Russian 
church. Later, the father of Anton moved to Moscow, 
thus placing the boy in surroundings more likely to 
develop his inborn talent than those the obscure little 
village in which he was born could have offered. 
As in the case of many other children of genius, the 
tender, devoted mother was the first to detect the signs 
of special talent and aptitude. She had received a good 
musical education and began her little boy’s instruction, 
but in a short time the fledgling’s wings had grown 
strong enough to carry him beyond the swoop of the 
parent bird. Alexander Yilloing, the most celebrated 
teacher of Moscow, became the instructor of the budding 
genius, and as Rubinstein himself says, “with him my 
lessons began and ended, for no other teacher did I 
have.” 
And yet we can not omit to call attention to the fact 
that it was the mother who watched over his practice 
with stern, unflagging zeal and unbending insistence. 
As a result of these two factors, a good teacher and a 
mother who made her child’s interests her own, the 
foundation of a thorough technic was laid. Rubinstein 
loved his teacher, who was like a second father to him. 
He says of the lessons, “I can not call them lessons; 
they were a musical education.” 
As in the case of other prodigies, the boy became 
talked about, and in his tenth year, in 1839, his father 
allowed him to appear in public. The success of this 
concert confirmed the mother in her determination to 
further the boy’s artistic education. Admission to the 
Conservatoire at Paris was sought, but refused, some 
writers say because Cherubini had a strong distrust and 
dislike of infant prodigies. He had refused Liszt be¬ 
fore. 
The visit to Paris, although unsuccessful in this one 
particular, still brought some advantages to the lad. He 
met Liszt, Chopin, and other famous musicians, an ac¬ 
quaintance which afforded him frequent opportunities 
of hearing these masters play. Liszt, in particular, was 
very kind to him. Then followed a series of concerts 
in England and Northern Europe, the party returning 
to Moscow in 1843. A London critic especially remarked 
the marvelous memorizing powers which the young 
genius displayed. 
Although these concerts aroused considerable enthu¬ 
siasm, they brought no great financial returns, just 
about paying the heavy expenses of travel in those days. 
But the devoted mother never wavered in her belief as 
to her boy’s great future. She determined to place him 
under regular instruction, and for that purpose removed 
to Berlin, in 1844, staying there two years, taking with 
her Anton and his brother, Nicholas, esteemed by some 
as greater than his overshadowing brother. 
Both boys studied composition with Helm, who was 
also the teacher of Glinka. Anton directed his own 
studies during these years, and played only occasionally 
in society and clubs. Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer 
learned to know the lads, and gave advice as to their 
musical education. When he was sixteen he started 
to Vienna to begin his career. It was trial and 
privation that stared him in the face for the first few 
months. 
In 1847 he went on a concert tour in Hungary with a 
flutist, and later decided to emigrate to the United 
States. He got as far as Berlin, and stayed there, leading 
a veritable Bohemian life for some time—feasting one 
day, starving another. Then came the return to Russia 
and St. Petersburg, where he led much the same kind 
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of life as in Berlin, with this exception, that he secured 
the patronage of the Grand Duchess Helen, sister of the 
Czar. 
At the age of twenty-five, with his faculties matmed, 
he began his first concert tour, which lasted about 
four years, 1854 to 1858, and embraced the principal 
cities of Europe. As in the case of other players, he 
craved recognition as a composer rather than as a player, 
yet it was his marvelous technical powers that created 
the greatest enthusiasm. During this period the ac¬ 
quaintance with Liszt was renewed, and Rubinstein 
spent five or six months at Weimar, being with Liszt in 
the latter’s house. There can be no reasonable doubt 
that during the residence at Weimar, Liszt played lor 
his guest and influenced his playing still further, and in 
time be came to be recognized as the natural successor 
to Liszt. 
The Grand Duchess Helen was living at Nice during 
this period, and at the numerous gatherings in her house 
the conversation frequently turned upon the state of 
music in Russia, and gradually the idea of the founding 
of a national conservatory was evolved and Rubinstein 
placed at the head of the movement, which resulted in 
the opening of a school in St. Petersburg in 1862. Be¬ 
sides himself, Wieniawski and Leschetizky were among 
the teachers. He retained his connection with the Con¬ 
servatory until 1867, during which time the number of 
pupils had largely increased. 
The next great event in his life was the concert tour 
in the United States with Wieniawski, the violinist. 
For 215 concerts he received $40,000. This was in 1872. 
The success was most marked, but he would never come 
back for another tour, although offered, in 1891, the sum 
of $125,000 for fifty concerts. He said it was the life of 
a slave. On his return to Russia, he made his home 
near St. Petersburg, devoting his time mainly to com¬ 
position. 
In 1887 Rubinstein again accepted the post of director 
of the conservatory, and was given free hand in readjust¬ 
ing the curriculum and the corps of teachers. He retained 
the position until 1890. During these years his influ¬ 
ence upon the musical youth of Russia was profound. 
He threw himself into his work with all the force of his 
strong nature, and sought to draw his pupils to the 
higher planes of art and to a realization in their own 
lives of the lofty ideals that had influenced and deter¬ 
mined his own development. He was thoroughly im¬ 
bued with the idea of nationalizing music in Russia. 
Glinka was his musical hero. But few, if any, of the 
younger generation of Russian' composers were outside 
the pale of Rubinstein’s influence. 
The last years of his life were somewhat clouded by 
failing eye sight. He died at Peterhof, near St. Peters¬ 
burg, November 20, 1894. 
Rubinstein’s marvelous memorizing powers have been 
noted before. His repertoire was enormous. He in¬ 
jected his own personality into a composition. He 
simply could n’t help it, and yet his interpretation of 
the great masters could not be considered as doing 
violence to the works. In a measure he re-created the 
pieces. In writing for the piano, Rubinstein, like other 
modern composers, made great use of the smaller forms. 
Yet in his large works he followed the recognized clas¬ 
sical models. 
His compositions include six symphonies, of which 
the best known are the “Ocean” and “Dramatic,” 
three overtures, a large amount of chamber music,— 
sonatas, trios, quartets, quintets,—a number of operas, 
and three sacred oratorios, besides an enormous list of 
pianoforte pieces and a number of songs. His principal 
literary works are his “Autobiography,” “A Conver¬ 
sation on Music,” and “ Music and Its Masters.” 
—Tausig in his youth was so violent and so intense in 
his playing, that he used to play his audience out of the 
hall, he told us. Later, he became so reserved that he 
repressed his feelings too much, and was almost too 
reserved and restrained. He despised all effects which 
were not severe art. Deppe used to say of certain super¬ 
ficial pianists, “They play only themselves, and not the 
music,” (sie spielen nur sich). 
RUBINSTEIN AS I KNEW HIM. 
BY ALEXANDER MO ARTHUK. 
ON the shores of the Gulf of Finland, at Peterhof, 
Rubinstein had built himself a lovely villa, or datscha. 
There during the two months of the short Russian sum¬ 
mer of northern climes, he lived the life he loved best, 
far from the worry and intrigues of official musicians, 
the cares of the Conservatory and the Imperial Musical 
Society, that wearied him considerably during the nine 
months’ season in St. Petersburg. 
Those who know Rubinstein’s exquisite Spring Songs 
(and who does not ?) will get some idea of his passionate 
delight in nature. During the long snowbound winter 
he would often speak with infinite longing of the beauties 
of his beloved Peterhof, and when the snow began to 
melt in the streets of St. Petersburg he would say, with 
the eagerness of a boy impatient for his holidays, “Soon 
now it will be summer.” 
In northern Russia the summer has charms unknown 
to our latitudes. It is swift in coming and so brief that 
the mind is ever sensitive to its delights. When the 
snow melts, in a night the grasses and birds are green, 
in a week the ground is carpeted with blooms of the 
violet and the lily of the valley, and the lilac and acacia 
bushes are laden with blossoms. Always tempered by 
northern breezes from the forests of Finland and the 
waters of the Baltic, a summer day at Peterhof was 
something to carry in memory forever. 
Many a time when Rubinstein sat at the pianoforte in 
Troitsky Pereulok, playing Mendelssohn, a far-away 
look would come into his eyes, and if you said “ l’eter- 
hof” to him he would look up with a quick smile, 
pleased at your divination of his thoughts in the music. 
It is in Peterhof that I like best to remember Rubin¬ 
stein, for it was there I knew he felt happiest. He 
could live there his life of routine, for Rubinstein was 
painfully methodical in all his habits. He bad the day 
portioned off into hours of recreation and hours of work ; 
he never went to bed later or earlier than eleven o’clock, 
and he was always up and dressed by seven. At Peter¬ 
hof about two o’clock he always went to his study, 
fitted up in the tower of his villa, and he would sit 
there composing until five. During these hours no oue 
ever disturbed him in his work unless he chose to sum¬ 
mon them himself, and if distinguished visitors who had 
lunched with him showed signs of lingering on the bal¬ 
cony where he received daily from a little after twelve 
until two, he always waived all ceremony and in an 
unmistakable fashion excused himself; bnt, if so, he was 
most cordial in intimating that he hoped to find his 
guests there on his return. 
Sometimes, if yon were some poor artist who was 
ignorant of his habits and stayed on unable to leave be¬ 
cause of the master’s fasciuatiug conversation, as likely 
as not Rubinstein would linger ; but were it an equal or 
superior he would never break through his rules, and I 
have often seen him excuse himself to the Royal Princess 
who loved to join the interesting group on the balcony. 
It was always after luncheon in Peterhof that Rubin¬ 
stein was most brilliant. He would keep ns all entranced 
with the paradoxes or wisdom of his fancy. Now and 
again he would give utterance to some of his prejudiced 
sentiments—for instance, about Wagner—to which we 
could not agree, yet felt too weak to oppose. For a little 
more than an hour and a half he would sit with us, en- 
joying the color and loveliness of the scenes about him, 
tranquil in mind ; then the moment the clock struck 
two he would rise, put his inseparable cigarette-case in 
his pocket, and go off to his room in the tower. 
As a thinker, Rubinstein is mirrored in his book of 
“Aphorisms,” his “Conversation on Music,” and his 
Autobiography.” He was singularly narrow-minded 
in some things, singularly liberal in others, but always 
interesting. He possessed a certain droll humor, was 
quick in repartee, and a good story could always break 
the clouds of ill-humor and make him smile. 
Au fond, Rubinstein was not a happy man. He was 
disappointed with the musical tendencies and the barren¬ 
ness ot our time ; also with the reception given to his 
operatic works ; but in spite of this he had still a great 
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.rift of enjoyment. It was a revelation to see him drink- 
h)« in the beauties of a composition he loved, or revel- 
ing amid the lovely scenes of his summer datscha, and 
when he did laugh, no laugh was heartier than his. 
He was the soul of hospitality. All Russians are hos¬ 
pitable, but he was a Russian among Russians. In his 
apartments in Troitsky Pereulok I have often seen 
twenty to thirty unexpected guests drop in to dinner, 
and scarcely ever less than half a dozen. His house was 
the rendezvous for all the talent in, or passing through, 
St Petersburg. Poets, dramatists, musicians of all 
classes and degrees, painters, journalists, with the pretti¬ 
est and wittiest of Russian grandes dames, all met at his 
house, so that a seat at Rubinstein’s dinner-table meant 
much. Everything and everybody in the art-world was 
discussed and dissected. 
When Tolstoi’s “ Kreutzer Sonata ” first appeared in 
Russia it was prohibited by the censor ; but it was cir¬ 
culated in manuscript among the select few. A relative 
of the late Carl Davidoff, the greatest of all violoncellists, 
brought it to Rubinstein and he literally devoured it. 
Books of this kind always interested him. He found great 
delight in Zola and Renan, and anticipated the new works 
of each eagerly. I always brought him the newest Eng¬ 
lish books I thought would interest him, and once I had 
quite a funny experience. Marie Corelli’s works were 
unknown to me then, and some one recommended me 
her “ Romance of Two Worlds.” I was taking it home 
to read, and Rubinstein, who had just finished and im¬ 
mensely enjoyed Bellamy’s “Looking Backward,” 
thought it was something of that sort. He asked me if 
it was worth reading, and on account of the recommen¬ 
dation given to me I assured him it was. But what a 
laying out I got for my trustfulness ! I never heard the 
last of Marie Corelli, and for months afterward, if I 
recommended a book, he would say, teasingly, “ Another 
Corelli? Oh, no!” 
On rare occasions after dinner, when in a good humor, 
Rubinstein would go to the pianoforte while his servant 
Match was getting the card tables. On one such evening, 
after he had played us all of the Chopin “ Preludes,” leav¬ 
ing us so surcharged with emotion that we could hardly 
breathe, much less speak, a giddy little Russian princess 
who was present said, coaxingly, “ Now, Anton Gregor- 
iewitch, play us a Strauss waltz.” We conld hardly 
believe our ears, and Rubinstein for a moment looked 
amazed ; then he laughed, we all laughed, and with an 
ironical bang he commenced a Strauss waltz, “The 
Blue Danube, ’ ’ going into the thing with so much spirit 
and aplomb that first one, then another, and at last all 
of us were gliding over the polished floor to the sound 
and rhythm of music that intoxicated us, till Matve 
appeared to tell us that the samowar was ready, and we 
had to go to the tea table, where the little princess said, 
enthusiastically, as we sat down, “ Ah, Anton Gregorie- 
witch, you always play well ; but when you play a 
Strauss waltz, I feel I could kiss you ’ ’—a payment which 
Rubinstein, needless to add, insisted on receiving at 
once. 
Rubinstein disliked too much light in his rooms, and, 
consequently, I can always see him at home in a sort of 
Rembrandtesque background. There was something 
intensely powerful in his head, and even diabolical. He 
looked at times like a wizard ora demon, and when he §at 
silhouetted against the wall at the pianoforte, his mouth 
strangely drawn, his whole being absorbed in his music, 
there was much about him intensely weird, mysterious, 
and Faust-like. 
As to his art, it is amusing to hear critics of to-day 
compare this or that pianist to Rubinstein. Rubinstein 
was unique, a Titan, and no pen can describe the wonder 
and the beauty of his playing. He was wizard, demon, 
angel, by turns, and the splendid range of his tempera¬ 
ment was marvelous. As to his technic, it was not 
merely that of a Rosenthal, it was something more. No 
living pianist can play as he did. His work in the last 
movement of the Chopin “ Funeral March Sonata ” was 
not merely technical skill of the grandest proportion, 
bnt it was colored and illuminated by a pianistic genius 
unimaginable to those who have not heard Anton Rubin¬ 
stein. His technic, no matter how dazzling, was never 
mechanical ; every tone, every nuance was at bis com¬ 
mand, and all styles and schools seemed equally his. 
Mysticism, romance, passion, longing, weariness, joy, 
and sorrow—all moods came to him naturally, and all 
sentiments were mirrored in his genius at will. 
ON SELECTING A TEACHER. 
BY H. C. LAHEE. 
Although the subject has been attacked many a 
time and oft, there may still be room for a few words 
on the subject of “conservatory versus private teacher.” 
It was considered a sufficiently important question to 
occupy a session of the Music Teachers’ National Con¬ 
vention recently held in New York, but that was among 
music teachers, and not intended specially for the edi¬ 
fication of the student. Yet the question is one which 
seems to be of more importance to the student than to 
the teacher. 
A conservatory, in any discussion between teachers, 
is more than likely to appear at a disadvantage, if only 
because of the fact that it is constantly educating rivals. 
So also, one may say, is the private teacher, but the 
difference lies in the fact that the conservatory is a 
larger affair than a private individual and represents a 
body of teachers. It is easier, therefore, to say, “ Don’t 
go to a conservatory,” than it is to enumerate individ¬ 
ually an equivalent number of private teachers. 
By unbiased persons it will probably be acknowledged 
that, for a student being educated to enter the musical 
profession, a conservatory course is a most necessary 
part of the education, not by any means the whole of it. 
The statement so frequently made that conservatories 
have not produced any first-class musicians is contra¬ 
dicted time after time by history. 
The chief question for the student to decide is how to 
make his selection. If he prefers a private teacher, 
several teachers of different branches will be necessary 
to give that which is given by the conservatory,—how to 
select those teachers, or, if he prefers a conservatory, 
how to make a choice amongst all those which offer 
“the greatest advantages.” 
The music student is nothing if not in earnest. No¬ 
body could possibly pass the Boston Music Hall ten 
minutes before its doors open for a Friday afternoon 
symphony rehearsal, gaze upon the anxious, suffering 
crowd of music students striving for a point of vantage 
on a “ rush ticket,” and doubt for a moment that music 
was anything but a dead earnest occupation. Nobody 
could watch the rapt expression of the humble students 
crowded on the orchestra steps in most uncomfortable 
positions, and fail to realize that matters pertaining to 
musical education are matters of vital interest. And 
yet we find these same rapt, ecstatic individuals rushing 
from one teacher to another, following fads, fashions, or 
what not, without, apparently, using a particle of com¬ 
mon sense or being able to give one satisfactory reason. 
Music teachers are frequently selected in the same 
manner as hats. If “ they ” are wearing a certain style 
of hat, of course that is the hat, and if “ they ” all go to 
a certain teacher, why, of course, that is the teacher. It 
never occurs to the impulsive student to find out if there 
is any valid reason for that teacher’s popularity. A 
young music student will go to a city to study with Mr. 
Jones. He meets casually some other student who has 
been a month in the city, and who says, “ Oh, do n’t go to 
Mr. Jones; Mr. Smith is the best man. ” And forthwith 
Mr. Smith is selected on the advice of a perfect stranger, 
and with no more convincing argument than his gratui¬ 
tous advice. 
The student owes it to himself and to his future 
teacher to make himself perfectly acquainted with that 
teacher’s reputation and its reasons, for an accident may 
bring an incompetent teacher into prominence. 
If he decides to study at a conservatory, he should 
learn something of its history, what work it has done 
for its pupils, and whether the faculty consists of com¬ 
petent musicians. In judging of conservatories, too, 
one must remember that great musicians can not be 
expected to spring at once from the student ranks, any 
more than full-grown roosters issue from the incubator ; 
but a period for development is necessary. 
The pupils of any teacher are his best advertisement 
or his surest condemnation ; his reputation as a musician 
and the position he holds in the city are matters which 
can be ascertained without listening to the idle gossip 
of ignorant people. Men are gregarious, and it does not 
follow that they all go the right way, any more than 
that a flock of sheep go the right way by simply and 
blindly following their leader. 
In no case is it safe to judge of a teacher, whether a 
private or a conservatory teacher, by pupils who are 
endowed with remarkable natural musical talent. His 
best work is shown by his success with pupils who have 
to be taught. Among singers, those who will live as the 
greatest artists are those who were originally the pos¬ 
sessors of very unsatisfactory voices, and were willing to 
work hard. The same may be said of musicians in 
other branches of the art, and the best teacher is he who 
can make the most of comparatively poor material. 
Whatever the choice of the student may be, he is sure 
to have periodsof despondency, when everything seems to 
go wrong, and when he either feels (if he is modest) that 
he has mistaken his vocation, or (if he is otherwise) 
that he has selected the wrong teacher and is making 
no progress. Let him find out carefully where the fault 
lies before making a change. It is bad to act with 
haste—except in cases of fire. 
AN INTROSPECT. 
At a recent meeting in Queenstown, Ireland, of the 
Munster section ot the Incorporated Society of Musicians, 
the leading organization of professional musicians in 
Great Britain, one of the members, Mr. Frank Holmes, 
read an admirable paper on the present status of the 
musical profession. He called for honest self examina¬ 
tion and rigid criticism. The following is a summary 
of his paper: 
“ The man who does not, once and again, pull himself 
up and ask, ‘ Where do I stand in the world?’ is either 
afraid to face the inquiry or conscious of his lack of de¬ 
sire or ability to stand higher. Music stands highest of 
all the arts. Where do musicians—the rank and file— 
stand? Nowhere. Why? Because we have neither 
aspired to a position nor entitled ourselves to it. The 
only thing we know anything about is music—and but 
little of that; and too often the musician, when he is a 
musician, is nothing more. Wehave notmade ourselves 
in any sense a force in the world, and are not bound up 
in the great life of the nation. The best proof of this 
is the fact that we have found no place in the literature 
of the country—serious, romantic, dramatic, or comic. 
What great writer has ever taken an organist for his hero ? 
What play has him even for its villain? There is no 
surer gage of the hold a class or profession has on the 
interests and sympathies of the public tban the olten re¬ 
currence of its individual types in the literature of the 
day. Our leaders in the profession are greater than their 
forerunners of the past three centuries. We, the rank 
and file, are of less account than the rank and file of any 
other profession then or now. The vast majority of us 
are held in humiliating contrast to all other professions. 
They despise us, and the world simply does n’t count ns. 
Among many discouraging conditions which we can not 
help we include the amateur—that daring thing with 
more time, more money, and more brains than our¬ 
selves—doing all the things we do (some of them bet¬ 
ter)—and all for nothing! Music being, as I have said, 
the highest of the arts, and we the lowest of the pro¬ 
fessors, there is a want of adjustment somewhere which 
it is our duty to find out and set right, and thus estab¬ 
lish between music and musicians that beautiful sense 
of proportion and harmony which—sadly we say it— 
does not exist now. Toward that desirable end may I 
make a few suggestions? 
“Let us show more interest in, and sympathy with, the 
occupations and amusements of those around us. Let us 
claim and exercise to the full all the rights—municipal, 
political, etc.—we may be entitled to. Let us join every 
movement for the lessening of the heavy burdens which 
press and keep down our brothers and sisters in our own 
and other lands. Let us ourselves live beautiful lives, 
that so the refininginfluenceof the art we love may shine 
through us and attract others. Let us, while extending 
our general knowledge of our art, so far as we can, find 
out the particular branch we have most natural aptitude, 
etc., for, and endeavor to excel in that. Let us, as often 
as may be, hear first-rate performances of first-rate 
works. Let us ourselves, whether as performers, con¬ 
ductors, or teachers, have nothing to do with music that 
is not of the best, never dreaming that popularity—or, 
for the matter of that, unpopularity—is a proof of ex¬ 
cellence. Let us always have a free pupil or two on our 
list, with whom talent is more en evidence than the 
means to cultivate it. Let us never resent honest criti¬ 
cism—if only we are fortunate enough to get it. Let ns 
remember that, in advancing ourselves, we are most 
surely advancing our art; and that it, in turn, will shed 
on us, as we walk along together, some of the additional 
luster we have gained for it by our faithful service. 
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THE PRINCIPLES OF MUSICAL PEDAGOGY. 
BY J. C. FILLMORE. 
LETTERS TO A YOUNG MUSIC TEACHER. 
Letter VIII. 
To W. E. S.—In ray last two letters I emphasized the 
importance of the pressure principle in touch as the most 
important means of expressive piano-playing. I con¬ 
trasted this kind of technic with the technic of bravura 
playing, not so much with the idea of disparaging the 
latter, as with the intention of insisting on the paramount 
importance of the former. 
It is time now to say that when you have secured the 
ability to play expressively, you ought, by all means, to 
go on to secure the utmost technical attainments possible 
in all directions. Dr. Louis Plaidy, in the introduction 
to his “Technical Studies,” pays his respects to those 
students of the piano who excuse themselves from 
thorough and exhaustive technical study and practice on 
the plea that they “do not intend to become virtuosi.” 
He remarks, sarcastically, that they need have no fear 
on that score ; there is no danger of their waking np 
some fine morning and finding themselves virtuosi. 
Liszt, you remember, was once asked what were the 
great requirements of piano-playing, and replied, “The 
first is technic ; the second is technic ; the third is also 
technic.” Of course, this statement, attributed to Liszt, 
is extremely one-sided and inadequate, especially when 
applied to the conditions of much of our American teach¬ 
ing. But it embodies a truth which can not be neglected. 
Nobody ever had too much technic, and very few pianists 
have enough ; and of course nobody can play without it. 
The technic of bravura, which I advise you to culti¬ 
vate in addition to the technic of expressive playing, is 
based primarily on the blow-principle. Plaidy’s “Tech¬ 
nical Studies,” above referred to, is an excellent text¬ 
book for this kind of technic. Dr. Hugo Riemann’s 
“Technical Studies” (book II of his “Comparative 
Piano School ”) is another, and is, in some respects, an 
improvement on Plaidy. The training consists mainly 
of raisiug each separate finger as high as possible and 
striking the key from the highest point with the greatest 
possible force. Dr. Riemann makes a great point of the 
up-stroke, making it as forcible as possible ; and both 
he and Plaidy work the flexors and extensors against 
each other very strongly, the opposition strengthening 
both sets of muscles. 
All this is very valuable training for the fingers, hands, 
and arms, especially as exercises are provided which 
cover almost every possible combination of fingers and 
every possible figure. The danger of this kind of train¬ 
ing at the start, especially for children, is that the hand 
will be held cramped and rigid, the motions awkward, 
and the touch hard and unsympathetic. An unrestrained 
blow never makes a good tone ; it always has to be modi¬ 
fied and controlled, or it is sure to be stiff. When it is 
so, one might as well strike the keys with a club ! This 
danger can always be avoided by older pupils, if one 
bears it in mind, especially if the pressure touches have 
been previously learned ; and when such exercises as 
Plaidy’s and Riemaun’s are properly used, they not only 
prepare one for the kind of playing demanded by the 
passage-work of the older concertos and bravura pieces, 
but conduce to good playing in general. 
The one thing needful is that teacher and pupil shall 
always keep the real ends of piano-playing in view and 
see things in their true relative proportions. Then 
everything will fall into its natural place, and there is 
no kind of technic (except Lebert and Stark’s) which 
can not be studied and practiced to advantage. Every 
kind of technical attainment is healthful and, as Plaidy 
very pertinently and forcibly suggests, there is not the 
slightest danger of getting too much of it. 
As for the details of the blow-technic, they are laid 
down so minutely in the text-books I have cited, as well 
as in others, that I need do no more than to refer to 
them. 
—The consciousness of power comes from conquering 
obstacles. Hindrances are, after all, our opportunities. 
THE etude 
SELF-CRITICISM. 
BY ELLA R SMITH. 
It had been a long day. I had wondered once 
whether some one, like Joshua of old, had not com¬ 
manded the sun to stand still, for surely there were more 
than sixty minutes in some of the hours. My pupils 
had been so listless; it was so difficult to keep their 
attention, to say nothing of my temper. And now, in 
the deepening twilight, I was counting up the trials ol a 
music teacher. 
The majority of my pupils are “taking lessons” so 
that they will be able to play a “ few pieces.” They do 
not like “classical music.” Such names as Bach, 
Beethoven, Mozart, Schumann, are mere empty sounds 
to them. One of my pupils to-day, noticing the picture 
of “Beethoven in his Study” hanging near the piano, 
asked me, “ Is Beethoven alive now ? ” And one finds 
so many really bright, talented pupils, one can not help 
trying to aid in their development into the good musi¬ 
cians they might be. But it is so difficult to broaden 
their ideas, to make them see things as we see them. 
And then I began to wonder whether some of my 
pupils were not wishing that I could see things differ¬ 
ently, whether perhaps there were not some things in 
me that needed revising. And I wished that there were 
some one to advise me, to criticize, and tell me all my 
faults, as my teacher used to, and then, when I was feel¬ 
ing sufficiently humble, to tell me how to remedy all 
those faults. 
An inward voice said, “You are not satisfied with 
your work to-day. Do you think, then, that your 
pupils are? Look at Miss A.” There appeared before 
my eyes the vision of a girl seated at a piano practicing 
a Mozart sonata. 
“ Is she satisfied ? Does she lookhs if she were enjoy¬ 
ing Mozart’s divine melodies?” Ah! the look on her 
face was anything but one of enjoyment as she “ham¬ 
mered away ” (nothing else expresses it); she looked as 
if she were performing some drudgery. 
“That is exactly what it is to her, drudgery. She is 
a girl of very little education ; she reads very little, if 
any ; she studies music because she likes it, in a dry, 
mechanical way. Whatever she accomplishes is done by 
hard work. You say her playing is hard and mechan¬ 
ical. But she likes to play, and her father likes to hear 
her play. He likes the ‘good old tunes.’ So does she. 
They are beautiful to her. Though her idea of beauty 
is not yours, it is as much to her as yours to you. She 
asked you whether she might not study ‘ Old Rosin the 
Beau, with Variations,’ because she liked it. And you 
gave her a Mozart sonata instead. You don’t object so 
much to ‘ Old Rosin the Beau,’ but you say the ‘Vari¬ 
ations ’ are silly and trivial ; they make you think of a 
person loaded down with a great quantity of cheap 
finery ; but do you think that piece would really hurt 
Miss A ? 
11 She will never understand that Mozart sonata; she is 
not capable of it. She will practice it because it is her 
lesson, but she will become all the more stiff and 
mechanical in her playing, because she will never 
understand it enough to like it. Would you give “ Shak- 
spere ” as a reading-lesson to one learning to read? ” 
“But,” I objected, “am I never to give her any 
classical music, never cultivate her taste? ” 
“Yes, you are to cultivate her taste for everything 
that is good and pure and uplifting ; but you, instead 
of up lifting her, are, so to speak, trying to up-jump her ; 
you go to the top all at once. 
“Why do n’t you try looking at things from her stand¬ 
point ? Do n’t stand off and look at her as if she were a 
different sort of a person, but put yourself iu her place • 
try to sympathize with her feelings; do n’t say * You 
should do this,’ so often; can’t you sometimes say 
‘ we ’ instead of ‘ you ’ ? You ridiculed that lecturer 
you heard not long ago for remarking to his audience, 
in such a grandiloquent manner, ‘You can’t all be 
presidents.’ The supposition was that he could (?), of 
course. But don’t you see that the principle is the 
same ? He was not in sympathy with his audience ■ he 
put himself on a different plane entirely. Neither are 
you in sympathy with your pupil unless you get down to 
her level and find out how she looks at things. 
“MissB’s case is very different. She had an excel¬ 
lent education, she reads a great deal, and she has 
musical ability, but doesn’t get her lessons well. You 
are sure that she does not practice enough, and she 
plays too much trashy music. Now, she is capable of 
better things. It must be from you that she gets her ideas 
of good music. The great thing is to get her interested. 
There are some people who really do not know how to 
study, to concentrate their minds on any one thing and 
then master it. Miss B does not know what it is to 
make herself work. Her reason for doing a thing is 
generally that she wants to. You lost patience with 
her to-day because you could not make her get a perfect 
legato. You told her that she did n’t listen. Did you 
make it perfectly clear to her what she was to listen for? 
You told her to imitate a beautiful voice in singing. But 
do n’t you know that she does not know yet how to touch 
the piano? And if she has not a clear idea of what she 
is going to do, and how to do it, however can she do it? 
You must illustrate things more to her. Play not once, 
but many times, until she feels the one continuous wave 
produced in legato playing, and the short, crisp separa¬ 
tion of the tones in staccato playing. Then, again, she 
does n’t understand how to use the pedal. You might 
have taught that by actual illustration of its workings, 
instead of just simply telling her when to put it down 
and when to let it up. Explain the mechanism of the 
pedal. Let her play two tones very connectedly, and 
then let her disconnect them with her fingers and con¬ 
nect them with the pedal. Iu this way she will not con 
sider your instructions concerning the pedal as just so 
many dry rules, but she will understand the ‘ why and 
wherefore,’ and the rules will be real, living facts to 
her; she will be interested. A rule ought, always, to 
be preceded by an explanation as to why that rule is 
necessary. 
“ Then you say she does not phrase well. Let her lake 
an interesting little piece and analyze it, phrase by 
phrase. Play it for her, phrase by phrase, and make her 
feel where the commas and periods come in music as in 
speaking. Perhaps she will divide a phrase wrongly. 
Write this sentence, and ask her to read it as punctnated: 
‘ The man came in with a white hat, on his head a cane, 
in his hand a smile, on his face.’ Draw the analogy be¬ 
tween punctuation and phrasing. 
“ Another defect in her playing is that it is so monoto¬ 
nous ; there are no contrasts. You tell her to play louder 
here, or softer there, and wonder that it seems such an 
effort for her to do so. Do n’t you know that she does 
not want to ; that is, that she does not feel the necessity 
of it? You can not make a pupil produce a certain ef¬ 
fect satisfactorily until you have educated the pupil to 
desire that effect. Listen. Miss B has turned from her 
lesson to the latest two-step. She is certainly interested 
in that, although she does not play just exactly what the 
composer intended. Whose fault is it that she finds that 
infinitely more interesting than her lesson ? She under¬ 
stands that.” I put my fingers in my ears to shut out the 
sounds of Miss B’s two-step, and my accuser’s voice as 
well. I knew that what I had been listening to was 
perfectly true, and the best kind of criticism, as well, 
tljat which points out not only the fault, but the remedy 
also. But I could not yet acknowledge that all, or so 
much, of the fault lay with me. 
And as I listened I felt humbled and ashamed of my 
grumblings and my self-conceit, and littleness, and I 
said, “ It is I who am wrong, but I am ashamed ; I 
will try again ; I will be more earnest, more painstak- 
ing, more sympathetic. I will study my pupils and try 
to understand them better.” 
The piano does not fully satisfy the ear; its per¬ 
formance, compared with that of bowed or wind instru¬ 
ments, is, in a manner, colorless, and its effect, in 
comparison with the resplendence of an orchestra, is as 
a drawing to a painting; but exactly on this account the 
piano moves more powerfully the creative faculty of 
both player and hearer, for it requires their assistance 
to complete and color the significance of that which is 
but spiritually indicated.—Geo. F. Edler. 
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TRUE MUSIC TEACHERS vs. pin-money¬ 
makers. 
WILL A. HARDING. 
By “ true music teachers ” is meant those who have 
spent time, money, and hard work in preparation for 
what they deem their life-work, who teach because they 
love the profession, and not merely for the trifling pay 
they receive for their efforts. “ Pin-money-makers ” 
are those who have learned (I crave pardon if I have 
exaggerated the verb) to thump the piano a little bit, 
and will undertake to instil in the minds of children 
(and sometimes adults) their hard-earned (?) thumpings 
at twenty-five cents, or less, per thump. They are 
generally girls who wish to earn money in order that 
they may be enabled to buy their ribbons and laces; 
they pounce upon the poor music teacher’s profession 
because it seems like an easy way of making a living. 
Well, it is easy I'or them, considering that comparatively 
no time has been spent iu preparation for the work; and 
even now they go to no expense, neither make any 
effort whatever to better their musical education. They 
think they can get along just as well with what little 
they know, and think it no use to spend so much time 
and money for nothing. 
Another thing that makes work easy for them is that 
they pay so very little attention to their pupils, letting 
them wade through their lessons “any old way,” as¬ 
signing a few additional exercises, whether the old ones 
are perfected or not, or a new popular air, and the thing 
is done. They have no interest, how can the pupil be 
interested ? One of my pupils told me, not long ago, 
that her former teacher took no interest in her at all, 
very seldom giving full time to the lesson ; and if she 
(the teacher) happened to have company, the pupil was 
promptly dismissed until next lesson-day. 
But how is it with the true teacher, one who has 
chosen the musical profession because his heart is in it, 
and who is as happy as a boy with a new dog if he hap¬ 
pens to get a pupil who is talented, who is in earnest, who 
takes pride in trying to grasp his ideas and views ? How 
has he spent his life prior to launching out as a music 
teacher ? Generally from five to ten years in one or 
more conservatories, or else private instruction from some 
musician of recognized ability. 
Few people realize what it costs to obtain a good musi¬ 
cal education. If one attends a conservatory, the tu¬ 
ition and expenses range from $350 to $750 a year ; 
if one obtains one’s education by private instruction, 
one pays from $1.50 to $10 a lesson, besides buying all 
books, methods, exercises, and the thousand and one 
things that will be found absolutely necessary. Figure 
these amounts up for a few years and you will reach 
quite a large sum. And how many poor fellows 
spend every cent they can spare to obtain this education, 
and then, when they enter the profession, come face to 
face with the fact that Miss So-and-so is “ givin’ music 
lessons” for a quarter each ot five for one dollar! 
She can afford it, for her education (?) cost her nothing, 
because papa paid for her lessons years and years ago. 
There is, however, one class of cheap music teachers 
that should be, i n a measure, exempt from censure. They 
are those who really have the true musical feeling and 
desire for a more complete knowledge, but, handicapped 
by the want of funds to continue in their studies, resort 
to teaching a few pupils to help them along. 
Many parents say that “ a high-priced teacher does n’t 
know any more about teaching than does Miss Piano- 
thumper, and can not play nearly so well.” The former 
statement is obviously incorrect, but the latter may be 
true, because a true teacher will spend his spare moments 
m study, both for himself and his pupils, and has no 
time to practice these modern classical two-steps, popular 
airs, etc., that seem to be the only things that will sat¬ 
isfy the general public’s musical appetite. 
Many people ask why it is that a man can teach better 
than a woman. A simple yet plausible reason is this : 
A man never enters the musical field unless he desires 
to do so, not because there is nothing else he can do. 
Such being the ease, he is generally proficient—thor- 
oughly prepared for his work before he attempts it. 
THE ETUDE 
The average woman teacher enters the field as a last 
resort. Married or single, she has to have money. In 
her early days she took music lessons because she wanted 
to be called “the highly accomplished daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Blublud.” 
Pity ’tis, ’tis true,” those few lessons branch out 
later on into a “highly accomplished music teacher.” 
Now, please do not understand me to say that a woman 
can not teach so well as a man, for it is my candid opin¬ 
ion that she can, if she will only make the necessary 
preparation. 
The trouble is that so many of them consume so 
large a quantity of their time and brain-power in scliem- 
ing to get pupils that they have a very limited amount 
left wherewith to teach. 
The secret of success lies not in getting pupils, hut in 
retaining them. Get them interested and let them feel 
that they are getting the worth of their money and they 
will stay with you. 
CHARLATANISM IN MUSIC. 
BY GERTRUDE HORD. 
Is it not the case in the musical world to day that 
there are hundreds of teachers who, if weighed in the 
balance, would be found wanting in a knowledge of the 
first principles of rudimentary work? They have 
“ played ” at music for a few months and then declared 
themselves candidates for official work in the develop¬ 
ment and growth of musical culture in the minds and 
hearts of those who require most careful and discrimi¬ 
nating teaching. IIow lightly and how thoughtlessly 
some of them enter the temple of musical art! They 
cross its threshold only and then leave its sacred pre¬ 
cincts as priests and teachers—a work for which they 
are as unfit as inadequate preparation and a smattering 
of superficial (un) knowledge can make them. What a 
desecration of our temple ! They know nothing of the 
consecrated effort, the wearying toil, and disappointed 
hopes, because of unattained ideals, that characterized 
the labors of our great artists. Music to such is nothing 
more than a means by which their bank account may be 
increased without forfeiting their place in society by 
earning a livelihood in some “less genteel ” way. 
Society is graced (?) by many such acquisitions. Do 
you wish to enter the court of true musical art ? “ It is 
open to labor and to merit, but to nothing else. No 
wealth will bribe, no name overawe, no artifice deceive, 
the guardian of those Elysian gates. In the deep sense 
no vile or vulgar person ever enters there.” If would-be 
teachers were only content to sit at the feet of the great 
Gamaliels, their music life would receive an impetus for 
zeal and earnestness that hitherto has remained to them 
an unknown quantity, and as a result a standard of true 
excellence would be raised, and our art witness a revo¬ 
lution of a sanctifying and elevating nature. 
Let us know music-truth and be freed thereby. How 
much remains to be done! will always remain to be done! 
We will never attain to too much knowledge or skill in 
the conflict with intellectual problems and difficulties 
involved in the study of music. 
The aim of a true music education should be to make 
students competent, not to make a living merely, not to 
shine in society, but rather to make them competent 
not only to be good, but also to be happy. 
How the child-life needs to be watched and guarded! 
How carefully its mental mechanism must be developed! 
This is a sphere in which only he should labor who has 
attained great intellectual symmetry, not only along 
musical lines, but in other realms that tend to contribute 
an all-round and well-balanced intellect. Lord Bacon 
says, “ Nakedness is uncomely as well in mind as body.” 
How often parents overlook a teacher possessing these 
characteristics, and choose in preference one who has 
been dabbling at the art, because such an one is cheaper. 
Of course he is, not only financially, but mentally ; and 
so is unfit to control and direct the music-life of the 
child. Ruskin says, “Remember, then, that I at least 
have warned you that the happiness of your life and its 
power and its rank in earth and in heaven depend on 
the way you pass your days now.” How true this is of 
the student-life of musicians, and what a responsibility 
rests with their instructors ! 
Teachers, what are you doing for your profession ? Do 
you love it enough to sacrifice all selfish desires and 
ambitions that tend to impede its progress? If so, your 
work will be twice-blest, blessing you who give and he 
who takes ; but if no loftier aim than some petty self¬ 
gratification prompts you to action, or, rather, inaction, 
your work must necessarily prove a stumbling-block to 
the future success and progress of those intrusted to 
your care. 
There is not a teacher to-day whose individual worth 
is not valued more highly than at any period of the past. 
How important it is, then, that we should welcome any 
information which would increase the efficiency of our 
teaching methods ! So long as we shirk our duty in this 
regard we are increasing the burden that must be borne 
by those who are more competent and proficient in the 
art. The work of a well-trained teacher often involves 
undoing much that one less thoroughly equipped has 
failed to do, or has done carelessly. We live in a golden 
age of musical environment and advantages, and the 
time is coming when only true merit will be recognized. 
Until then the faithful teacher has only to take Dr. 
Holmes’ advice not to despair because the world refuses 
to accept him at his own fancy valuation, but to turn up 
the faces of his picture cards, do his prettiest, and bide 
his time. 
AIMLESSNESS AMONG MUSICIANS. 
Ask the average amateur musician why he follows the 
study of the divine art, and what answer will you re¬ 
ceive? Try the experiment yourself and see. Those 
whom I have questioned on the subject have generally 
agreed that they are musicians because they love the art, 
a very unsatisfactory and untruthful answer, because the 
attitude taken by the majority of the people interviewed 
showed that such was not the case. 
The fact is, there are too many amateur musicians 
who are aimless in their study, aimless in their practice, 
and aimless in their purpose, having no definite idea of 
the musical art itself and making no effort toward ascer¬ 
taining their fitness for becoming proficient in any field 
of musical study and development. The problem for 
our musicians to solve is not confined solely to self- 
aggrandizement and self glory, and the sooner they learn 
this, the better it will be for themselves. 
Before we go any further, let us see why it is that so 
many musicians are aimless in their study of the divine 
art. Perhaps the reader will become indignant and say 
that he has a most high and worthy aim. Very well ; 
prove it. Mere assertion is of no value. There should 
be a higher purpose and aspiration in your study than 
the acquisition of a smattering of musical knowledge 
with which to impress favorably your friends and rela¬ 
tives. And yet that is as tar as a great many musicians 
seem to get, which is about as unprofitable and aimless 
as it is possible to conceive. Naturally, of course, if a 
musician is aimless in his study, he is likewise aimless 
in his practice of music, for the two go together. How, 
therefore, can it be expected that such a person will 
have any definite purpose? 
It matters not how many hours you may practice dur 
ing the week, you will not have accomplished much, 
and will not be far removed from automatons, if you 
have not given your best thought and concentration to 
your work. Music is not an art that can be slighted in 
any manner. If you wish to excel as a master, you must 
give your whole attention to it, devoting your highest 
intellectual faculties to its unfoldment, and loving the 
art with such intensity as to forget everything else while 
studying and practicing. 
If a man does not truly love his art or his profession, 
and does not give it his best thought and attention, that 
man, you may depend, is without aim, purpose, and 
ideas, and is only posing as a very much misguided per¬ 
son.—W. H. A., in “ The Metronome.” 
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INSPIRATION. • 
What is the basis of the singer’s inspiration, that 
intangible something which appeals to us and which we 
hold in grateful evidence of his artistic worth? Ask 
one that seems inspired and he will tell you, “ O, just 
the charm of it all in combination, the loveliness of the 
music, the bright surronndings, the consciousness of 
being able to add by voice and personality to the occa¬ 
sion, and, by no means least, the desire to arouse appre¬ 
ciation.” 
We fear that the last clause carries with it more weight 
than all the others, and perhaps it is reasonable, for if 
the desire to please is not a predominant motive, it must 
argue for dull sensibilities. If the work of an artist is 
not vivified by that subtle quality acknowledged as 
inspiration, it is impotentof effect and recoils derisively. 
This recoil carries with it a sting that either deadens or 
quickens according to the susceptibility of its object. 
This invites a closer look into the meaning of the word. 
Inspiration, let it be observed, carries its true mean¬ 
ing in its first syllable ; its spring is from within, hence 
we must eliminate the influences from without, and by 
so doing elevate the character of true artists and widen 
the distance between them and those who are only 
seemingly so. Is it not a fact that the more sensitive 
or diffident natures reach their climaxes in interpreta¬ 
tion when in the seclusion of their homes, and it is by 
dint of much persistence that the spell will act with 
equal force when marred by the distractions of a public 
appearance? We must decide, then, that when the inspi¬ 
ration is genuine, the fancy has at first ruled the singer, 
and not the singer his fancy, and to control its vagaries 
one must bring to bear force and fetters. 
One point is made clear, that to get at the truth as to 
the basis of inspiration we must go to the sensitive, im¬ 
pressionable singer, who has won the power to impress 
others through a struggle with conflicting conditions ; 
here we learn that inspiration is only another name for 
appreciation ; the mind grasps the truth of the subject; 
it is a part of itself; it sees and feels far beyond the 
sight aud sense of less receptive natures. If the ideals 
are high, if the moral qualities are strong, any sacrifice 
of the art element will not be tolerated, and, acting un¬ 
der this discipline, the nature and the art, which in 
combination form the artist, stand out clear and strong 
in their individuality, winning favors from the wise and 
the unwise alike, for it is one of the consistent charms 
of art that, while it is inexorable in its demands upon 
the artist, it has the greatest elasticity in its benefi¬ 
cence. 
To sum up : The basis for inspiration is the truth 
contained in the text—a truth which is in accord with or 
appeals to the mind or heart, or both, in the singer, and 
which is emphasized with taste and beauty by the com¬ 
poser, a blending of three personalities in one thought 
or group of thoughts; the writer of the text, the com¬ 
poser of the music, and the artist who presents it—the 
trinity in art. True inspiration is not from without. 
Pride of achievement, consciousness of power, delight in 
environment, afford to many minds not yet sufficiently 
wrought upon by the deeper influence of art a sense of 
exhilaration, an impetus to brilliant endeavor, that is 
often misnamed inspiration. It will never pass for such 
by those who have drunk deep at the fountain of art, 
pure and undefiled. 
* * „ 
* * * 
If you have ambition to sing professionally, consider 
well your responsibility before venturing the first step, 
—unhappy those who embrace an alluring profession 
because of its allurements. A noble character is a com¬ 
posite character. It has first and quickest of recognition, 
a solidity which may be compared to the trunk of a 
shapely tree, out of which extend branches grafted to 
every variety of healthful fruit; and so of the character. 
The firmness which we admire upbears and sustains 
endlessly rare qualities, all of which are consistent with 
the rest and blend to the perfection of a noble life. 
It is the quality of consistency of endowment which so 
many overlook when listening to the enticements which 
lure them to a professional life. The well-proportioned 
musical character and its moral equivalent must be 
blended in the understanding before taking the pledge 
of loyalty to such a career. Thus are the dangers of vio¬ 
lating such a pledge reduced greatly, and the humiliation 
of defeat is robbed of its sting. A pledge violated under 
those conditions can have no sting of remorse, for there 
has been no haste in decision ; the cause of failure being 
unforeseen, could not be guarded against. 
Therefore I say, look well to yourself. Measure your 
own mental, moral, musical, and physical girths, and if 
they are above the normal, or even normal, and in ex¬ 
cellent proportion, do n’t hesitate to take the plunge, and 
then prove yourself. Finally, do n’t forget that the 
trunk of your musical tree must be a voice. 
* * 
* * * 
In a lecture recently delivered by aprominent New York 
physician, he stated that the variety of adjustments of 
the organs which affect the singing voice was incredibly 
great, numbering up into the millions ; that the slightest 
modification in shape of any of the arches or cavities gave 
a different shade to the tone, and, also, in a slight degree, 
lent its influence to shaping the walls of every other 
arch or cavity. This explains readily the fascinations of 
the study of singing from the physiological side. The 
disciples of that fortunately rapidly disappearing group 
of teachers find so many physical problems to solve that 
they have little time for the abstract study of singing. 
They forget that every new physical problem multiplies 
itself by all the others. 
One of the hopeful signs for the students of the “ new 
century,” just over the line, is the ready acceptance of 
Shakspere’s new book, which is remarkably free from 
distracting physical requirements. A voice should flow 
like a brook. Like the brook, it may be made deep or 
shallow, guided out into the sunshine or led into deep 
shadows, plunge widely, even furiously down the steep 
chasms, or murmur easily against soft banks, gathering 
strength as it goes, broadening, deepening, until its name 
and beauty become renowned. So grows the voice. We 
should not dam it up to get reserve, or force it through 
a hose-nozzle to make it beautiful, or do any other of 
the ten thousand things which are being followed as 
fads or pursued by way of experiment. We should 
recognize the natural possibilities of the instrument and 
encourage and stimulate their growth, and the voice will 
flow like the brook. 
# * 
» * * 
I have often wondered which class more thoroughly 
enjoys music—those who follow it as a profession, or 
those who depend upon it for recreation after the dis¬ 
tractions of a business life. The question is not a fruit¬ 
ful one, unless by comparison we gain a clearer insight 
into the motive or springs governing musical effort. We 
of the profession never tire of music ; its power to keep 
alive the interest is so many-sided that enthusiasm may 
be said to be characteristic of the musician, and, once 
well within its spell, the life is, indeed, dull and com¬ 
monplace without it. Ask the musiciau what the spell 
is that binds him so closely to his art, and he may begin 
to tell you, but will soon hesitate and finally give up in 
despair, for words illy express the emotions aroused by 
such a question. An intelligent answer is impossible. 
Those who might put the question could not understand 
the answer, and those who know its answer realize fully 
the futility of attempting to express it. 
Robert Franz once wrote that to the true artist music 
was a necessity. Ask the amateur to explain his choice 
of music as a recreation, and he will tell you that it 
refreshes and inspires him. His life is not molded 
into it, but strengthened by it. He has the power to 
put it aside until a convenient season for again taking 
it up. To him music is more a sensuous than an intel¬ 
lectual pastime. This is by no means true of all amateurs, 
but of many. For those who live in music, a partial 
allegiance to it is impossible ; hence the fact of his beiug 
an amateur justifies the conclusion that he is not of music 
a part, or to music a slave, but of the art, a patron and 
keenly sensitive to its influences. The youDg men or 
women who would wisely improve their leisure hours 
can not find a surer panacea for fatigue or a more refining 
influence with which to combat the hardening tendencies 
of a business life ; and when the prize of a competency 
has been won, the declining years will be all the sweeter 
for the increasing understanding of, and familiarity with, 
music. Then the secrets of its treasure-house may be 
fully revealed. 
SONG ANALYSIS. 
BY W. J. BALTZELL. 
An eminent novelist of the earlier part of this cen¬ 
tury, Bulwer-Lytton, wrote a work bearing the unique 
title, “What Will He Do With It? ” The query repre¬ 
sents the mental attitude of the dispassionate observer 
in regard to an almost infinite variety of circumstances 
in life. A child is born into the world, What will he 
make of his life? A man comes suddenly into posses 
sion of a great fortune, What use will he make of his 
wealth ? A young man leaves the university, or a school 
of art or music, endowed with fine talents strengthened 
by diligent, systematic study, What will he do with his 
opportunities? What issue will there be to the problems 
he must face ? 
Let us play the observer and assume this questioning 
attitude in regard to a pupil to whom his teacher has 
just assigned a song as a lesson. What will he do 
with it? The value of results obtained is measured 
by comparison with the possibilities of the thing in 
question. Here is the song. We can not determine 
what can be made of it unless we know it thoroughly, 
are familiar with every feature. We must apply a 
minute analysis to our song. 
What is a song, viewed merely as an entity ? It is a 
text, generally poetic in nature, which is adapted to a 
“ melody ” to be sung, and an accompaniment to be 
played by one or more instruments. 
Let us first consider the text. As said before, this is 
usually poetical, although not necessarily metrical. In 
this text is contained a thought which the poet wishes 
to be transferred to the consciousness of others. This is 
done in two ways, either by silent reading which every 
one who has a copy of the poem may do for himself, or 
as in recitation, one person for many others. 
The true meaning of the text lies not so much in the 
verbiage as in the relation of the words to each other, 
which relation is indicated by the prominence the skilled 
reader gives to certain words and phrases, and the con¬ 
sequent subordination of others. The punctuation of 
the text, if properly done, is an invaluable aid to an 
understanding of the true meaning. The text of many 
songs is so badly punctuated as to give rise to very pecu¬ 
liar and meaningless statements. The present writer 
can not miss the opportunity of urging teachers and 
students to lay the greatest stress upon the observance 
of punctuation, even to the extent of correcting the 
printed copy, if poor sense is the manifest outcome of 
the punctuation used. This factor, punctuation, is the 
key to correct, artistic phrasing upon which an intelli¬ 
gible rendering depends. 
Then, too, the importance of careful reading aloud, 
as if in recitation, can not be urged too strongly. If the 
pupil can not correctly develop the idea and intent of 
the poet in speech, how can he possibly do it in song ? 
Every nuance of speech has its counterpart in song, and 
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the writer of this article believes that the conception of 
all shading in tone-quality, based upon textual con¬ 
siderations, can best be gained from audible reading. 
And this conception of the various subtleties of shad¬ 
ing, which the expression of the inner content of a text 
demands, is not the outcome of a cursory reading, but 
of a careful and frequent perusal, and more than that, 
a memorization so thorough that it becomes an assimila¬ 
tion. If a reader can deliver a poem in such manner 
as to convey the impression that what he says has never 
been said before, but is the expression of the emotional 
state of the reader himself, he has infused into the 
rendering the element of personality. This faculty of 
taking the text over into one’s own life and thought is 
of the greatest value, and is a prime necessity to any 
one who aspires to artistic singing. Some of the tech¬ 
nical requirements are the ability to articulate clearly 
and easily on any note within the compass of the singer’s 
voice. Suppose the pupil should be asked to sing all of 
the following lines, except the last two syllables, on D, 
fourth line, treble clef, 
“ Dream not I hold too dear 
The gleam of yonder shooting star.” 
The composer has placed eighth notes to each syllable. 
If each word or syllable is sung alike, the effect is 
ridiculous. It must be rendered similar to talking. 
The relation of each word to every other must be as 
clearly indicated as in reading. The singer must be 
able to distinguish rhetorical from metrical or musical 
accents. In the lines just quoted, the meter makes 
“dream ” a short syllable, and yet it is one of the most 
important words in the sentence ; also the word “ too ” 
is a comparative, and therefore important, yet metrically 
it is a short syllable. These are instances in which the 
rhetorical value of a word must be brought out irrespec¬ 
tive of metrical value. 
The expressive quality of intonations or shading is 
acknowledged ; we hear, “ not what he said, but how he 
said it.” These intonations may have an equivalent 
in singing, and a singer should keep them firmly in 
his mind, as a guide to subtle changes in tone-quality 
and as an aid to verbal expression. A line which 
closes with interrogation should not be sung as a line 
which closes with a period ; the voice should not drop 
completely before a comma, even if a rest follows the 
note. The singer’s voice should remain on a general 
plane until a full stop is reached, just as in the case of 
a reader. These considerations refer to a song in which 
all these principles are perfect. When the teacher has 
to deal with a song, in which the composer has been lax 
in his observance of vocal art, he should do his best to 
bring it within the range of good work. Often an 
artistic singer can “read” into a song a style and power 
that the composer missed. But all “readings” must 
be based on bringing out the true meaning of the 
text, nothing else. If the text is poor, the song should 
never be sung. 
(The Etude for October will contain an article on the “ Voice 
Part” of a song, the second of this series.) 
VOCAL LITERATURE. 
BEBTBAND H. BIGGS. 
In looking over sixty or seventy songs taken at ran¬ 
dom from the shelves in a music store, one is fortunate 
to find half a dozen suitable for teaching. Indeed, I 
am of the opinion that this comparison may be too large; 
instead of six out of sixty, one is, perhaps, safe in nar¬ 
rowing the number to three. This is due to three 
reasons: 
1- The lack of good poems for musical setting. 
2. The lack of knowledge on the part of composers as 
to what constitutes a good song. 
3. The lack of knowledge on the part of composers of 
the instrument for which they are writing. 
What poems are best for musical setting ? Those that 
are short and bright, if sad in tone, with the thought 
clearly defined, having a good climax, their meaning 
may be realistic or suggestive. If realistic, strength is 
the important element; if suggestive, delicacy. The 
music must take its coloring from the words; its phrases 
must depend upon the poetical thought, the accompani- 
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ment forming a background to the entire picture, deli¬ 
cately suggesting here and grandly supporting there, 
most effects being produced with delicate quality of tone, 
leaving the higher lights so they will stand out strongly. 
The climax may be either fortissimo or pianissimo, 
some of the greatest songs having the latter kind, which 
is sometimes quite as effective. 
Composers do not seem to realize that the singing in¬ 
strument is also one of speech, and that singing is but 
an extension of the speaking voice. A song, easy to 
s'n8i possessing merit for concert use, is one that can be 
talked. For example, the words a, an, and the are 
frequently set to notes strongly accented, whereas in 
speech little stress is placed upon them ; the phrases are 
frequently distorted to allow the composer to display his 
genius. 
The words are always the first consideration in a song, 
the music being the medium of expression ; not forte 
when the words call for delicacy, the melody not soaring 
around in the upper register when it should be in the 
medium voice, thus allowing for the high lights by 
ascending passages. 
There is a large field for writers of songs for beginners. 
Piano pieces are written for the elementary grades, in¬ 
tended to teach reading of music, together with musical 
interpretation; where have we songs that may be specially 
used for this purpose ? It is all very well to insist that 
sight-reading should be studied in a private class, but 
the pupil is frequently prepared technically before he 
can read the average song, which modulates in nearly 
every phrase. Why not have songs in the keys of C, G, 
D, etc., remaining in the original key throughout, having 
easy rhythm, yet possessing good qualities, keeping 
within easy range, confined almost wholly to the medium 
register ? Surely these could be written, and I am sure 
would fill a long-felt want of vocal teachers. 
SHOCK OF THE GLOTTIS. 
Some of the ideas entertained on the subject of the 
shock of the glottis are conflicting and contradictory, 
while others, although incorrect, are very amusing. A 
young student of singing, who was by no means unedu¬ 
cated in the ordinary sense of the word, once asked me 
if the glottis was situated in the lungs or in the stomach. 
Another had the idea that the shock of the glottis was 
caused by a certain movement of the tongue against the 
voice as it proceeded toward the outside of the mouth. 
These are the blunders of persons ignorant of even ele¬ 
mentary vocal physiology and are unimportant; but 
even in the minds of more highly educated people the 
action of the vocal ligaments to which the name “ shock 
of the glottis” has been given is surrounded by as much 
mystery as if it belonged to occult art. If these miscon¬ 
ceptions were harmless, they would matter little to any 
but students of physiology; but owing to erroneous 
ideas of the muscular action which takes place, and per¬ 
haps encouraged by the unfortunately empirical nomen¬ 
clature which is adopted in this and many other instances 
for matters vocal, a method of use is frequently employed 
which is directly responsible for serious injury to the 
throat. The term “shock,” for example, does not rep¬ 
resent the action intended. It implies a certain amount 
of force, if not of violence, to justify their employment; 
and perhaps this unconsciously induces the injury to 
the throat and the voice from which many suffer. This 
wrong method consists in clashing together the vocal 
ligaments, causing them to meet forcibly before the air 
has had time to reach them ; the pyramids coming into 
close contact with their inner surfaces, and the vocal 
ligaments being held firmly together. The gate is thus 
securely shut, the air accumulates below until the pres¬ 
sure becomes great enough to overcome the resistance 
from above. Then the gate is forced open and the action 
is accompanied by the distant click. There is no music 
in this click ; it is, on the contrary, extremely ugly. The 
mechanism by which it is accomplished is the “check ” 
of the glottis, and not the true ‘ ‘ shock. ” It is generally 
followed by a continued tight closure of the vocal liga¬ 
ments so that the air has, from beginning to end, an un¬ 
necessary amount of opposition to overcome. This also 
interferes with the tone, making it hard and metallic. 
The results of this pernicious practice are very serious. 
Many years ago, while examining all sorts and condi¬ 
tions of larynges, quite independently of pathological and 
clinical writers, Mr. Behnke observed a thickening or 
bulging of the vocal ligaments, occasionally accom¬ 
panied by a tiny wart-like growth on the inner edges, 
and by hoarseness and by inflammation in both speakers 
and singers. He also observed cases in which the edges 
of the vocal ligaments were frayed or serrated. The un¬ 
evenness of their edges in these cases interfered with 
their vibrations, preventing proper approximation, wast¬ 
ing the air by allowing it to leak through the interstices, 
and causing the tone to be thin, uncertain, and hoarse. 
Several examples have also presented themselves in my 
own work, in pupils who have previously studied in 
schools in Italy and in France, where this so-called 
coup de glotte is insisted on. I have had but few cases 
among those trained in England. 
My experience leads me to the conclusion that the 
mischief of this “ check ” of the glottis is caused by too 
forcibly striking together the vocal ligaments, which, by 
energetic continuance, causes injury to the delicate cov¬ 
ering membrane, which sometimes, as said before, be¬ 
comes torn at the edges ; it also causes the vocal ligaments 
themselves to become thick and callous, and injures 
those muscles which govern the opening and the closing 
of the glottis. The effect upon the voice is, as may be 
supposed, disastrous, and singing causes local pain or 
aching. Hoarseness, breathiness of tone, loss of upper 
and weakness of middle notes, uncertainty of tone, 
with general deterioration of quality over the whole 
compass, accompany the physical ailments, and some¬ 
times months pass before throat and voice resume their 
normal condition, even with the practice of the most 
careful remedial exercises in breathing and in singing for 
strengthening the intrinsic muscles of the larynx, and 
for reducing congestion of the neighboring parts. Some 
have supposed that part of the trouble is owing to the 
particular vowel on which the voice is exercised. This, 
however, has nothing to do with the matter, vowels 
being formed in the mouth, and the coup de glotte by the 
action of the vocal ligaments. 
The true shock of the glottis causes none of these 
evils. “By its use the vocal ligaments meet just at the 
moment when the air strikes against them ; they are, 
moreover, not pressed together more tightly than is neces¬ 
sary. No preliminary escape of air takes place, and no 
obstacle has to be overcome as in the ‘ check ’ of the 
glottis. The attack is clear and decisive, and the tone 
gets a proper start. The mechanism by which this is 
done is the coup de glotte or shock of the glottis. The 
closure of the vocal ligaments being maintained at the 
most suitable degree, the tone-production is carried on, 
so far as the glottis is concerned, under the most favorable 
conditions, and the result is the best that can be ob¬ 
tained.” 
The question naturally follows : How is this coordi¬ 
nation of movement, this exact degree of tension and ap¬ 
proximation of the vocal ligaments and the simultaneous 
arrival of the column of air to be obtained ? 
In the first place, the student must learn so to govern 
his inspiration and expiration that he uses only just 
enough air for each note or phrase he is to sing. Secondly, 
there must be no sensation of constriction in the throat. 
He must allow himself to be guided by a competent in¬ 
structor, and he will then soon become aware, from the 
feeling in his throat, when he is using the correct shock 
of the glottis. 
It may be of some assistance to remember that the 
check of the glottis, which in the end works such misery, 
is preceded by a distinct click—hard, metallic, and 
ugly ; easily recognized, therefore readily avoided.— 
Kate Behnke, in 1 ‘ Werner’s Magazine. ’ ’ 
Fbau Julie Kopacsy, Hungary’s greatest opera- 
comedy artist, says : “The American girl who wants to 
be a prima donna should assure herself, first, that she 
has a voice ; second, that she has the talent necessarv for 
using it effectively; and third, that she has industry. 
And the greatest of these is industry, for the genius of a 





FRANK L. EYER. 
A teacher had recently raised his price and was sit¬ 
ting in his studio thinking over the situation. One 
thing he felt sure of, and it was a point he most earnestly 
desired,—that this raise in price would rid him of sev¬ 
eral very dull and trying pupils. Suddenly the door of 
the studio was opened noisily, and a head appeared in 
the opening, a head he knew too well, alas !—a head de¬ 
void of even the slightest musical knowledge,—and he 
heard a voice exclaim, in ecstatic tones, “Mr.-, papa 
says he ’ll pay.” 
Promising Pupils ! 
T. L. RICKABY. 
A lady, nearer thirty than twenty, called one day to 
arrange for music lessons. I asked her it she had ever 
studied music before. She replied that she had not, 
and that her father had instructed her to come and see 
me about it, because he was of the opinion that if 
she was going to learn it was time she was beginning ! 
I have not yet decided whether I felt amused or sorry. 
Once a mother called to see me about her son begin¬ 
ning the study of music. I learned later that he was 
quite old, and so nearly an idiot that when he was sent 
into the field on a riding plow he would simply keep on 
plowing until somebody told him to quit or brought 
him home for a meal. The mother informed me that 
they had decided to make a musician of him because 
he evidently was no good for anything else ! 
I have never regained my full size since that episode. 
Musicians to Order. 
KATHERINE LOUISE SMITH. 
She was a sweet girl, but she had no idea of musical 
rhythm or melody. “Harmony,” she said, “ I have no 
use for.” I felt her assertion was superfluous ; it was so 
palpably true. Her mother was determined that the 
girl should be a musician, and there ensued a period of 
endeavor on my part, the fundamental basis of which 
seemed to be the “beating-in” process—the futile 
effort of trying to make something out of nothing. 
How many similar cases teachers have ! She might have 
made an excellent teacher of art; but of musical genius 
she had not one particle. Every lesson was a torture to 
her, and she confessed she never knew a discord from 
harmony, and never listened to the sound of the notes 
as she struck them, for it was useless. “All she wanted 
was to read correctly.” It is needless to say that no 
amount of effort could do anything for her, and we gave 
it up. 
There can not help but be many pleasurable experi¬ 
ences in every teacher’s life. The mutual endeavor and 
sympathy between pupil and teacher helps so much in 
the formation of a good musician. For this reason, I 
§gg why a pupil might not do well with one teacher and 
yet succeed with another. 
Showy Pieces. 
Oue amusing experience with a little girl only ten 
years old causes me to relate it. 
She had asked to take “ showy pieces,” but I did not 
comprehend why. When she had taken about two years, 
she announced that her father was about to become a 
piano agent, and “she would go out on the road with 
him to exhibit pianos.” 
She ceased to take lessons, and I never heard from her 
again ; but I thought of the poor little thing playing all 
sorts of tempo in one piece, edifying the country people 
who wanted “ an instrument,” and I have smiled many 
times over her saying she “ was going out on the road.” 
Verily, there are strange people and so-called musi¬ 
cians and infant prodigies in the world. 
If, according to Nordau, a bump on the head may, in 
the correct place, produce a musical genius, there may 
be parents capable of trying it on children to develop 
musical ability. 
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Take Nothing for Granted. 
SUSAN LLOYD BAILY. 
I find that it does not do to take anything for 
granted. A young lady once came to me for lessons, 
after studying a number of years. She occupied a srnal 
church position, and felt that she needed more knowl¬ 
edge. She was a fair reader, had no technic, her 
musical intelligence was at zero, and her one strong 
point seemed to be her accurate sense of rhythm. 
I took great pains with her, giving her extra work, 
and at the end of a year was pleased to hear her 
improvement openly commented upon. One day I 
called her attention to a rest which she had not noticed 
in her playing. “Yes,” she said, “ I saw that mark 
there, but I did n’t know what it was. How can you 
tell always how long a rest ought to be ? by its 
form,” I said. “ Did n't you know that a note of every 
length has a corresponding rest of the same value ? 
“No,” she said, “I didn’t.” Needless to say that we 
immediately had a chapter upon rests; and I shall 
always be grateful that I stumbled upon this piece of 
my own carelessness in time to rectify it. 
A Miniature Artist. 
MARY E. LUGER. 
His mother brought him to me — a pretty little 
black eyed boy in a large, white sailor collar. 
“ Do you like music, Raymond ? ” I asked. 
“No,” he promptly answered ; “I don’t like the 
piano ; I’d rather take painting lessons.” 
“Now see here, dear,” I said, “ If I were in your 
place I would take a term of lessons just to please 
mamma.” 
“ That is right, Raymond,” added his mother ; “ be a 
good boy and learn music, and mamma will let you take 
painting lessons by and by.” 
As I followed the mother to the door she whispered 
that the boy had decided talent for painting, but that 
his father was very desirous for him to be a musician. 
When I reentered the studio I found my little charge 
standing before the piano, profoundly studying the in¬ 
strument. 
He said, “ I’ve seen the inside of ours and my Aunt 
Maggie’s piano, but they’re different from this.” 
So I lilted him up and showed him the mechanism of 
a grand piano. 
“ Well, that’s funny,” he said. “ I’d like to know 
what all those wires are for.” 
Seeing that the discovery of the new instrument had 
riveted his attention, I explained its workings, and then 
proceeded to teach him the notes on the staff. But he 
had repeated them only once when he said, “ Just give 
that paper to me and I’ll learn them when I get home.” 
“ But how will you learn them ? ” 
“Oh ! I have a way of my own of learning everything, 
and there’s no use in trying any other way.” 
And so, I have since learned, he has ; for he is the 
most peculiar child I have ever known—so independent 
that he will not allow even his mother to assist him 
practice, and so proud that every failure fills him with 
shame. Every measure must be thoroughly understood 
before he will proceed one step. 
It is certainly a pretty example of childish persever¬ 
ance to see the little lad struggle through a new lesson. 
He grows so earnest that he becomes entirely oblivious 
of his surroundings. His baby voice rises and falls with 
the melody as he emphasizes the count for his little 
weak fingers, and he works—oh, every inch of him !—to 
grasp it all at once. 
He is teaching me—is Raymond. 
Studio Lesson and Home Practice. 
G. P. ANDELFINGER. 
How often during a music lesson the teacher hears 
this complaint: “I don’t see what is the matter; I 
played it all right at home.” 
Allowing for the natural nervousness of a student 
when he is trying to do his best for the teacher, whose 
business it is to criticise, what is the reason that his 
“ best ” proves so faulty ? 
The first reading of a new lesson, usually under the 
teacher’s direction, is supposed to prepare the pupil for 
home practice, but there is a dangerous element in self- 
criticism, which is, in my mind, the cause of the above- 
mentioned trouble. We begin our practice with the 
best intentions in the world,-play slowly, study care¬ 
fully, and mentally note the difficult passages, which 
need especial study and attention. 
Having gone so far, the mind relaxes its hold a little 
and we permit ourselves to play over the pleasing parts 
of the lesson, promising ourselves that the next time we 
shall go to work definitely at the difficulties. Perhaps 
the very “next time” we are allured by the pretty part 
at the expense of the hard work, and our promises fall 
into the ranks of the proverbial “New Year’s resolu- 
tions.” 
Gradually the ear becomes accustomed to the little 
inaccuracy in time, note, or expression. The mind-critic 
dozes while we ‘1 play so well ’’the pretty part, and before 
we know it the week is gone and the lesson is learned (?). 
The result is inevitable: Lesson-time comes; the 
mind is wide a#ake again and painfully conscious of 
the standard of excellence unattained, and we are 
handicapped at the start by an uneasy mind. We fear 
the dangers, become nervous, and stumble even in the 
well-known passages. 
Is there a remedy for this? Indeed, yes—“work first 
and play afterward.” In other words, pick out the 
drudgery part of the lesson, and give that the practice 
when you are fresh in strength and determination. We 
do not have to be forced to practice the pleasant part of 
a lesson, but be sure to keep the mind alert until the 
difficulties are conquered. 
“Knowledges.” 
HELENA M. MAGUIRE. 
There is a dear, lovely German lady in Boston, 
possessed of a most wonderful shoulder, beside which 
I walk in fear and trembling, lest in the hurry of the 
careless throng I be pushed rudely against it. The fact 
which makes this shoulder stand alone (its mate being 
in no way conspicuous) is the great one that it once 
was patted by Liszt—the “ great Liszt, my dear.” She 
has much to tell which is delightful to hear, and when 
we talk she tells me that I “ haf knowledges ” enough 
for this, that, or the other thing. 
How much “knowledges” is it necessary that a 
music teacher should have? Sometimes I doubt that 
the wisdom of Solomon would suffice. Knowledge is 
not enough; “ knowledges" alone expresses it. When 
young folks love and admire their music teachers, 
they are apt to attribute to them much the same 
limitless fund of knowledge as in their even younger 
days they attributed to “ mamma.” 
Suppose a confiding girl, first year in high school, 
presents you at the end of a lesson with a riddle, 
problem, what you will, and with a head full of 
methods, music catalogues, pupil tangles or what not, 
you do not at once leap to the logical sequence. Then 
suppose she suggests that you “ do it in algebra ” ! 
Then, if a young man of eight demands to be told 
what “ Mr. Paderewski used to think about when he 
practiced five-finger exercises.” Ah, if he but knew 
what he was asking—that you enter the deep, myste¬ 
rious region of Mr. Paderewski’s brain and drag there¬ 
from its childhood fancies ! Did he ever have a child¬ 
hood? “Did he ever practice five finger exercises?” 
In the innermost cells of my own thought-department 
dwells a doubt. But never will I allow my awful 
skepticism to darken the innocent mind of a child, and 
I answer in the affirmative. But, oh, the tortuous 
questioning through one manikin alone has made me 
squirm 1 For weeks at a time it would be “ Mr. 
Paderewski,” and although I have read reams of 
Paderewski literature, nowhere could I find “ knowl¬ 
edges ” sufficient to satiate this infant devotee. 
These are but trifling examples, but the genial 
dispensers of music lessons find it necessary to be 
possessed of more and other “knowledges” than can 
be obtained at any conservatory, and of an ability to 
answer or parry—and this last is a fine art—any question) 
on any subject, if he would retain the respect of the 
awful and most majestic American Youth. 
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Another teaching season is about to begin. Every 
indication points to success. Teachers, conservatories, 
schools, we predict, will be overcrowded with work. 
An era of great prosperity will reign for some time. A 
temporary check was given by the opening of war, but 
as peace has practically been declared we may naturally 
expect an awakening of business everywhere. This 
always follows in the wake of war. War stimulates, 
particularly victorious war. The teacher may prepare 
with confidence for larger classes and increased salary, 
or greater tuition price. At this time is the best opportu¬ 
nity to raise prices. Patrons are more likely to accept 
new terms at the beginning of the season, particularly if 
teachers are very busy. Our terms to teachers remain 
the same. Teachers will gain by our increased advan¬ 
tages. We have been very active all the past summer 
preparing for the fall work. We have built new gal¬ 
leries, put up new shelving, increased our stock im¬ 
mensely. Several large publishers have given up sup¬ 
plying music except their own publications. Teachers 
will find a house like ours, that keeps on hand music 
of every publisher, a great advantage. If your present 
dealer is not satisfactory, give us a trial. Even if you 
do not deal exclusively with us, we have many special¬ 
ties that are valuable. You can have a selection of our 
On Sale music even if you do not send all your orders to 
us. You can order our own publications from us and 
receive a liberal discount. You can order from us 
when you desire the best edition of classical work or 
any special thing that you have trouble in obtaining 
elsewhere. We should be pleased to answer any corre¬ 
spondence in reference to the coming season’s work. 
• * 
* * * 
With this issue we present a life-size portrait of 
Rubinstein taken from one of his latest photographs. 
We have, as usual, a number of artist’s proofs struck 
off, on large, heavy paper, 22 x 28 inches, which we will 
dispose of during September for only twenty-five cents, 
put up iu a stiff roll and postage paid. They are in¬ 
tended for framing for studio decoration. When they 
are charged postage is added. The offer only holds good 
this mouth. We also can furnish extra supplements as 
printed in this issue, put up in roll, postpaid, for ten 
cents. Only a limited supply can be ordered. If any 
of these are desired send in your order without delay. 
The new work, “Ear Training,” by Mr. Heacox, will 
be ready this month, hence the special offer for the book 
expires September 30th. Every honest teacher should 
study this work. It touches a vital point in all musical 
education. We have not taught music as music—as 
something to be heard. The hands and fingers have 
been taught to manipulate the instrument, but the musi¬ 
cal sense was forgotten ; when it was aroused in us it 
was in spite of our methods. This work of Mr. Heacox 
is all-important,—it shifts the attention of the scholar 
from the instrument to invisible sounds. The brain 
works instead of the fingers. We would advise every 
reader to procure this book and study it diligently, 
every page from cover to cover. It can be had this 
month for only twenty-five cents, postpaid. 
* * 
* * * 
The new singing-class book, by Leason and McGrana- 
an, entitled “Choral Class Book,” will be ready for 
elnerysome time this month. It is a work suitable 
or schools, singing classes, choral classes, and convention 
work. It contains 196 pages, octavo size, and is divided 
into three parts—Elementary, Intermediate, and Con¬ 
cert. The authors are practical teachers, and every 
piece and exercise has been tested in actual work. We 
ave received many large orders from singing teachers 
w o have examined specimen pages. The work com¬ 
mends itself to all who have any kind of class work to 
do in singing. During this month we will sell the work 
for only 25 cents, but not more than one copy of the 
work can be ordered at this price. We have a few copies 
of the first part, Elementary, which we will send to any 
address free, as specimen pages. Remember that this 
month closes the special price offer of this work and also 
the one on “Ear Training.” 
* * 
* * * 
There has been such a universal demand for our 
special offers for new works from our patrons that we 
have decided to receive standing offers from those who 
have good open accounts with us for all our new works. 
The conditions are as follows : 
1st. A patron who has a good open account on our 
books can have all our new works sent without the 
trouble of sending orders for each. 
2d. The works are not returnable under any pretext. 
3d. The books will be charged at special offer price 
and no extra charge will be made for postage. 
4th. The proposition does not include any sheet 
music. 
The plan is very simple, and the teacher has the ad¬ 
vantage of having the new works charged without the 
postage. The order can be countermanded at any time. 
Our new works will be of the same character as those of 
the past, and no greater number is expected to be issued. 
We have only one now which will be published between 
this and Christmas. It is a work, by W. F. Gates, of short 
sayings on music, especially adapted for holiday trade; 
particulars next month. Those who desire to enter the 
above arrangement will please send us their names and 
addresses. 
***** 
We have on hand a large supply of the very best French 
metronomes, our own importation ; our prices are very 
low, $2.50 for those without bell, $3.50 with bell; with 
attached lid, 50 cents extra, and it is worth 50 cents. 
The lid, unless attached, is either lost or gives constant 
work putting it in place. The keys on our metronomes 
are all attached. We wish to say a word about the bell 
metronome. We do n’t believe in it. The bell is sup¬ 
posed to strike the first beat of every measure : but why 
it should no one can tell. It is only disconcerting ; be¬ 
sides, the bell attachment is generally out of order. We 
have noticed that the best teachers rarely order bell- 
metronomes. They only add to the cost and liability of 
derangement. 
***** 
We have a small lot of “ Beriihmte Stiicke,”—Cele¬ 
brated Pieces,—a volume of some of the most noted 
piano compositions, edited by B. Boekelmann, retail 
price $1.00. While they last we will send them for 25 
cents, if cash accompanies the order. Here are some of 
the pieces in the volume : 
Prelude, Mendelssohn. 
Chant Sans Paroles, Tsehaikowsky. 
Melodie, Rubinstein. 
Canzonetta, Jensen. 
Slumber Song, Schumann. 
We have a large supply of reed-organ music and can 
furnish most desirable selections for this instrument. 
We have, perhaps, made more of the feature of “on 
sale ” music than any house in America. This year we 
mean to give our patrons all the benefit possible from 
the system. At the opening of the season there will be 
delays, owing to the rush of orders. A few hints may be 
of service to some. If you are in great haste for the first 
order that contains an order for “on sale,” write on a 
separate piece of paper that portion which is desired at 
once. We can then fill the “on sale” portion in the 
turn it is received. State the number of your class and 
about the character of music desired. Give us such 
information as will guide us in making a suitable selec¬ 
tion. It is often an advantage to have on hand several 
copies of certain standard works for future use ; these 
can be ordered at the beginning of the season on the 
“on sale” plan. Be sure to mention whether the 
selection is to be vocal or instrumental, or both. If a 
new customer, always give reference. Do not crowd on 
a postal an order that should fill a page of foolscap 
paper. Use a line for every piece in the order, and 
never forget to give author and opus number. 
Be particular to sign name clearly ; give the State in 
which you live. The neglect to give State causes us 
more trouble than any other one thing. Almost every 
post-office name is found in several States. Do not sign 
your name one time with your husband’s initials and 
another time with your own. Let it always be one and 
the same. The best business form is Mrs. John S. 
Brown, not Emma K. Brown. In ordering special se¬ 
lections,—such as music for an occasion, piano music, oc¬ 
tavo music, mandolin, or other such instruments,—the 
music is to be returned as soon as the selection is made. 
Music for pupils’ use can be retained during the teach¬ 
ing season. The general directions are, Be clear and 
business-like in your communications. 
At the opening of the season is an excellent time to 
raise a club of subscribers for The Etude. Wherever 
it is possible-have a year’s subscription charged to pupil’s 
sheet-music account. All such subscriptions can be 
charged to teacher’s account at a discount. We will aim, 
during the year, to give as much material for pupils as 
for teacher. This issue is a fair sample of what The 
Etude will be during the season. 
WE will call special attention to two works that are 
universally used—Mathews’ “Standard Graded Course 
of Pianoforte Studies ” and “ Touch and Technic,” by 
Dr. Wm. Mason. These works stand in the front rank 
of pedagogics at the present time. If you have not 
adopted them, try them this season. 
OUR new catalogue, which will contain all our publi¬ 
cations up to date, will be ready this month. We have 
also issued a classified catalogue containing diversions 
for vocal, four-hands, octavo, etc. These will be sent 
free on application. They will be of great value in or¬ 
dering. 
MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
The “ Prelude in D-flat ” is an exquisite creation, a 
tone-poem, rich in sentiment and tender in pathos. The 
analysis printed with the piece will aid much to an 
artistic interpretion. The greatest care may be paid to 
the reiterated notes, A-flat and G-sharp The effect of 
this peculiarity arises from the esthetic influence of per¬ 
sistence in sound or rhythm, and is of the same nature 
as that force which impels the whirling dervishes of the 
Orient to their strange dance to the accompaniment of a 
fragmentary melody repeated almost endlessly. These 
notes, the same in pitch, enharmonically speaking, pre¬ 
serve the unity of the two sections, and add a peculiar 
background, as it were, to the richer, more strongly de¬ 
fined colors and outlines of the melody. 
The polka “ Boheme,” by Rubinstein, is an example 
of one of the master’s simpler works, and within the 
playing ability of a majority of our readers. It should 
be played with regard to a clearly defined rhythm, a 
careless, even seductive swing, as if one had entirely 
surrendered self to the influence of the dance. Note the 
strong effect of the figure formed by the last three notes 
in the first measure,—a figure used very frequently in 
the piece, at times harshly dissonant in chaiacter. This 
is the leading motive of the composition. 
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“ Remember Me ! ’’ How often tlie words have been 
said, in stem prosaic life as well as in the romance ot 
song and story. The melody of this little piece is easily 
such as one may fancy a singer, gifted with the power 
of improvisation, might pour out in a pleading moment, 
—it is so spontaneous. The player should endeavor to 
infuse into the rendering of this lyric the idea that it is 
his own sentiment that he is expressing, his own plead¬ 
ing that he is voicing in sweet melody. 
“Little Fairy,” by E. Woddiugton, is something 
that should please the younger pupils. Pleasing in 
melody, simple in structure and harmonic basis, it is 
one easily mastered and easily memorized. Young 
pupils should be taught to analyze compositions of this 
character. 
Our four-hand selection this month is peculiarly 
happy in its title, so appropriate to the mustering-out of 
the volunteers who have spent the past months in mili¬ 
tary camps preparing for grim war. 
“The Return of the Heroes,” by Engelmann, as 
befits its title, is strong in rhythm and broad and virile 
in melody and harmony. Not difficult, it is still so 
well arranged as to produce a very full and brilliant 
effect ; so that one can, in fancy, see the final review, 
and, in imagination, hear the great military bands with 
the inspiring crash of martial music. Clear bringing 
out of themes and strong accentuation of rhythmic 
points are wanted in the playing of this piece. 
The waltz from “Faust” is an arrangement of one 
of the most captivating melodies that Gounod ever 
wrote. It lingers in the memory long after the playing 
has ceased, and is never forgotten. 
A “Madrigal,” by Chaminade, is one of the gems 
of song. It is almost perfect, if not wholly so, in con¬ 
ception. The melody, with its faithful delineation of 
the rise and fall of the voice in speech, the rich har¬ 
monic coloring, and the beautiful poem, all contribute 
to make a perfect gem. The accompaniment must be 
played with the utmost delicacy and refinement of 
finish. It is not a mere support to the voice, but an 
essential element of the song, and, as such, must be 
treated artistically. 
“She’s the Pink o’ Country Lasses,” by Zitter- 
bart, is intended for the lighter hours, being in the so- 
called “ballad” form. It is a graceful song with a 
pleasing melody and simple accompaniment. 
“ Mazurka a l’Antique,” by Charles C. Draa, in a 
favorite dance rhythm, will be found interesting from 
various standpoints; melody, harmony, and rhythm 
being in some respects a thoroughly original composition. 
It will well repay careful study. The player must not 
forget that a mazurka needs clear and strong rhythmic 
effects, and that accents must be firm. 
HOME NOTES. 
Mr. Frederic A. Lyman, of Syracuse, N. Y., died in July, aged 
thirty-four. Prior to his death he was in charge of the public-school 
music in Syracuse, which position he had held for ten years. Mr. 
Lyman was a pupil of John W. Tufts and prominently identified 
with the “ Normal Music Course,” which is in use in many schools. 
He was very successful in his work as teacher, lecturer, and writer, 
as well as composer. 
Mr. Charles H. Morse, organist of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, 
has prepared a series of lecture recitals on sacred, choral, and organ 
music, illustrated by stereopticon. 
Mr. E. M. Rugby has been elected organist and choirmaster of the 
Central Church, in Des Moines. It is one of the largest churches in 
the West and has a fine organ. 
Miss S. C. Very will have a busy season with her lecture engage¬ 
ments in New York and vicinity. She will give one series in Phila¬ 
delphia. 
S. Becker von Grubill will give a series of piano recitals in the 
Southern States and Mexico. His headquarters will be at Dallas, 
Texas. 
Mr. Perley Dunn Aldrich, of Rochester, spent the summer iu 
Paris making a specialty of the study of the development of song 
meaning. He was with Irabadelo. 
Miss Marie Store, soprano and violinist, formerly of Menom- 
onie Wis., will locate in New York. She has already made a num¬ 
ber of concert engagements. 
F. R. Webb, director of the musical department of the Virginia 
Female Institute, Staunton, Va., spent a portion of his vacation sea¬ 
son on a bicycle- and canoe-tour. 
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Miss C. A. Reynolds, Crookston, Minn., gave an advanced pupils’ 
recital last month. The program was largely from the classics. 
The Chicago Piano College, Charles E. Watt, director, opens Sep- 
tember 5 th. 
Chicago National College of Music, H. S. Perkins, director, 
opens September 12th. 
Instruction in the music department of the Ohio Normal Uni¬ 
versity, Ada, O., began August 9th. 
The Humphreys Academy, Humphreys, Mo., will have a music 
department under the direction of Miss Daisy Pomeroy. Fall term 
opens September 6th. 
The Mount de Chantal School, near Wheeling, W. Va., will reopen 
September 7th. 
THE Chicago Conservatory, Mr. Leopold Godowsky, head of the 
piano faculty, will reopen September 5th. 
The Lincoln, Neb., Conservatory of Music, Clemens Movius, 
director, will resume instructions September 5th. 
I am iit receipt of “ Standard First and Second Grade 
Pieces, ’ ’ and ‘ ‘ Standard Third and Fourth Grade Pieces, ’ ’ 
for which please accept my hearty ‘1 thank you. ” They 
supply a long-felt want which teachers can not fail to 
appreciate. They are certainly very valuable and aid 
the teacher materially, as well as furnishing something 
good, fresh, and interesting for the pupil. 
Mary K. Logan. 
Allow me to extend to you my thanks for ‘ ‘ Masters 
and Their Music, ’ ’ sent to me a few days ago. For a 
work designed for the use of clubs, classes, and private 
study, I do not see that I could have done better my¬ 
self. And when I say that I consider it the best book 
yet written by our own Mathews, I believe I am saying 
about the proper thing. I have already shown it to 
several of my friends and recommended it to pnpils. 
Karl Keffer. 
I have received “ The Masters and Their Music ” and 
am much pleased with the book. It is of much value 
for student and teacher, and will be especially helpful in 
preparing next year’s program for our music club. Of 
themselves, the books of Mr. Mathews form a library, 
fresh and vigorous, comprehensive, practical, and up to 
date. Iola M. Gilbert. 
Your new publication, “The Masters and Their Mu¬ 
sic,” by W. S. B. Mathews, has been received, and I am 
very much pleased with it. It is entertaining and at the 
same time instructive, especially in the matter of pro¬ 
gram-making. H. Louise Leech. 
“ The Masters and Their Music ” is just the book for 
the advanced pupils of every music class, and the pro¬ 
gram mentioned therein will be of the utmost value to 
both private and conservatory teachers. 
Mrs. E. S. Bemus. 
I received “The Masters and Their Music,” and am 
delighted with it. It should be found in every musical 
library, and I will take great pleasure in introducing it 
to my friends. Geo. P. Skinner. 
“The Masters and Their Music” was duly received 
and I give it my most hearty endorsement. It arouses 
an enthusiasm for the best music while pointing a way 
to its study. Ophelia Foley. 
The “ Third and Fourth Grade Pieces ’ ’ for the piano 
I have examined and find them admirable for teaching 
purposes. They are all melodious and attractive. 
Louise S. Allison. 
I have examined Landon’s 11 Reed Organ Method ’ ’ 
and found it to be just what I needed. I think it is the 
easiest and most simple reed-organ method I have ever 
seen for beginners. Charles S. Wengerd. 
The “Sight Reading Album,” by Charles W. Landon, 
recently published by you, also deserves the highest 
praise. It fills a long-felt want and will be welcomed 
by every progressive teacher. 
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Tucker. 
The “Third and Fourth Grade Pieces ” are fine, and 
the notes and notation help immensely. I am delighted, 
too, with his “Masters and Their Music” and expect 
to have good use of it this winter. It would be a help 
to a teacher anywhere; but here, where we hear no 
good music, it is a perfect treasure. Dr. Clarke’s “ Har¬ 
mony,” also, is just what I have been wanting a long 
time. K. Theisz. 
Your Clarke’s “ Musical Dictionary ” is so satisfactory 
that I have secured an order from one of my friends. 
Bessie Conklin. 
I have received Clarke’s “Dictionary ot Musical 
Terms ” which is a valuable work, the best musical 
dictionary I have ever seen. Miss Emma Olson. 
I received the “ First Dance Album ” a week ago. I 
am very well pleased with it; it combines the agreeable 
and the useful. It will gladden many a young heart. 
It is of enormous value, these eighty pages on such good 
paper so neat. The “ Faust ’ ’ waltz alone is worth the 
price’of the whole book, and I could say as much of 
four or five of the other pieces. A. J. Balances. 
The “Dance Album” has quite captivated the 
younger society element. Mrs. Elma A. Dean. 
I can heartily say that I am delighted with that 
“Dance Album ” which I received last week. Am so 
well pleased with it that I think I shall send soon for 
more of the books. Kathryn Christ. 
Enclosed you will find an order for $1.31 for the two 
copies of the “First Dance Album ” which have given 
the greatest satisfaction. Allie M. Welsh. 
Allow me to add my quota of commendation to the kind 
words heard on all sides in regard to the “Duet Hour ” 
lately published from your house, and also the “Sight 
Reading Album,” by Landon. I trust that they will 
speedily attain the wide-spread popularity they certainly 
deserve. Mrs. G. E. Prince. 
I like to recommend The Etude, for I consider it the 
best music journal in the country for all practical uses, 
and I have been familiar with a number of others 
during my experience as a teacher in schools. 
Mrs. T. D. Archibald. 
The “Sight Reading Album ” is at hand, and I wish 
to tell you how it more than meets my expectations. I 
have looked for years for just snch a collection of easy 
graded pieces for my pupils, but I have only been able 
to find a few here and there, sandwiched in with much 
trash, while here it is altogether and every one good 
music. The notes are very helpful. 
Mrs. Mame B. Parey. 
The Etude is an old, true, and tried friend with 
which I can not part. From its modest beginning (no 
reflection) quite a number of years ago, I have watched 
its growth until it has become the splendid journal 
which now pays its monthly visits to the studios of 
thousands of musicians and teachers, and to scores of 
musical families. Ernst Brockman. 
It gives me pleasure to state that this has been my 
most successful season of teaching, due very largely to 
The Etude, the excellence of your editions, and the 
methods of supplying the same. My comparatively short 
period of dealing with you has been of inestimable 
value to me, and, of course, I will continue to order al¬ 
most exclusively from yon. 
Fred Alton Haight. 
I have received Dr. Clarke’s hook on “Harmony” 
and, after a careful examination of it, do not hesitate to 
pronounce it most excellent. I like his clear, simple 
style, and think it will prove jnst the treatment to use 
in teaching pupils who too often regard the study as 
dry and uninteresting. 
Received Landon’s “Sight Reading Album,” and 
found it just the thing that was needed for a young 
friend of mine. The judicious selections of standard 
compositions in easy form and careful gradation seem 
well adapted for young students’ wants, offering them 
small doses of earnest study, sugar coated with pleasing 
melody. This book will have a mission. 
Henbiette Straab. 
I am delighted with the new work on “Harmony,” 
by Hugh A. Clarke. He is the only one I know of who 
makes the study of harmony not only practicable and 
interesting, but positively fascinating. 
Mrs. Louise Pearis. 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
WANTED.—PIANO TUNER DESIRES POSITION 
in warerooms or factory. Was concert tuner for 
Chickering & Sons, Boston, Mass., during past winter, 
and is highly recommended by that firm. Thorough 
factory and outside experience. Address Tuner, care 
of Etude. 
An EXPERIENCED LADY PIANO TEACHER 
desires position as assistant teacher in seminary or 
college in exchange for course in Harmony, History, and 
Composition, including home. Address Box 283, Noko- 
mis, III. 
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Kindergarten music building” (the 
Science of Music for Children). This new and 
interesting method of teaching the rudiments of music 
to beginners, either individually or in classes, is both 
simple and scientific in construction, and is highly in¬ 
dorsed by leading musicians. The chief charms lie in 
the simplicity and truth. The practical proof of its 
utility is demonstrated by the pleasure and knowledge 
the children gain from joining the classes taught by 
teachers who have studied “Kindergarten Music Build¬ 
ing ” under Mrs. N. K. Darlington, author and originator 
of the method. During August and September Mrs. 
Darlington will teach classes of teachers in Portland, 
Maine, and Boston, Mass. Address Philadelphia, care of 
Theo. Presser, 1708 Chestnut St., where the Music 






1708 Chestnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Any of the following sent post¬ 
paid on receipt of marked price. 
Complete catalogues sent free 
on application. To responsible teachers we will send on 
examination any of our publications at special prices. 
Mail orders solicited and filled to all parts of the country. 
2529. Heins, O. Op. 194. Dance of the 
Sylphs. Grade II. 
A graceful piece In the salon-music style, as sug¬ 
gested by the title. Largely diatonic in the melody, 
with some fairly rapid passage-work and a few 
octaves. Poetically speaking, it may be said to pic¬ 
ture a fairy dance. 
2532. Engelmann, H. Op. 328. “Rough 
Riders" Military March. Four 
Hands. Grade III. 
A brilliant, stirring march ; one of the best of its 
kind. It has all the life and reckless dash, commonly 
attributed to the men who made the American name 
famous the world-over. 
2533. Saroni, H. S. Life on the Missis¬ 
sippi. Grade III. 
A descriptive composition introducing character¬ 
istic scenes, lu the cabin, On the lower-deck. It 
imitates the banjo style very faithfully. 
2534. Howard, W. E. O. Our Glorious 
Union Forever. Medley of Na¬ 
tional Melodies. Grade III. 
A splendid arrangement of The Star Spangled Ban¬ 
ner, Yankee Doodle, Hail Columbia, Dixie, and 
America. While it is brilliant and thoroughly effec¬ 
tive, it is not difficult. 
2535. Baumfelder, F. Op. 215, No. 12. 
Little Soldier. Grade I. 
A little piece in march rhythm, suitable for practice 
in sight reading or to be included among “first 
pieces.” 
[ Biehl, Albert. Op. 143, No. 7.1 
253fi I flaying Soldier. Grade I 
1 Op. 143, No. 4. f 
I Moonlight Dance. Grade I J 
Two little pieces in easy rhythms and simple 
technic; interesting to pupils. 
2537. Hiller, Paul. Op. 61, No. 2. Soldiers 
Are Coming. Grade I. 
In march time, with a good theme; the working up 
being divided between the two hands. 
2538. Schultz, F. A. Op. 161, No. 3. 
Presto Waltz. Grade I. 
A short waltz, with pretty melody ; useful as a study 
in rhythm. 
2539. Gurlitt, O. Op. 140, No. 4. In the 
Garden. Grade I  
A good piece for the left hand which gives out the 
melody. 
2540. Loeschhorn, H. Op. 96, No. 2. The 
King of Thule. Grade I. 
A beautiful little piece, with considerable harmony 
in four parts; a short theme being worked up in botn 
hands. A fine study in phrasing for young pupils. 
[Gurlitt, C. Op. 140, No. 2.1 
2545 J Morning Song. Grade I 
] Op. 140, No. 5. j l Murmuring Brook. Grade I J 
. Two pieces for use in the lower grades or sight read¬ 
ing. The first is mostly in four-part harmony, a sort 
ot chorale. The second is composed of melody work 
ln ®a9-.hand, with an accompaniment in the inner 













2546. Hiller, Paul. Op. 61, No. 12. My 
Own True Heart. Grade . 15 
Full harmony, somewhat choral-like in style, broken 
by true melody passages; very useful in melody play¬ 
ing and song-like phrasing. 
2547. Lichner, H. Op. 149 Andante in 
F. Major. Grade . 15 
Four-part harmony, alternating with an accom¬ 
panied melody. It is tender in sentiment, and very 
pleasing in harmony. 
2548. Spindler, F. Op. 123, No. 10. Fly¬ 
ing Leaf. Grade II. 20 
Partakes of the scherzo in character; has splendid 
passages for both hands, and is always melodic and 
interesting, will please any pupil. 
2549. Himmel, F. H. An Alexis. (German 
Air.) Grade 1. 15 
An old German air arranged in a very delightful 
manner. Useful as a study in crossing hands. The 
melody is a great favorite with Germans. 
2550. Ascher, J. Shepherd’s Content. 
Grade II. 15 
Pastoral in character, with a pleasing melody; it is 
useful in developing in young pupils a feeling for 
good music as well as teaching good phrasing. 
2551. Gurlitt, C. Op. 101, No. 19. Hunt¬ 
ing Song. Grade II. 20 
A fine piece, clear in phrasing, and catching in 
melody, and technically useful as well. Presents 
some good rhythmic problems to young pupils. 
2552. Gurlitt, C. Op. 101, No. 12. The 
Little Wanderer. Grade II. 20 
Somewhat pastoral in character; both hands are 
given useful work. A great variety of phrasing 
occurs, making it a useful teaching piece, with the 
additional merit of an interesting melody. 
2553. Hiller, Paul. Op. 61, No. 9. Grand¬ 
pa’s Golden Wedding'. Grade 1. 15 
A little piece in waltz time, with some interesting 
rhythmic figures. 
2554. Pauer, E. The Shepherd Piper. 
Grade I.  15 
Full of pastoral character and pretty melody; it 
has technical value from the standpoint of varying 
degrees of soft and loud. 
2557. Scharwenka, P. Menuetto. Grade 
II  20 
A beautiful piece in a favorite rhythm; it has useful 
practice in syncopation and in bringing out melody 
passages. 
Of great interest to those attracted in 
any manner toward an 
Artist’s Life. 
NOTES OF A PIANIST 
BY 
LOUIS MOREAU GOTTSCHALK, 
PIANIST AND COMPOSER. 
Preceded by a Short Biographical Sketch and Con¬ 
temporaneous Criticism. Edited by his sister, 
CLARA GOTTSCHALK. Translated from the 
French by ROBERT E. PETERSON, M.D. 
CROWN OCTAVO. EXTRA CLOTH, $1.50. 
Gottschalk, one of the first American pianists and 
among the most talented that the world has ever known, 
has here related with charming vivacity his shrewd 
observations of people whom he met and places that he 
visited during his short but successful career. 
Clever anecdotes of his tours through many countries 
make the book entertaining to a great degree, not only to 
musicians but to the general reading public. 
Published by theo. presser, 
1708 Chestnut Street, ...Philadelphia, Pa. 
JUST OUT. 
COMPANY D WALTZES. 
Piano solo. By mail 27 cents. 
POSTUM CEREAL TWO=STEP. 
Piano solo. By mail 22 cents. 
THE BUTTERFLY. 
Beautiful Waltz Song and Refrain. By mail 
27 cents. 
ALL THREE ABOVE BY MAIL 60 CENTS. 
CHAS. E. ROAT, Music Publisher, 
BATTLE CREEK, MICH. 
esxe hers, 
Attention I 
VE wish to thank our many customers for 
their patronage to ns in the past and 
to solicit a continuance of those favors, 
promising to try and deserve it. Our sole aim is 
to make the teacher’s work easier, and our every 
move is to the teacher’s advantage. 
Advantages are to be gained by dealing with 
us impossible to obtain elsewhere. 
OUR OWH PUBEICflTIOflS 
are all edited and prepared for the teacher’s 
use by the leading teachers in the country. 
Printed on the best paper from stone. 
OflE OF THE IiflRGEST 
and best selected stocks of American and 
Foreign Music and Books in this country 
from an educational standpoint. 
PROMPT SERVICE. 
Every order receives attention the same 
day as received. 
THE MOST I1IBERRI1 TERMS 
and lowest rates possible. Only the best 
editions are kept by us. 
THE “OH SflliE” PllRfl, 
that is “ selection music,” is laid out on a 
more liberal basis than can be obtained 
from any other house. For next season 
we are even better prepared than ever to 
fill all needs in this direction. The depart¬ 
ment is under the direction of a thorough 
musician, and we can guarantee satisfaction. 
we FURNISH everything 
in the line of music, and claim to be 
the quickest mail-order house in 
the country. Information on any sub¬ 
ject in our line furnished gratis. 
EFFICIENT HERDS 
to the different departments, all under the 
direct supervision of Mr. Theodore Presser, 
a former successful and practical teacher. 
Send for complete catalogues and terms, etc. 
Address all communications to 
Theodore Ppesset*, 
1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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What the Greatest Pianists say of Dr. Wm. Mason s School of 
.“TOUCH AND TECHNIC”• • 
JOSEFFY 
“I feel myself impelled to say that after 
a thorough investigation I regard the 
technical studies of Dr Mason as a mas¬ 
terpiece which can claim an unapproach¬ 
able position amjng the most important 
pedagogic works. The characteristic 
advantage that distinguishes this work 
from most mechanical studies is, in my 
opinion, that it contains much to inspire 
the student wi’h joy and delight in his 
work, and not merely wl at is tiresome 
and dry. I refer to the many and original 
examples of touch and phrasiDg. 
“ The last vo'ume on octaves and chords 
seems to me very important; it contains 
much that is new, and nothing that is 
superfluous, and is especially nia'-terly in 
it* combinition and sequenceof exeirises. 
If the w irk should be translated into 
German. I am convinced that the studies 
would excite, oo tkei* appearance in Ger¬ 
many, the greatest attention 
“Rafa&l Joseffy.” 
Touch anbTechnic 
gy DR. WlkMA/tt /MASON. 
PART I.—The Two-Finger Exercises (School of Touch). 
PART II.—The Scales Rhythmically Treated (School of 
Brilliant Passages). 
PART III.—Arpeggios Rhythmically Treated (Passage 
School). 
PART IV.—School of Octave and Bravura Playing. 
PRICE OF EHCH, ONE DOLLAR. 
Theodore Presser, Publisher, -S- Station A, Philadelphia, Pa. 
most AttNaotive of all 
Vi*' JVIusie Books. 





A Pleasing and Instructive Game Teaching 
the Rudiments of Music. 
.. BY .. 
TNOJVlflS TAPPER. 
BY )W. S. 1WORRIS. 
Bound in Cloth. Pfi.ee $1.25. Price .... 50 Cents. 
The beautiful spirit in which this book has been written 
can be found in the first, eleventh, and twenty-fifth chap 
ters. There is here touched upon that which creates the 
music possibilities, and yet nothing like it has come into 
the literature of music up to this time. Hence the book 
is thoroughly new in content as well as in its purpose to 
be a child’s music book. 
The remarkably few books on music intended for chil¬ 
dren would of itself make this work welcome to thousands 
of readers; yet beyond this we predict that there will be 
found in it a charm and value entirely without parallel in 
the literature of music. 
T I f HIS game consists of two sets of cards, so that the 
game can be played as either one or two separate 
A-’ games,—one teaching the lines and spaces and the 
other the major and minor chords and their signatures, 
the latter a little further advanced than the former. By 
pleasing pastime the rudiments of music are quickly 
placed in the memory. A key and full directions accom¬ 
pany each game. 
The game is intended for children or beginners in music. 
Published by THEO. PRESSER, Published by TfiBO. PRESSER, 
Station A. PHILADELPHIA, PA. STATION A. PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
MUSIC ENGRAVING AND PRINTING 
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES. 
THE OLDEST AND LARGEST ESTABLISHMENT IN AMERICA. 
Send for Samples and Price-Lists. Copyrights Attended to 
THE ZABEL-WORLEY CO., 
719, 721, 723, and 725 VINE STREET, - PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
METRONOMES 
(GUARANTEED). 
New importation of the best Metronome manufactured, 
in two qualities :— 
S3.00, without Bell. 
4.00, with Bell. 
These are of the finest workmanship, thoroughly tested, 
lid and key attached. 
$2.50, without Bell. 
3.50, with Bell. 
These are better than the ordinary metronomes now 
being sold for more. Key attached. 
We guarantee both for one year from any 
defect in manufacture. 
This is one of the articles where it is economy to pay 
a little more in the first place and get a first-class article. 
Quantity discount allowed. 
Transportation 30 cents extra. 
When you want a good Metronome, and run no risk as 
to its being perfect, send to 
THEO. PRESSER, 
STATION A. PHILADELPHIA. PA. 
Scribner’s Musical Libraries. 
A NEW DEPARTURE. 
Musical Reference Libraries, embracing works in every department 
of Musical Literature for the use of Musical Schools, Colleges, Music 
Students, Music Teachers, and Music Lovers. 
A io=Volume Library for $10 net 
A 25-Volume Library for $25 net 
A 5o=Volume Library for $50 net 
A 100-Volume Library for $100 net 
Also $10 and $25 Pianists’ Libraries, Violinists’ Libraries, 
Singers’ Libraries, and Organists’ Libraries. 
Send for Pamphlet giving full particulars. 
Also• a^Descriptive Catalogue—Scribner’s List of Musical Liter- 
ature (144 pages)—sent free to any address. Includes Musical Biog- 
rapmes, Musical Bistories ard Dictionaries, Criiical Wtrks, Essays, 
Works on the Piano, Organ, Violin, the Voice and SiDgiBg, Etc. 
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 153-157 Fifth Ave., New York. 
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the S. BRAINARD’S SONS CO., PUBLISHERS, CHICAGO. 
Twelve Piano Lessons 
ON 
CLASSICAL AND MODERN MASTERWORKS 
BY 
EMIL MEBliIflG. 
Every successful artist and teacher develops in the 
course of time certain views in regard to the proper rendi¬ 
tion and interpretation of musical compositions. These 
individual experiences, if properly elaborated, are mani¬ 
festly of the greatest service to students and professionals. 
The present work presents twelve practical music les 
sons on standard compositions by Emil Liebling, whose 
successful work in everv line of musical art is well known 
everywhere. The student who is located at a distance 
from musical centers will find in the remarks accompany¬ 
ing each selection, the most detailed hints as to the proper 
execution and phrasing of each number. The fingering, 
marks of expression, and the use of the pedal are carefully 
indicated, and the whole collection in its entirety is thus 
made very accessible to serious students and inquiring 
minds. Some selections, like Schumann’s “Bird as 
Prophet," have never before appeared with the correct 
phrasing, and the publishers confidently hope and expect 
that this publication will prove of the greatest benefit to 
the musical profession at large. 
Following is a list of contents; each number is accom 
panied by a practical music lesson by Emil Liebling. 
Andante from Sonata, Op. 14, No. 2.Ludwig von Beethoven 
An Matin (In the Morning).......Benjamin Godard 
Bird aa Prophet. Op. 82, No. 7.Robert Bchunuinn 
Caprice. Op. 16, No. I.Felix Mendelseohn 
Eighth Two-Voice Invention and Qavotte..JoAn Sebaetian Bach 
Invitation A la Value. Op 66.Oarl Maria xton Weber 
Nocturne in F minor. Op. 66, No. 1....Ft, Chopin 
Passacaille.George Frederick Handel 
Second Humoresque. Op. 6, No. 2—.Edward Qrxeg 
Serenata. Op. 15, No. 1.Moritz Monkoweki 
Slumber Song (Berceuse). Op. 23, No. 7.Ludxeig Scnytte 
Turkish March.W. A. Mozart 
PUBLISHED ONLY IN BOOK FORM. 
PRICE, POSTPAID, $1.00. 
EDITION LIEBLING. 
New Organ Music 
PUBLISHED BY 
J. FISCHER & BRO., 
7 Bible House, New York. 
JUST ISSUED. 
VOL. II OK 
Organist’s Repertoire, 
FOR 
CHURCH AND CONCERT. 
Compiled by 
E. J. BIEDERMANN. 
Bound in Flexible Cloth, $2.00 fJet. 
Contains Compositions by Grisson, Tombelle, Loret, 
Batiste, Thome, Widor, Rheinburger, Lux, etc. 
VOL. I OK 
REGINALD BARRETT’S 
TRANSCRIPTIONS FOR THE 
Pipe Organ. 
Bound in Flexible Cloth, $2.00 Net. 
One of the best coll ctions of modern organ music ever 
issutd in this country. 





VALUABLE MATERIAL FOR 
THE STUDY OF MUSIC. 
F. H. SHEPARD. 
HARMONY SIMPLIFIED,.41 25 
A concise, easy and extremely practical text book on the 
Theory of Music, adopted by the best Musical Institutions 
and by the most prominent teachers throughout the United 
States. 
From above, also issued separately, the first part: 
CHILDREN’S HARMONY,.75 
GEO. C. GOW. 
THE STRUCTURE OF MUSIC. 1.25 
An elementary text-book on Notation and Harmony. 
The treatment is entirely new and gives full illustrations, 
drawn from standard compositions. Adopted by Vassar and 
Smith Colleges. 
PERCY GOETCHIUS. 
THE MATERIAL USED IN MUSICAL COMP3SITION.2.50 
A system of Harmony based on the teachings of Faisst, 
and adopted in the English Harmony Classes in the Stutt¬ 
gart Conservatory, and the New England Conservatory, 
Boston, Mass. Four editions have been sold in the United 
States. 
PERCY GOETCHIUS. 
THE HOMOPHONIC FORMS OF MUSICAL COMPOSITION, 2.00 
An exhaustive treatise on the structure and development 
of Musical Forms from the simple phrase to the song form 
with Trio. F or the use of general and special Students of 
Musical Structure. 
THEO. BAKER. 
A COMPLETE DICTIONARY OF MUSICAL TERMS,. 1.00 
Containing over 9000 definitions, and superior in point of 
completeness, correctness, and clearness, to any similar 
work in the market. 
KATE K. BELCHER. 
REDUCED PRICES. 
the finest in thh world. 
We call the special attention of teachers to our “Lieb¬ 
ling Edition ” of Selected Studies from H vt.t.f.r and 
Loeschhorn, edited by Emu Liebling, who has added 
valuable and practical “ Remarks ’1 regarding each study. 
The following numbers are now ready: 
Opus 45, 46, and 47 of Heller Studies. 
Opus 65, 66, and 84 of Loeschhorn Studies. 
PRICE OF EACH OPUS OR VOLUME, $1.00. 
MORRISON’S PIANO STUDIES. 
BY C. S. MORRlSOfl. 
Students will find Morrison’s Scales studies indis- 
ITi k 1. °’ execution, touch, easy graceful position, etc. 
■e . °°k contains all the major and minor scales in their 
i j order, together with arpeggios, the common 
r®1 arpeggio chords, and chromatic scales, with full 
psnalKubj the author. On the part of the publishers 
f ^bense has been spared to maintain that high degree 
nar>^Ce -nc? attained by them for sharp, clear plates, fine 
Paper, pnntxng, and binding. 
PRICE, POSTPAID, - - $1.00. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
'7o8 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
VOLUNTARIES FOR THE ORGAN 
(PIPE OR REED). 
Written on 2 Staves. Edited by G. BURTON. 
Bound in Flexible Cloth, $1.50 Net. 
Although there seems to be a veritable supply of Voluntary Books 
in circulation, we nevertheless feel encouraged to and others to this 
long list, Mmplv on account of the steadi y increasing demand for the 
select organ book* which we have placed on the market. 
This work of Mourlan’s is destined to find a host of warm admirers 
among those acting in the capacity as organists. The selections have 
been made wirii the greatest care, admitting only such pieces which 
could be safely recommended to be played at any church service. 
We feel positive that no person, seeking a pleasing stvleof mnsic, 
which is suited for either Pine or Reed < rgan i Pedal ad lib ), will have 
any cause for disappointment in the M"URLan s V->i untariks. None of 
the pieces contain d m this col ection have ever been reproduced in 
any other work published in this country. 
J. L. BATTMANN. 
GEMS FOR THE CABINET ORGAN. 
Edited by G. BURTON. 
Vol. I. 34 Marches.$1.50 Net. 
Yol. II. 69 Voluntaries. 1.50 
T. MEE PATTISON. 
15 Voluntaries fur the Bipe Organ (10 Intro- 
duetory and 5 Concluding). Edited by E. 
J. Biedermann.$1.00 
TH. DUBOIS. 
10 Compositions for the Pipe Organ. Edited by 
E. J. Biedermann... 100 
DR. WM. VOLCKMAR. 
14 Festival Compositions for the Pipe Organ. 
Edited by E. J- Biedermann. 1.00 
Our publications can be obtained through any first-class music house. 
Write for our Catalogue of Organ Music. 
THE MUSICAL SPELLING BOOK.26 
An attractive device for teaching small children the rudi¬ 
ments of Notation quickly and enjoyably. 
DELLE SEDIE. 
A COMPLETE METHOD OF SINGING,.2.00 
This Method forms a clear and masterly exposition of the 
Theory of Vocal Art, materially increased in value by ref¬ 
erences to numerous standard collections of Vocal Exer¬ 
cises, etc., and is probably the most compendious work of 
its kind ever published. 
FRANK DAMROSCH. 
POPULAR METHOD OF SIGHT-SINGING. 




THE MASTER-PIECES OF VOCALIZATION. 
A graded series of Voral Studies for all voices, selected 
from the celebrated woiks of Bordese, Bordogni, Concone, 
Lablache, Lamperti, Marchesi, Nava, Panofka. Panseron, 
Rubini, Sieber and others. Edited by Max Spicker: 
113 Vocalists for Soprano, in 4 books, each,.75 
112 ** ** Mez Sopr., “ “ “ 75 
126 “ “ Alto, “ “ M .75 
120 •* “ Tenor, “ “ “  75 
100 “ “ Baritone, “ “ “ 75 
102 “ “ Bass, in 3 books, each,.75 
H. SCHRADIECK. 
THE FIRST POSITION,.«.. 1.26 
An Elementary Instruction Book for the Violin. 
Send for Catalogue of SCHIRMER’S LIBRARY 
Edition of Musical Classics. 
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.. BY .. 
THOMAS TflPPE 
Bound in Cloth. Pric 
The beautiful spirit in which this bool 
can be found in the first, eleventh, and 
ters. There is here touched upon that 
music possibilities, and yet nothing lik 
the literature of music up to this time, 
is thoroughly new in content as well as 
be a child’s music book. 
The remarkably few books on music 
dren would of itself make this work wel 
of readers; yet beyond this we predict 
found in it a charm and value entirely t 
the literature of music. 
Published by THEO. PRl 
Station A. PHIU 
MUSIC ENC 
THE OLDEST AS 
Bend for Samples and Price-LI 
THE 2 
719, 721, 723, and 72S 
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Etudes Arabesques Piano 
WILSON G. SMITH. 
PRICE $i.oo. 
This work consists of a theme with variations, but is 
unique in this respect that each variation is so constructed 
as to develop a special rhythmical figure, involving eac i a 
special technical principle. The Etudes, twenty-one in 
number, are, in a high degree, musicianly and will afford 
interest and stimulus to the student of composition as wel 
as valuable drill to the player. Mr. Smith has added to 
his reputation by this work, which shows great ingenuity 
as well as true melodic character. Send for a copy on 
examination, to the publisher, 
TflEO. PRESSED, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
Music Teachers oi"6ar6*ir8UnBSecon6®ra6c 
_ (pieces 
CONCERT QUARTETS for Mixed Voices. 
THE DUET HOUR. 
A Collection of Piano Duets. 
PRICE $i.oo. 
The compositions contained in this work are all 
of a good standard and of a moderate degree of diffi¬ 
culty. Every one is melodious, and the work will 
surely please. No better collection of four-hand 
pieces has ever before been published. Subject to 
a liberal professional discount. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
25.000 SOLD. 
A 1ST DON’S 
REED ORGAN METHOD 
BY CHARLES W. LANDON. 
PRICE $1.50. FOREIGN FINGERING. 
The pieces are selected from the best composers and 
are copiously annotated, and each piece has a lesson in 
which every point is fully explained and every possible 
help given the pupil. 
The method is superior in many practical points to 
those in general use. 
It is carefully graded, no difficulties appearing until 
they are prepared for by the preceding pieces. Every 
new thing is fully, clearly, and concisely explained and 
illustrated. Not only how to do a thing is shown, but 
the whys and wherefores are given. Every piece is es¬ 
pecially arranged for the Reed Organ ; they are not 
Piano music, nor are they Pipe Organ pieces. Further¬ 
more, the pieces are arranged to bring out the best ef¬ 
fects that the Reed Organ is capable of so finely giving. 
In short, the book treats the Reed Organ as a Reed 
Organ, the music all being arranged on that basis. 
Many new and charming effects are shown. Every piece 
is fully annotated, fingered intelligently, effectively 
phrased, and the expression indicated. The theory of 
phrasing and expression is thus taught. The “Reed 
Organ Touch ” is taught, a hitherto neglected feature in 
the study of this favorite instrument. Touch, as here 
taught, makes the player far superior to the ordinary 
performer on this instrument. 
The left hand is especially developed. Every feature 
of technic is unfolded by beautiful pieces, thus doing 
away with a long series of dry and taste-destroying ex¬ 
ercises. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
PHILADELPHIA. PA, 
' a collection of Choruses, Quartets, etc for the 
Choir. More than 3000 sold the 6rst week o 
cation. Bound in boards, 75 cents each. $7-5 P 
CONCERT QUARTETS for Male Voices. 
Fine collections of Part Songs, Quartets etc In 
addition to the splendid concert selectrons, they con¬ 
tain music for all the national holidays, and in 
other boohs will be found such an array of Humorous 
Compositions. Price 50 cents each. $4-75 Per doz • 
SACRED QUARTETS for Mixed Voices. 
We want every Music Teacher in this 
who uses a good grade of popular music- 
pieces to have copies of the following: 
No. 1. BEN HUR CHARIOT RACE lfies by the same compiler 
SACRED QUARTETS for Male Voices. 
Choice collections of Quartets, Duets, and Sacred 
Songs Without doubt the best general collections ever 
issued. Containing also special music for New Year, 
Easter, Thanksgiving, and Christmas. Price 50 cents 
each. $4-75 P=r dozen. 
Send for any or all on examination, or we will send 
specimen pages for the asking. 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa, 
FIs ETCHER 
(MUSIC (METHOD 
(Simplex and Kindergarten) 
Has been indorsed by the most prominent American 
musicians and adopted by the leading Conservatories, 
such as New England Conservatory, Boston ; Canadian 
College of Music, Ottawa; Metropolitan School of Music, 
Toronto, etc. The musical apparatus has been patented 
in America, England, Germany, Belgium, Italy, and 
other foreign countries, and can only be obtained by 
those who complete the necessary course of study 
under Miss Evelyn Ashton Fletcher, the originator of 
the system. Classes for teachers will be formed in New 
York this fall. For further particulars, address 
480 Ontario St., Toronto, Canada, until Oct. 1st, 
and then address 1125 Madison Ave., NEW YORK. 
Portraits of Great Musicians 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
MOZAET, LISZT, WAGNER, 
MENDELSSOHN, AND BEETHOVEN 
Price 50 cents, net. 
HANDEL,RUBINSTEIN, CHOPIN, 
SCHUBERT, AND HAYDN. 
Prioe $1.00. Pottage and Tube, 10 its. Extra 
othbbb to follow. 
. ^he elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most 
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor. 
We have also three fine artotypes of musical subjects - 
22 x 28 inches, entitled: J 
HARMONY, 
BEETHOVEN AT THE PIANO 
INSPIRATION. 
Price 50 cents each, net. 
Any or all framed and sent by express when desired. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
FOR 
THE ETUDE 
SPECIAL OFFE‘f,E couubctions for 
EACHiriC PURPOSES 
-AND- 
E. T. Pauli Music Co>n»ai'b®MrbanbFourth ffirabe 
,. IlWCeS *¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ Publications. ^ ^ " - 
By E. T. Pauli. 
This is without exception one of the 
popular marches of the present day. A _r 
iug piece, now being used by thousands of test 
Compiled for the Piano by 
w. s. B. JVIATHEWS. 
igned to accompany the celebrated and 
•ersally used Standard Graded Course of 
jt & & 
/T)usie: 
re valuable books of compositions have ever been 
j_culled and selected from the best teaching 
n Dei bbu u iuu buuu i l ac in their respective grades ; in all piano liter- 
universal favorite. Fine Bass 8olo. Try it. ,opular classic al and semi-classical—something 
_ _ _____ for anv pupil in addition to that contained in 
No. 2. CHARGE OF THE LIGHT JJ%£££ P 
MARCH. By E. T. Pauli. 
This is a companion piece to the Chariot ka ice Of each. c e e $1.00. 
No. 4 Grade. A magnificent piano piece; splenij Durably and Substantially Bound, 
duction ; very brilliant throughout; great finale 
of this piece should be in the hands of evt 
teacher. Address Publisher. 
JRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
No. 3. NEW YORK AND CONEY I K_ __ 
MARCH AND TWO-STEP. I 
Pauli. 
This piece is written in six-eight time, havio 
catchy swing to the melody. A special feats 
piece is a fine Bass Solo, probably one of the' 
in any popular composition; a piece that everyl 
No. 4. SWEET MEMORIES WALTZkand Methods 
Herbert Clarke. 5 
One of the finest sets of waltzes publishei ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ 
years; a specially good gTade and well a C0IlIjECTI0N of EBBay8 for Young 
teaching purposes. Mr. Clarke is one 0! _ ^ 
musicians in the United States. Teachers, Amateurs, and Students, 
relating to Music considered as 
No. 5. QUEEN OF BEAUTY WALTi ah an(3 Llteraturs, and to Problems 
Otto Heinzman. Piano Teaching. + + + + + 
This is without exception the prettiest set 
published in years, about No. 8 Grade; verj P ¥ ¥ ¥ 
and well written. We recommend this p 
attention of teachers, believing it to be spi hfiorof ‘How to Understand Music,” “A Popu 
adapted for teaching purposes. Hj®t<’r7 °/ Music,” “Studies in Phrasing,” 
Standard tirades,” “ Primer of 
No. 6. AMERICA FOREVER! MARC Musical Form,” etc., etc. 
T. Pauli. ] _ 
The latest, greatest, and beBt march e«r plee, Bouncj ,n Cloth, $1.50. 
Mr. Pauli. Twenty thousand copies print - 
issue; a bright, stirring composition; good 6 
finish. The finale gives a special treatmentj workj which contains about 75)000 wordB) 
the first important literary work which 
r. Mathews has published since the second 
of “ How to Understand Music ” and hia 
SEE WHAT WE 0Ri£“^toTwoM., MOn. 
We believe the above pieces to be i Essays upon The Nature of Music, Its 
published in their class, and in order to onal Value, Composers, such as Beethoven, 
them fully and give the readers of The in, Liszt, and Brahms ; on Songs and Song- 
opportunity to obtain them at speci* and a variety of topics interesting to 
we agree to furnish any one copy sele generally. 
cents, or any four copies for 75 cen , ]econd relates tQ pian0 Teachingj and con. 
copies for S1.00. 1 his is less tiaI' . , short Essays upon leading problems of this 
In making an order be siire n ^art to which Mr. Mathews has given so 
in The Etude, otherwise the rate wm £ention 6 
a copy throughout. Our M ; whole ia undoubtedl one of the 
somest issued by any publisher, ai rtt)n . ... ... , 
than 81.00 can be sent in postage hteruy productions he has ever 
out a sample order and write for * ______ 
containing 30 pages of music, sent .bhed by 
Address all orders and communica j 
“ America,” that makes it thrilling and effet- 
fail to order a copy of this piece. 
Publishers. . 
E. T. PAULL MUSIC 
44 West 29th St., 
TREO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia. 
flbbtlabelpbta flbuetcal Ecabem^, 
1617 SPRUCE STREET, PHILADELPHIA. 
6029 MAIN STREET, GERMANTOWN. 
THE OLDEST SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL OE MUSIC. 
30tb Season 
Private and Class Lessons in Rll Brandies of Musis. Terms, $7.50-$30.00. 
1139 PUPILS IN ATTENDANCE LAST SEASON. 
INSTRUCTORS. 
PIANO. R. Zeckwer, M. Leefsou, C. Samaus, L. Howe, R. Hennig, F. Cresson, W. Leps, Camille W. Zeckwer, 
Misses Sower, Sutor, Tiers, Davis, Henderson, Hall, Walker, Price, Mrs. W. and J. Tiers. 
JANKO PIANO.—L. Howe. ORGAN.—David Wood. F. Cresson, L. Howe. VIOLIN.—G. Hille, Howard 
Rattay. VIOLONCELLO.—R. Hennig, L. Trein. VOCAL.—Carl Schachner, Miss M. Bnedinger. 
THEORY.—R. Zeckwer, F. Cresson, Camille Zeckwer. ACOUSTICS.—R. Zeckwer. SIGHT 
SINGING.—John Zobanaky. 
Teachers’ and Pupils’ Concerts in our own Concert Hall. Hook & Hastings Church Organ, blown by 
electric motor. For illustrated circulars apply to 
Rich. Zeokmer, director. 
FOR ALL WHO TEACH ^ 
! How to Teach ^ 
♦ How to Study 
price, 
+ + BY E. 7UV. SEFTON 
s 50 Cents. 
The young teacher, or one about to enter the profession, 
is in need of guidance quite as much as the pupil. Very 
little has been put in book form that relates to the 
teacher’s work. Mr. Sefton has had extended experience 
in trainiug young teachers. His efforts in the normal 
field have been very successful. His “ Teachers’ Class 
Book ” is generally used by teachers who wish a system¬ 
atic record. This is a work designed to aid the teacher. 
It touches on every phase of teaching. Every difficulty 
which confronts the teacher is met. It were better that 
even the older teacher studied the book. There is such 
a thing as doing a thing for years, and doing it wrong 
unconsciously. He is the best teacher who is most anx¬ 
ious to improve his method of imparting knowledge, and 
be prepared to receive advice. It relates solely to the 
idea of how to get the best work out of the pupil. 
Published. by 




BY STEPHEN HELLER. 
Selected from Opus 46, 46, and 47. 
PRICE *1.50. 
Revised by Albert Ross Parsons, Calvin B. Cady, 
Arthnr Foote, Edward Baxter Perry, John 8. Tan 
Clere, Wilson G. Smith, and Charles W. Landon. 
These fitudes are carefully fingered and phrased 
metronome marks given, use of pedal made dear and 
concise, and each one is described, named, and anno 
tated, the remarks containing valuable hints and sugges¬ 
tions as to touch, style, and methods of study. Tbs is 
the finest edition of these valuable fitudes ever published. 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, • Philadelphia, Pa. 
MUSIC WRITING PENS. 
The be., mode writer 





Hugh A. Clarke, (Vlus. Doc. 
(University of Pennsylvania). 
Pvice $1.00, Bound in Cloth. 
THERE has been a great need for a first-class, up-to- 
date dictionary, and we have had this made by one 
of our most prominent musicians and theorist*. 
There are included many new and important features not 
found in any similar publication. No matter how many 
dictionaries your library includes, it will not be complete 
without this one. 
Some of its more prominent features are: 
The meaning, derivation, and pronunciation in phonetic 
spelling of Italian, German, French, and other words. 
The names, with pronunciation, of all the moet 
prominent musicians of the last two centuries, with dates 
of birth and death, and nationality. 
A list of English terms with their Italian, French, and 
German equivalents. 
A list of the most celebrated operas, with the composer’s 
name. 
The sale of this work so far has been unprecedented. 




BY TffH SR|HH RUTflO* 
Price 25 Cents. 
Not so complete as the large one, but all that is neces 
sary for a reference book for pupils. It is published ii> 
small form, suitable for vest pocket, and will be found a 
most convenient reference book. Twice as much is con¬ 
tained in it as in any similar work. 
Published by THEO. PRESSER, 
STATION A. PHILADELPHIA, PA 
Lessons in Musical History, 
BY 
JOHN COMFOBT FILLMOBE. 
Price $1.50, postpaid. 
A comprehensive outline of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe 
cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti¬ 
tutions. Address Publisher, 
TTTFfi. PRF.SSER. 1708 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 
etude 
IProfeasional Carbc. 
TENTH YEAR OF THE 
Philadelphia School of JVIusie, 
1511 Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. No. 
Private and Class LesBODa in all Branches of Music. Department for 
the study of the VirgiUCIavier Method of Piano Technic 
Vocal Department has for its foundation the Principles of Vocal 
Science. 
KATE H. Principal. 
'pi'ITION by correspondence in Harmony, 
Counterpoint, etc. For terms and particu¬ 
lars, write to 
DR. R. H. PETERS, Spartanburg, S. C. 
Founded in 1853 by Dr. Eben Tonrjde. 
RICHARD Hi DANA, President. 
GEORGE W. CHADWICK. A.M.. Director. 
■ END FOB CATALOGUE. 
MADAME A. PUPIN, 
TEACHER OF ARTISTIC PIANO PLAYING, 
No. 13 East 14th Street, New York City. 
ANALYTICAL RECITALS and 
BEETH()VE\ READINGS 
By DR. HENRY G. HANCHETT. 
For Circulars and Terms, address 
Wo. 1S6 Fifth Avenue, Wew York City. 
Cleveland school of music 
X (INCORPORATED.) incorporated.
Superior methods of instruction. PIANO. 
SINGING. Artistic vocal instruction. 
ORGAN. Unsurpassed opportunity for study. 
VIOLIN. Complete course of study. 
HARMONY. MUSICAL HISTORY. 
ENSEMBLE PLAYING. Recitals and concerts. 





HARMONY and COUNTERPOINT. 
By NEWELL L. WILBUR, 
Fellow American College of Musicians, 
Butler Exchange, Room 513, Providence, R. I. 
HUSH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc., 
S83 South 88th Street, 
PHILADELPHIA. 
LESSONS BT IAIL{,,HV"L,C1“r“‘' 
BDWARD BAXTER PERRY, 
Concert Pianist and Leoturen. 
Lsotirs SociUli at Schools and Musical Societies a Specialty. 
Address: Care Mason a Hamlin, t46 Boylston St., Boston. 
Xr^Perry oukM an annual Western tour from October lat to the 
~ ern trip in Janaary and February. Engage- 
8tatoa during the spring months. 
patlamc 
fujlin, (Konttrt §?toni$tft 
(Jaitfeo itfiioarh). 
Madame Pupin will accept engagements from Musical Cluba, Col¬ 
leges, and Seminaries to give her unique entertainment, 
THEN AND NOW 
THE LEADING CONSERVATORY IN AMERICA. 
Offers unequaled advantages to students seeking thorough 
instruction in Music, Musical Composition, and Elocution. 
SEND OR CALL FOR ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS AND CALENDAR. 
FRANK W. HALE, General Manager, 
Franklin Square, Boston, Mass. 
Philadelphia’s Leading College of Music. 
~ "'ll Complete and Thorough In Every Department. 
Terms: $5.00 to $40.00, 
The first part of the programme, presenting the costumes, pianoforte 
and music of a century ago; the second part, a Recital ou the Janko 
Keyboard, thus illustrating the progress made in piano playing in 100 
years. 
Including Free Instruction In Harmony, Symphony. ; r-hestra, 
Vocal and Instrumental Ensemble Classes 
Teachers taking up the Janko Keyboard will receive a few lessons 
free. Send stamp for particulars. 
MADAME A. PUPIN, 
13 EAST 14TH STREET, NEW YORK CITY. 
BROAD STREET 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
1331 SOUTH BROAD STREET. 
FREDERICK 1WRXS0H, 
holidays, and a South t i] 
stents in the Eastern 
JVTr. Frhkk H- Tubbs, 
Voiee Culture... 
. .. and Singing, 
121 West 42d Street, - New York. 
Mr. Tubbs will teach at his seashore home at Allenhurst, N. J. dur- 
ing July and August. Teachers of Vocal Music, or those preparing to 
he such, solicited. Send for circulars about summer teaching and daily 
lessons. Allenhurst lies between Long Branch and Asbury Park 
Tinest summer location on the coast. 
CONCERT ORGANIST 
AND 
TEACHER OF PIANO, ORGAN, AND THEORY OF MUSIC. 
Virgil Praotio* Clavier Method a Spec'eity. 
1 Every Branch of Music Taught by a Faculty of 40 1-mlnset 
Artist Teachers either privately or In ctassc 
Accommodations for 2500 Students. 
Certificate from Virgil Piano School, New York. Special Clavier 
Course for Teachers. Engagements accepted for Organ Recitals. Send 
for Circular. 
STUDIO: 813 W. 17th St., Philadelphia. 
THE ONLY 
SCHOOL 
' With a National Repntation. 
Where the Elementary and Finishing D©;-.: anenti 
receive eqnal care. 
Having Its Own Symphony Orchestra. 
.With Complete Orchestra and Band Pepuumeui*. 
ADKINSON MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN SYSTEM. 
Already introduced iuto twenty-three States and Territories of the 
Union, and into Canada. 
Write for illustrated catalogue giving full information, terms, etc. 
GILBERT R. COMBS, Director, 
_ 1331 8. Broad Street, Philadelpk t a. 
IMPROVED EDITION. PRICE REDUCED TO $2.00. 
Inquire of M. E. ADKINSON, Jefferson, Iowa. 
Hr. Tubbs will teach at New York through May and June (time 
■atil May ie now all engaged). Addreee all inquiries to 
FHHNK H. TUBBS, 
121 West 42d Street, New York City. 
THE CRANE 
Normal Institute of Music 
lingers prepared for ohnrch positions or concert engagements. Piano 
Infraction, Virgil Clariere furnished for practice. A thorough course 
fa Harmony, Acoustics, Analysis, History, and Pedagogy 
A SPECIAL COURSE FOR SUPERVISORS OF MUSIC. 
For circulars apply to MISS JULIA I. CEASE, Potsdam, N. I. 
CORRECTION OF MUSIC MSS. 
A SPECIALTY. 
HUBERT ini. BORST, 
3600 Hamilton Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
FAELTEN PIANOFORTE SCHOOL. 
CAKL FAELTKX, Director. 
Second Regular Session opens Monday, Sep¬ 
tember 12. 1898. Thorough and Sys matte 
Training in Pianoforte Playing and Teaching. 
FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION. 
162 Boylston Street, Boston. Mass. 
FOR PRIVATE TEACHERS. 
THE INTER-STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM 
OB' Musical Instruction. 
A National Institution for Promoting the Systematic Study of Music among PUPILS AT HOME. 
SIXTH SCHOLASTIC YEAR. 
STAT^^JNIVERSITY^ACULTY.^addre^s"131 °n regardlng con<htions of membership in the INTER- 
E. H. SCOT'f', President, 
Cor. Ninth and Locust Sts., KANSAS CITY, MO. 
With a LARGE FACULTY of 
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTORS 
and a SPLENDID BUILDING 
1616 North Seventeenth Street, Philadelphia. 
MUSIC IN ALL BRANCHES 
Instrumental and Vocal, Technical and Theoretical. 
STUDENTS ADMITTED AT ANT TIME, UNDEB A FACULTY OF SUPEBIOB INSTBUOTOBS. 
VIRGIL OLAVTER METHOD A SPECIALTY. THE SUCCESS ATTENDING THfl 
ADOPTION OF THE ABOVE METHOD IN PIANO DEPARTMENT LEAVES 
NO DOUBT AS TO ITS SUPERIORITY OVER ALL OTHERS. 
Students desiring Dramatic as well as Vocal Culture can be thoroughly and system 
mtteaUy taught by our vocal instructor, Mr. Bobt. Schurig. W »ystom 
Catalogues mailed upon application to VIVIAN INfll.E, Director. 
__ . . n&ISIG 
For it, exchuive thi, SCHOOL OF MUSIC offer. 
UNUSUAL ADVANTAGES 
Iw 21? January 4*“d Anri? yetr' T<'nn» b*Fln 9»PUB: 
if. branch.,, ,7ud for Mtolo^, to 7°U ,tud5, Mu,ic ln *DT 
FENELON B. RICE, Director, Oberlin, 0. 
ft 
if 
it 1 
